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INTRODUCTION.

The objects described in the following catalogue belong for the most part to

the last stages of the history of mummy -decoration in Egypt. They consist of

those pieces in which the Greek element is either predominant or strongly

pronounced. I have naturally not included everything which showed marks of

Greek influence, for the change of style was gradual and pari of the transitional

matter will go more appropriately into another volume. A separate publication

of the Greek portion of the series was advisable on practical grounds, but

everyone who has studied the subject will recognise that it is impossible to

make a really satisfactory division of the material. The masks and mummies

which are published here cannot be rightly appreciated without some knowledge

of the Egyptian types from which they are descended.

The order of the catalogue is as follows :

Collins, nos 33ioi-33i25.

Modelled masks, n°
5 33i26-332i3.

Painted portraits, n05 33a 1 4-3 3 2 69.

Mummy -cases, nos 33 270-3337 5.

Byzantine masks and portraits, nos 33276-33282.

A few objects accidentally omitted are added at the end, n"
s 33283-33285.

The work of photographing the collection.was kindly undertaken by Brugsch Bey.

1 have also to thank several of my colleagues for. help on various points, especially

with regard to the Egyptian inscriptions.

The following notes are intended as explanatory matter for the student who

is not a specialist in this field. I have not strayed beyond the limits of the

collection and have not attempted to sketch the history of Graeco-Egyptian

burial customs and funerary art, which is far too large a subject to be treated

here. This introduction indeed might for the most part have been incorporated

in the text of the catalogue, but I prefer to separate what is still partly conjecture

and theory from what is merely description. The subject is one about which one

finds very different opinions in archaeological writings, though I cannot but

think that if it were more carefully studied as a whole, there would at least be

a general agreement about the main outlines of it. But in any case there still



remain inanj uncertain points to be cleared up and the material is increasing

even year.

Willi the exception of the two lead coffins, n"
4

33if>'i and 33i25, all the

objects in the collection come from Graeco-Egyptian cemeteries. There is nothing

from Alexandria and only a lillle from the old (ireek settlements at Nankralis

and in Memphis. What we have here is almost entirely the work of craftsmen in

the provincial towns such as Crocodilopolis and Hermoupolis Magna, dating

from a time when the two civilizations of Greece and Egypt were in intimate

contact all over the country; and perhaps in no other class of antiquities is the

process of interaction so vividly brought, before ns.

The collins n"
s 33ioi-33i25 stand quite apart from the rest of the objects

catalogued. As for the two lead ones, n"
s 33i2A, 3 3 1 2 5 , these were probably

brought here in recent times from the Syrian coast'", where the type is very

common, and there is no evidence that lead collins of this sort were ever used

in Egypt. The wooden coffins on the other hand, with the exception of n° 33 1 22 ,

belong to a wide -spread type of which many specimens have been found in

Egypt and in the south of Russia, and which has been very thoroughly studied

in a recent book by Dr. C. Wat/.inger (2)
. The Cairo examples are fully discussed

there (3)
. For reasons which are largely based on external evidence it would

appear that n" 33i2i dales from the iv"' century B. C., whereas n° 3 3 i 2 3 is

probably to be placed in the later part of the m r '' century. The splendid coffin

from Saqqarah, nos 33ioi-33i i3, does not belong to the earlier part, of the

series, to judge by the details of the ornamentation : the Medousa-heads in

particular are decidedly more Hellenistic in style than those from NaukrahV"'.

Passing over Ibis small but interesting group of coffins, we come to the

modelled masks, gathered together on plates VII-XXX. These areof course directly

derived from Egyptian types. During the Ptolemaic period many of the Greek

"I For wlial is known aboul Lheir provenance sec p. t 1 and i3.
:

» Griechische Holzsarcophage aus der Zeit Mc.mmlers des Grosser,. Wissmsrhnfilichc VeroffentUchungen
<kr Deutsche* Orient-Geselhchaft, Heft 1).

V * of Walzingers list does not appear here, as I did nol learn of its presence in the Museum
in time to include il in the catalogue : it is now exhibited in the Graeco-Roman gallery. A mistake
in my description of n" 33i2i is corrected in the Addenda et Corrigenda on p. i3a. Watzinger
descrihes the roof-ridge of this coffin as painted yellow and brown alternately, hut I can see no
traces of yellow colouring on il. There is a peculiar object in the Museum which may possibly have
one, belonged lo a colli,, of this class, a beart-shaped plaque of wood with remains of a colour,,!
design in ll,, best Greek style.

N -Mi S is published by Watzinger as part of the Saqqarah coffin, bul il really comes from
the Naukratis cemetery. Nor are the Medousa-masks in Cairo made of stucco as he slates on p. 33.



inhabitants began to adopt the practice of mummification. At first naturally

their custom went to the native undertakers and their mummies were decorated

just like those of the Egyptians. Here and there as time goes on signs of Greek

influence begin to appear. But it is not till the Roman period that the style

becomes what could properly be called Greek. The course of development at the

great cemetery of Ilawara has been traced in detail by Mr. Petrie (1)
. Here the

first fairly Hellenized works are the group of gilded masks, of which we have

three good specimens in the Cairo collection, nos 33 1 gG-33 1^8. The daLe of

this group is approximately determined by n° 33 126, which has the hair dres-

sed in a fashion peculiar to the Glaudian age. The other masks, though they lack

the characteristic curls above the ears, have so many points in common with

that of Sambathion that we cannot suppose them to be either much earlier or

much later. It is remarkable that the busts of this type almost all belong to

women, and the male busts of the same period (which are not represented in this

selection) seem for the most part to have been treated in a more Egyptian style,

a distinction which was not confined to this locality as will be seen later. One

of the male masks bears the name of Titus Flavins Demetrius (

'

2)

, which shows

that it can scarcely be earlier than 70 A. D., though it need not be much later :

the deceased may very likely have been a newly made citizen under the Flavian

principate. From these and other indications which will appear afterwards it may

be inferred that the gilded busts with modelled arms and drapery were fashion-

able in the Fayoum about the end of the Glaudian period. A tendency towards

greater naturalism may be noted in the treatment of n° 33 127, which is less

gilded than the other two, the arms and bosom being painted like the contem-

porary masks from Middle Egypt.

The methods of mummy-decoration naturally varied from place to place as

well as from age to age. The gilded busts of which we have been speaking are

characteristic of the Ilawara cemetery and are apparently the latest busts that

have been found there : for in the Fayoum the introduction of panel portraits

drove the modelled masks out of the field. Plates VI1I-XVII show another group

of masks of about the same period as the Ilawara type but very different in style.

These come from the necropolis of Meir in Middle Egypt, and are somewhat

less Hellenic in spite of their naturalistic colouring. The chitons are rend-

ered without folds, the hair is dressed in an Egyptian mode (cf. the figure of

Nephthys on pi. X), and the jewellery is partly Egyptian. In both groups we find

"' IJawara , Bialimu and Arsinoe, p. 2/1 (1.

121
Of. cit., p. 16.



laces which show the influence of Egyptian style in the modelling, alongside of

others winch arc somewhat characterless. Plate WII (jives an idea of the general

decoration of the mummies to which these masks belonged, and nos 33 1 38-

33iAA are fragments ol ornamentation from similar figures. All these masks

represenl women and girls. The corresponding male masks from Meir are deci-

dedl\ more Egyptian ami have not heen included in the present catalogue. The

jewellery, with the exception of the Egyptian pieces, is very similar lo what we

find on the gilded hosts from Hawara. From their many points of resemblance

lo the Hawara class and also to the earlier specimens among the following groups

it may he interred that the Men 1 masks date from the i

sl century A. D. and pro-

babh from the Claudian age.

The masks which follow, nos 33 1 45-33 a 1 3 , are catalogued without regard

to their chronological order. Probably all of them, certainly (he great hulk of

them, come from the cemeteries of Middle Egypt, hut we have very little trust-

worth} information about tin; discover} of them, the sort of graves thev were

buried in and the sort of mummies to which they were attached "'. The first lot

pul on the market was reported to have heen found in the Great Oasis, and it

was at lirsl supposed that the type was a peculiar one which had sprung up in

that far-away spot. Mr. (1. Schmidt has questioned the truth of this report, 1
-

1

, and

it ma} at least he regarded as certain that Middle Egypt was the chief home of

the type. Mr. Petrie gives the cemeteries north of Minieh as the provenance of

the plaster masks
1

-'''. Tounah. the necropolis of Hermoupolis Magna, has I n

one ol the main sources of supply. A good part of our collection is said lo come

from Balansourah. Several specimens have heen obtained in the tombs of Anti-

noopolis (l)
. and one remarkable head has been Umnd at Diospolis Parva (:,)

. It is

evident that they were quite common over a long stretch of country.

They are said by some writers lo have been fastened to the lids of the coffins, see Petrie,

Deshasheh, p. 1, and Heron de Villefosse in Comptes rendu* del'Acadeniiedesinscr., 1892, p. 187, but

I do nol know on what evidence this statement is founded. Il is, I suppose, only meant to apply lo

the later masks, such as n° 3.'ii/i5, and not to the earlier ones, such as n" .'J 3 1 G 2 , which were
shaped like [he group from Meir and are evidently intended to he attached to the mummy. In Notice,

189.^-1897. p. .Vi'i, ami Eimns, Helknistische Portraits, p. 3o, the more natural explanation is jjivea

thai the plaster masks were laid over the upper end of the mummy, and those found at Antinoo-
polis by M. Gayel were attached in this way (Annates du Mush Guimet, vol. XXVI, p. 67-58).
V 33209, xvllir ' 1 is of a different type from the others, is no doubt part of a coffin.

( "' Aegyptiaca (Festschriftfur Georg Ebers), p. 10/1.

Deshasheh
, p. 1.

(,
'i Annates du Musk Guimet, vol. XXVI, pi. XXI-XXIV.
'-'

Diospolis Parva
| Eg. Expl. Fund), pi. XLII.



The masks in question cover a long period, more than a century and a half

at least, and there are many differences in style and technique between the

earlier and the later types. If all the husts had been preserved whole, it would

have been easier to appreciate these distinctions, hut in most cases nothing is

left except the head. Instead of attempting a strictly chronological treatment it

will he best to take one or two well-defined groups in turn and point out their

characteristic features, leaving the more isolated specimens alone for the present.

The female heads on plate's XXVI and XXVII (with the exception of n° 33 1 99)

may be classed together in spile of various little distinctions between them. They

have obviously a great deal in common with the Ilawara masks on the one hand

and with the Meir busts on the other hand. The general shape of the whole mask

is practically the same as in the latter group, except that perhaps the head does

not always lie quite so Hat : unfortunately there is no complete specimen in the

Cairo collection (1)
. But in technique they are somewhat different from the masks

shown on plates VH-IX. While there are traces of canvas on the lower [tart of the

bust, the front of the head seems to have been usually modelled in plaster alone

without being first pressed out in canvas or carfonnage : plaster in fact, was

gradually being substituted for the latter material, and the change was probably

conducive to a freer style of work. Nos 33 162, 33190, 33191 are male masks

of the same class. The treatment here is more conservative. While the hair above

the forehead is modelled naturalistically, a conventional wig- end hangs down

on each side of the neck, and the chest is covered by an Egyptian necklace. The

two children, n os 33iG3 and 33 16/1, are treated in the same fashion as the

men. The women on the other hand wear the Greek chiton and have long twisted

locks hanging over their shoulders, an African coiffure frequently given to Graeco-

Egyptian goddesses. Sambathion, pi. VII, has a single tress of the same sort on

each side of her face, and similar locks are sometimes found on contemporary

Roman portraits. On many of the heads of this class there are conspicuous traces

of Egyptian style, for instance the narrow- topped nose of n° 33 1 64, the curving

lips of n° 33187 ana" tne ^ cueeks of n° 33189. There * s some variely m tne

types, but no real portraiture.

The above masks cannot be far removed in date from the Ilawara and Meir

busts, with which they have so many points in common; that is to say, they

must belong for the most part to the i
sL century A. D. And many of the details

point to the same date. Thus for instance the waved hair of n" 33 187 with the

ll) For a complete bust of this type see llccuch!, 1 8 <) 5 , p. 111.



fringe of circular ringlets is just in the style of Roman portraits of the Giaudian

age, and the small curls of n° 33 1 84 recall a i

st
century coiffure which reached

its apogee in the Flavian period (see n" 33t8i). The heads on plates XXVI and

XXVII look for the most pari somewhat later than the Meir group, though one

must beware of mistaking local differences for chronological stages. At any rate

it was no doubt somewhere in the Giaudian age that the type in question came

into fashion.

Let us pass now to a quite different type of mask, of which some good speci-

mens are shown on [dale XIX. Here there are far fewer traces of the Egyptian

prototype. No Egyptian detail strikes the eye except the representation at the

back of the neck, and it is painted in a free sketchy style very different from

that of the early masks. All these busts are either entirely or mainly modelled

in plaster, and the old method of pressing out the shape in cartonnage is no

longer used. The most striking point about the new type is that the head is

raised as if it were resting on a high pillow. Another noticeable difference

consists in the treatment of the eye. On the i

st
century masks it is usually

painted: and if inlaid, it is made of opaque material, stone or glass (1)
. Hut on

the heads of the present class the eye is usually inlaid in a different way : a small

convex sheet of transparent glass or mica'"' is laid over a plaster ground on

which the iris has been painted in black. This new technique gives a rather

softer appearance than the opaque inlay. The features have little or nothing of

that Egyptian character which is so marked on many of the earlier heads. But

even in this group, however natural and life-like some of the heads may appear,

it is questionable whether many of them can be regarded as faithful portraits.

They tend to follow certain types. For the most part they seem intended for the

average person, like ready-made clothes, rather than for the individual.

The female masks which belong to the same class are those on plates XX and

XXIV and the first two on plate XXV. The various heads on plate XXIV, which

have a strong family resemblance, are approximately dated by the way in which

the hair is dressed. This style of coiffure, as we know from the coin -portraits of

the Empresses, was fashionable from about the middle of the nnd century to

about the beginning of the III
rd

. On the earlier portraits the knot at the back

of the head is usually small and deep, on the later ones it becomes large and

ll) So far as I have had thorn examined and tested, lliey seem to lie usually, if not always, of glass.

11 Cf. Comptes rendus de I 'Acad, des inscr., 1899., p. 188. On some of llie specimens which I have

seen the material looked like mica, hut in most cases il seems to he artificial ([lass, sometimes iride-

scent and sometimes full of small air-bubbles.



flat Most of the masks on plate XXIV have the earlier type of knot and may be

placed well before the end of the century. N" 33 1 69 is probably somewhat later

than those just mentioned. N» 33 17& again is more in the style ol the portraits

ofPlautilla, andn° 33^5 may be dated about the tune of Julia Domna The

men s heads on plate XIX are also probably later than the Antomne age. N» 33
1
u8

in particular has so much resemblance to Caracal^" (an Emperor of whom we

have several portrait- statues in Egypt), that it may be assigned with good reason

to his reign; and 11° 33 1

4

7
is a younger head very similar in style.

To the same general class as the above works belong the lately acquired

masks shown on plate XXX, n- 33, 1 o-33. 1 .. Here the heads are raised still

higher The eyes are not inlaid, but the pupil is emphasized by an impressed

mark and of course the whole eve was painted as well. The two busts, which are

very rood specimens of the realistic, unaffected style of m- century portraiture,

are still later than those on plate XIX , for close-cut hair like that of n° 33
a

1 is

characteristic of the period after Caracalla. N« 33.n may be compared with

portraits of the young prince Diadumenianus. N° 33. i 3 is also a in' century

head Inferior to these in style but of about the same age are the three wooden

busts on plate XXIX, n« 33.oG-33.o8 : for the technique see text ol catalogue.

IN" 33. 06 which is the best of them, looks like a contemporary of beverus Alex-

ander. The use of wood, however, was not a late innovation, for a much earlier

mask-, n° 33i6i, has the chest made of straight boards while the head is

modelled in plaster. ...

These then are the two main classes among the masks, - the group which is

represented by such heads as tf- 33,66 and 33i8 7
and which belongs for the

most part to the <*< century, and the series with raised heads, which extends

from the second half of the ,1"" century to the second quarter of the .11
.

Ihe

progress from the one type to the other was gradual. The Egyptian elements

Irow less and less conspicuous. The head, which at first had lain flat rises

HUlc by little. The new method of inlaying- the eye begins to come into use.

The intermediate masks can be roughly arranged according as they approximate

to the early or to the late type, though if they were all complete, the task would

be much "simpler. Apart from this, however, many of them have their age

indicated by details which bring them into line with well-known Roman portraits

Thus n° 33i8i.pl. XXV, has the characteristic coiffure of the Flavian age and

probably belongs to the last quarter of the 1" century, or at least cannot be much

l«) Cf. especially the colossal head from Goplos (Mil*., Egypt under Rman Rule, p. 71, fig. 61).



later : the general shape of the mask is that of the early typo, and the lady

wears a long Egyptian necklace like those shown on plate VIII. N" 33 i iS G ,
pi. XXII,

has the Flavian curls together with the long shoulder- locks of the early style,

and bail-earrings like Sambathion's. Both these heads have the eyes inlaid, hut

made of opaque material. N°33i8a, pi. XXV, the top of whose head is unfor-

tunatelv broken, has had a high elaborate coiffure such as was fashionable in

the times of Trajan and Hadrian'". N" 33 180, pi. XXV, is rather later : the

coiffure resembles thai of the elder Faustina, and the eyes arc; inlaid in the new

method in transparent glass.

Among the men's heads which date from the n 11 ' 1 century n° 33 1 58,

pi. XXII. is an instructive specimen. Its age is roughly determined by the way in

which the hair is arranged in long locks above the forehead and in shorter curls

behind : this together with the beard indicates thai it belongs to the reign of

Hadrian or to the earlier years of Antoninus Pius. Though the head is partly

raised, the conventional necklace and wig-ends are still retained and the back of

the mask has been decorated in the early style. Of about the same age are

n° 33 1
') r
j, pi. XXII, and n° 332 o5, pi. Will. The former is still somewhat Egyp-

tian in style, but the eyes are here inlaid in transparent glass. Judging from the

examples in the Cairo collection, it seems to have been in the second quarter of

the n"'
1 century that this technique came into use, though the older method

existed side by side with it for some time and was not entirely superseded even

in the iu
nl

century (cf. n" 332oi). The three bearded heads with thick curly hair

shown on plate XXIII, nos 33 i5q-33iG 1 , may be assigned to the Antonine period 1

'
2
'.

N° 33iGi is particularly interesting as a representative of the transitional stage.

Though the head is not much raised, the general shape of the mask is that of

the later class; on the other hand the shoulders are covered by Egyptian wig-

ends and not by the mantle, and the face is of the old conventional type of which

there are so many examples in the earlier part of the series.

I will now attempt a brief review of the remaining heads in the order in which

they are catalogued. N° 33if)3, pi. XXI, belongs to the later type of mask, but

the head lies nearly Hat and I should place it about the beginning of the Anto-

nine age, a date with which the earrings and the coiffure are quite in keeping.

N° 33i.Vi on the other hand is much later. The works with which it has most in

ll) A more complete specimen from Antinoopolis is published in Annates da Musie Guimet,

vol. XXVI. ,,1. XXII.

'2
' A male head which is stilt more distinctly Antonine than any of these lias recently come into

the Museum. The eyes are of transparent {jlass.



common — compare especially the realistic modelling and the treatment of the

eye— are the masks from Kom el Ahmar shown on plate XXX. N° 3 3 1!j 5, which

has several points of resemblance to n" 33 i 53 , is a rather isolated mask of the

middle period, probably of the second ([iiarter of the n"'
1

century. Tlie next in

order is n° 3 3 1 7 3 on plate XXIV, which has the head well raised and a mantle

round the neck; the eyes are inlaid in opaque material and it somewhat resembles

the female heads with which it is grouped in the illustration : I take it to belong,

like most of these, to the earlier period of the later type of mask. N° 33 176,

though it is not clear what the shape of the complete mask was, may be placed

among the earlier of the heads which have inlaid eyes of transparent material.

N° 33177 is probably Antonine, like the curly-headed group on plate XXIII. The

two boys' heads, nos 33178 and 33 179 , which are evidently contemporary, seem

to have lain nearly Hat and one of them at least has worn an Egyptian necklace

like the earlier male masks. On the other hand the style is perfectly free and

n° 33178 has transparent glass eyes. Hence we may reasonably assign them to

the transitional period. The two men's masks on plate XXVII, n"
s 33iqb and

33 196, closely resemble each other in style and are no doubt contemporary.

The heads seem to have been more or less raised, though whether they were so

high as that of n° 33i45 is doubtful. They probably belong to the middle of

the series when the two methods of inlaying the eye were used indifferently

(cf. n os 33 166 and 33 1 G7 ). The same treatment of the hair occurs on masks

of the early type (e. g. n" 33 190), but we find something similar in tin.' later

class also (cf. nos 33ift5, 33 173). N° 33198 is shown to be early by its like-

ness to n° 33197. N° 33199 retains something of the same mannerism in the

modelling of the features, but on the other hand it bears some affinity to the

heads on plate XXIV and is probably not a great deal earlier than these : the eyes

are inlaid in opaque material, the earrings are like those of n° 3 3 1 5 5 , and the

ears are partly covered by the hair. Turning to plate XVIII, I should attribute

n° 33^00 to the later half of the earlier series of masks, when the inlaid eyes

became more common : in style it is somewhat akin to the u"a century head

n° 33i82. N° 3320 1 has a good deal of Egyptian character, especially in the

modelling of the eyes and eyebrows, and is no doubt pretty early. N° 33202,

in spite of the modelled beard, is also in the early style, but I do not know

exactly where to place it. The neighbouring head, n° 332o3, which has the

beard merely painted, is approximately dated by its likeness to the small female

mask n° 33 192. N° 332 06 seems to have had shoulder-locks and therefore to

belong to the early type of mask, but it looks decidedly later than the heads



on plate XXVI. A peculiar piece of sculpture is reproduced on plate XXIX,

n" 33200. It is made of wood and lias apparently been fixed on to the lid of the

collin. The badness of the style might lead one to call it a debased work of very

late period. Hut the shape of the lips is characteristic of the earlier half of the

series of masks, and simitar earrings are common in the n"
a century and occur

also in the first. Hence I am not inclined to put it later than the middle of the

11'" 1

century, and it may he a good deal earlier. N" 332i3, pi. XXX, should he

compared with a much liner specimen of the same type, published in the Lady

Meiix Collection, pi. XXVII A. The latter has the same sort of eves, the same

arrangement of hair in front, wavy shoulder- tresses (cf. n° 33i8u), lips which

curve upwards at the corners, and wears hoop-earrings : it may be placed in the

earlier class of masks, though probably not very near the beginning.

This whole series of plasler masks is an important document concerning the

relations between the native and the foreign elements in Egypt in the early cen-

turies of the Christian era. The adoption of the practice of mummification is on

the one hand a sign that the Greek part of the population was becoming assimi-

lated in some respects to the Egyptian. On the other hand a study of the masks

reveals on the whole a progress to a more Hellenic style and not a gradual

lapse into Oriental traditions. There are no doubt many mediocre pieces in the

later pail of the series, but a work such as n° 332 10 belongs to a higher class

of art than one like n° 33 129, however carefully executed. It was not of course

an entirely regular development. Certain heads are more advanced in style than

some others which are decidedly later in date. The Ilawara busts, which belong-

to the i

sl
century, have the drapery treated more naturally than the best of those

from Middle Egypt. Still Ihe general tendency to adopt a more realistic style and

omit ormodify the Egyptian details is unmislakeable.

Though the main series of which we have been speaking does not appear to

come farther down than the second quarter of the iif'
1 century (so far as my

knowledge goes), yet the custom of decorating, mummies with modelled masks

survived till much later, as is shown by the group on plate XLVI. Exactly similar

masks were found by Mr. Naville at Deir el Bahari above the ruins of the

temple w, and ours may perhaps have come from the same place though 1 have

found no mention of them in the Journal d"entrc'e. The Deir id Bahari mummies,

one of which had a Coptic label attached to it, are supposed to be Christian, I

do not know exactly on what grounds. Mr. Naville interprets Ihe cup and corn-

111 The Temple of Deir el Bahari, pi. II, p. 5.



ears held by one of the figures as symbols of the Eucharist, and M. E. Guimet

speaks of the same or a similar figure as a priest of the convent in his white

sacerdotal robe' 1
'. This is going rather far; for a while robe with a stripe down

each side is the usual costume of the men in the ordinary masks and portraits,

and the corn-ears are a very common attribute in older times also (cf. nos 33 1 ay,

332i6). On the other hand it may be admitted that the pagan elements in the

decoration are not decisive against the view that the mummies are Christian; for

there are some strange survivals of paganism in the Christian art of Egypt''
2
'. There

is at least no doubt that they belong to the Christian period. The wreaths which

they wear on their heads are characteristically Byzantine. The women's earrings

are like those of n" 33 2 80 with the addition of a string of three pearls in front.

The books to which I have access do not supply any dated example of this par-

ticular form, but the simple type without the pearls was common in the iv
lh and

v
lh centuries, and the waved hair of the masks recalls some coin- portraits of the

same period. It may be noted here that the faces are not painted a uniform red

but have the contours emphasized by lines and round spots of a darker shade,

and it is a remarkable coincidence that one finds the same technique used on

some of the figures in the tombs of the Queens at the other end of the Theban

necropolis, one of the few examples of shading in Egyptian art.

While Middle Egypt was the chief home of the realistic masks from the 1"

to the mrd century, most of the panel portraits in our collections come from

the Fayoum. It is true that they have been found in other places also, such as

Akhinim and Antinoopolis, but the Fayoum seems to have been the centre where

they were most popular. Many of those in Cairo come from the great cemetery

of Hawara; for others the Fayoum is' given as the provenance in the Journal

(Vcnlrcc without any further specification; none is definitely assigned to the second

chief source of supply, the cemetery of Roubayyat. The transition from the masks

to the portraits at Hawara has been described by Mr. Petrie in a masterly chapter

which is one of the main bases of our knowledge of the subject 13
'. In certain

minor respects his account seems to me to require modification, but as I have

gone into this question elsewhere (
'
1

', I shall here merely state my own opinion

on these points without further argument.

'*' Annates du Muscc Guimet, t. XXX, p. i5o.

(2) On the practice of mummification among the Christians see C. Schmidt in Zeitschriftfur Aeg.

Sjtrarhe, 1896, p. 52 ff.

(3
' Hawara, Biahmu and Arsinoe, chap. hi.

(4) Journal of Hellenic Studies , 1905, p. 2 2 5.



It is just at the time when the masks are becoming really Hellenic in style

that the series of painted portraits begins. The close connection between the two

classes would appear more strikingly if we had a greater number of complete

mummies in one collection; for the decoration of the rest of the figure apart

from the head underwent no sudden change. It is certain, as Mr. Petrie has

pointed out, that some of those which have portraits painted on canvas are

among the earliest if not the earliest of all
(l)

. But the various kinds of wrappings

as shown on plates XXXI-XXXV are not to be regarded as successive stages of

development (2)
. They are to a large extent contemporary and are descended

from different types among the earlier mummies. I shall not attempt here to

discuss the order of development and the lines of connection. It should be noted

that the Cairo collection of whole figures is not completely representative, and

probably indeed there were more varieties than those of which entire specimens

are now in existence. Sometimes we can tell to what type of mummy a portrait

has belonged by the marks round the sides of the panel. But it is not possible

to group the whole material satisfactorily in this way. The style and details of

the portraits themselves must be our primary guides in arranging the series.

The great majority of the portraits are examples of a species of painting which

the ancients called encaustic, or rather of one variety of this technique : that is

to say, the colours were mixed with melted wax and put on in a more or less

liquid condition. After the panel had been shaped and smoothed, it was some-

times coated with a priming, though as often as not the colours were applied

directly to the surface of the wood. The priming- usually consists of a thin dark

(resinous?) substance (3)
; in other cases a wash of white distemper has been

used. Where the paint has llaked off, we often find traces of a sketch on the

wood below in black lines. N° 33 2 58, which has almost entirely lost its coloured

surface, gives a good idea of how these preliminary sketches looked. On n° 3 3 f> 3 3

there are some remains of a drawing in red lines on a grey ground, and perhaps

red may have been used occasionally when the colour of the surface was not well

suited for black lines. How the wax -colours were put on is still partly a matter

of controversy There is no doubt that after being ground they were mixed with

( " Harvard, Biahmu and Arsinoe, p. 17.

<2) N° 332i6 is cited by Mr. Petrie as the earliest mummy with panel portrait, the gilded bosom

being flircclly descended from works like n" 33i 26-33 128. There is certainly some similarity

between the two types, but 1 think it is doubtful whether 11° 33tu6 ought to be placed at the head

of the series on ibis evidence alone. The jewellery would ;;o very well with a later dale.

(3) Conner von Ilichler, Rom. Mitt., XIV, p. i38, notes a thin trHarzuberzugn on one of the

Fayoum portraits which be has examined : the others had no priming at all.



molted wax. It is also clear that the background and drapery were painted with

the hrush ia liquid pigments, usually with long lull strokes. The grey background

was put on first, round the preliminary sketch, then the head was added and

then the drapery : this at least appears to have been the usual order. In many

cases too it is clear that the flesh and hair were either wholly or mainly painted

with the hrush. But on most of the portraits these parts have a rougher appearance

than the rest of the surface : the paint is thicker and there are marks of another

instrument, a hard, rather blunt point with which the wax has been worked

about and certain lines emphasized. Mr. Petrie has suggested that this may have

been simply the end of the brush -handle.

A different explanation of certain points has been given by Mr. 0. Donner

von Richter, a student of ancient technique who has the great advantage of being

himself an accomplished painter. According to his view the drapery was painted

as described above, but the flesh and hair were usually put on in a soft paste

by means of a leaf-shaped spatula with serrated edges : this is the sort of instru-

ment which he supposes the cestrum or verriculum of Pliny to have been. Finally

a hot iron was brought close to the panel so as to melt the rough edges left by

the spatula and produce a glossy even surface, lie claims that this explanation

accords with the account of encaustic painting in Pliny and states that he has

himself used the same method with satisfactory results. Nevertheless after exami-

ning the Cairo series of portraits I find it difficult to accept his theory. There are

no clear traces of an instrument such as he describes. On the other hand the brush-

marks and the marks of the hard point are often so closely mixed up that in such

cases one can only suppose the colours to have been put on with the brush in

a more or less fluid condition and then worked over in places with the other

tool. I adhere therefore to the simpler explanation given above, which is practi-

cally Mr. Petrie's. As regards the passage in Pliny the text is extremely obscure

and has been interpreted in very different ways. But whatever the exact meaning

may be, it can in no case be regarded as decisive about this particular question.

The mummy-portraits are not all painted in this way with wax-colours. Some

are painted in distemper on a white ground. N° 332 28, which belongs to the

earlier part of the series, is a good example of this style of work. Others, such

as n° 332 57, seem to be partly in encaustic and partly in distemper. There are

one or two others again, particularly n"
5 332^2 and 33 2/18, which seem lo have

been painted in a quite thin liquid material with a certain lustre; perhaps in

such cases the colours were applied in a resinous medium; whether wax was used

I do not know.



XIV

The panel portraits seem to me to range from the time of the Glaudian Em-

perors to the second quarter of the nT'
1 century A. D. and therefore to cover

much the same period as the realistic masks. The observations of Mr. Petrie and

other excavators indicate that tin 1 whole series belongs to the Roman age, and

the epipraphic evidence is to the same effect. But for a closer dating of them the

details of the portraits themselves oiler the best material. As in the case of the

masks it is mainly by comparison with Roman portraits, especially the Imperial

series, that the Egyptian paintings are to be dated and classified. The forms of

the women's jewellery are also valuable as an indication of age, and there are

various minor points which occasionally provide a little help. Some examples

are given below, sufficient to show the main outlines of the series. I have not

attempted, however, to go through the whole collection in detail, as 1 have not

enough of material at hand for a complete study of the subject : for instance

there are several portraits here which do not contain in themselves any convinc-

ing evidence of their age but which might be clearly dated by comparison with

other examples, not known to me, in other collections. Moreover 1 hear that a

publication of the whole of the scattered material has already been taken in

hand, — a work which is certainly much needed.

The women's portraits can in many cases be dated by the way in which the

hair is dressed. Thus the coiffure of n" 33265, pi. XLIII, is similar to that of

Sambathion, pi. VII. though the curls on each side of the forehead are not

rendered with the same naive detail, and it may therefore be placed in the

Glaudian period or at least not much later. The canvas portrait on the same

plate, n" 332 68, is another specimen from the beginning of the series, contem-

porary with the modelled masks on plates VII and XXVI. Somewhat later than

these as a whole are the heads like n° 33^7, pi. XXXVII, with a thick arch of

small curls round the forehead and a coil round the crown of the head. This

fashion, which grew out of the Glaudian coiffure with side-curls, is characteristic

of the Flavian period, and therefore such portraits as n ns 33223, 33s A l and

332 Vi are to be assigned to the last quarter of the i

sl century or the beginning

of the ii
nd

. N° 33256, pi. XLI, is akin to the above portraits and is probably

also a i

st century work. The tall artificial coiffure of n° 3329 2, pi. XXXIV,

represents a fashion of the times of Trajan and Hadrian, while the simpler

arrangement of n°33253, pi. XL, and n" 3 3 a G 3
,
pi. XLII, may be placed rather

later, about the time of the elder Faustina. The style of hair-dressing which

came in with the younger princess of the same name is represented by n os 332 A3

and 332/i8, pis. XXXVIII and XXXIX, hut our collection is not rich in this
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particular class. N° 33335. pi. XXXVII, is a less distinctive head which may

also perhaps bo placed in the later part of the series, as the shape of the earrings

a ring with a hunch of round grains at the lower end — is characteristic

of such late masks as nos 33i5o and 33i68 l ". With regard to the jewellery in

general I may remark that the above classification conflicts a good deal with

Mr. Petrie's, which is based on a division of the types of earrings and necklaces

into three successive periods. — a division which seems lo me loo rigid.

Among the male heads again those with clean-shaven faces and fairly smooth,

but not close-cropped hair are in all probability not later than Hadrian and

some may be as early as the Claudian age. The best examples in our collection

are nos 33a 28, 33a 55 and 33 ^7. N° 332 66, which is painted on a panel

grained crosswise (2)
, may probably be placed in the same early class. The heads

with beards and thick curly hair are a later type. Many of them belong lo the

Antonine period. Among these may be placed nos 33^2 and 33202, while

n° 3326i seems to be of the age of Septimius Severus as the hair above the

forehead is arranged in large separate locks like that of the Emperor. Others

such as n° 332 33 may date from the reign of Garacalla, though none reflects

the characteristics of the Imperial type so clearly as the plaster mask n° 33 168.

After the time of Garacalla it became the fashion to cut the hair an'd beard very

close, and it is to this period that the latest portraits in our series belong.

N os 33^3 1, 332b8 and 33s5o seem to me to be examples of this type :
the

latter in particular should be compared with the portraits of Alexander Severus

(Bernoulli, Rom. Ikon., vol. II, pt. 3. pi. XXIX).

In tracing the outlines of the series I have naturally selected those heads

which afford' the best means of comparison with the great line of Roman por-

traits. There are others which have nothing' so distinct to date them as most of

the examples cited, and they do not all fall into the above-mentioned classes.

For instance n° 332 19, pi. XXXIII, is a portrait of a young man with the same

sort of hair as n° 332 55, but with a slight beard instead of a clean-shaven face :

in spite of the latter feature

<

:1)

I think that it probably belongs to the pre-Antonine

part of the series <"'. But I do not propose lo enter here into a discussion of all

W Cf. also Hawara, Biahmu, Arsinoc. frontispiece, n° 2.

M The panels of Ibis soil are said by Mr. Petrie lo be relatively early {Hawara, p. 19). The

only other example which I know at first hand is the boy's portrait n" 33 2 45, which also might

very well belong to the early group.

M Among the plaster masks n° 33 2 o3 is an example of a bearded head of much the same sort.

W The vine-spray frame is according to Mr. Petrie an indication of an early dale, but the

examples which I know do not seem to me lo be particularly early.



the less obvious oases such as lliis. If the main points of the above classification

are right, I have little doubt thai with more material available for comparative

study it will be possible to determine the place of any decently preserved portrait

to within two or three decades.

The paintings on the whole have much more individual character than the

masks, many of which are simply reproductions of conventional types. This is

largely due to the difference in origin of the two classes of objects. The masks

are examples of an Egyptian art which had been taken up by the Greek inhab-

itants, and we have seen how deeply the style is affected by that of the Egyptian

prototypes. The panels on the other hand are simply specimens of Greek portrait-

painting' in the first three centuries A. D., and they are not directly influenced

by Egyptian art. Portraits of similar style were no doubt common in Egypt before

they were applied to the decoration of mummies, though this innovation may

have encouraged the art to some extent. It is an interesting question how far the

mummy-paintings are faithful likenesses. The great majority of them have a

distincl individuality, yet the painters, it may be argued, might quite well have

been able to produce this without making a real portrait. It is probable indeed

that in main cases they had not much first-hand knowledge of their subjects.

A badly injured panel from Gharaq' 1
' has a few memoranda written on the back

about the features of the deceased, an indication that the picture was not painted

straight from nature. Hut the chances are that there was a good deal of difference

in the wa\ in which the portraits were taken, and there is no reason for thinking

that there are not many good likenesses among them, though they may not be so

carefully laboured as the pictures in a modern gallery. A slight test is afforded

by the two separately painted heads of a mother and child on plate XXXVU : their

resemblance to each other, especially about the throat and the eyes, is more

than accidental. In any case the likenesses are close enough to make the por-

traits extremely valuable historically as giving a vivid idea of the well-to-do

inhabitants of Egypt in the Roman age.

In a few exceptional cases portraits have been found in tombs not attached to

the mummies like those discussed above. At llawara Mr. Petrie found a framed

painting lying loose beside a mummy (llawara, Biahmu and Arsinoe, p. 10,

pi. XII), and two pictures shown on plate XIJII , n° 33267 from Antinoopolis aiu^

n° 33aGo, from the Fayoum, probably both come from tombs. For whatever

purpose they may have been painted— and the attributes on the base of n" 332G9

(1) From the excavations ofGrenfell and Hunt, 1900, and now in the Cairo Museum (Journal

d'entrie duMusie, n° 34253) but not yel exhibited.



are certainly suggestive of a funerary monument — we may suppose that the

forms are those of pictures used for the decoration of dwelling-houses. N° 38267

if set up in a house would no doubt have been placed in a frame. The shape of

n° 33^69 recalls certain Roman wall-paintings which consist of a picture framed

by an aedicula much like this though more elaborate (l)
. As an actual instance

of an architectural frame of this sort n" 33 2 Go is particularly interesting', for il

is a hotly debated question what exactly ihese wall -paintings were meant to

represent, whether a panel picture in an elaborate frame or simply a view through

a pillared window. It should be noted that this portrait, like n° 332 28, is

painted in distemper.

The custom of decorating mummies with painted portraits seems to have

fallen into disuse by the middle of the m" 1

century, but it did not altogether die

out at this time. Plates XLVI1 and XLV1II contain reproductions of three painted

portraits forming a counterpart to the latest group of masks discussed above

(p. x). Some of the mummies found at Ilawara ami elsewhere have a repre-

sentation of the whole figure painted on the outer sheet of the wrappings (like

n° 332 1 7 but with the head painted on the cloth instead of on an inserted panel),

and the three objects in question are survivals or revivals of this mode of deco-

ration. N" 33282 is entirely painted, but parts of the other two are modelled

in relief like the masks. The work is not on a level with that of the wooden

panels, though perhaps for that very reason there is less incongruity between

the portrait and the rest of the ornamentation. The two figures on plate XLVII are

good examples of Egypto-Byzantine art and are perhaps not earlier than the

second half of the iv"
1 century, when earrings such as they wear come into fashion

on the coin -portraits. Memphis seems to have been the home of this peculiar

type 1

"

2
'.

Another class of objects is shown on plates XLIV and XLV. These are mummy-

cases of cartonnage, made in two pieces, the upper part being modelled in the

likeness of the deceased and the lower part shallow and flat-bottomed. N" 3327/1,

which still contains the mummy, best shows what the whole case was like when

complete. Most of those which are here catalogued come from Akhmim, the Khem-

mis of Herodotus and the Panopolis of later times. They show a mixture of Greek

and Egyptian elements like the mummy-masks, though in the matter of style

Greek influence does not seem to have penetrated very deeply. The modelling of

(1) N" 33269 ' s l)e ' n
{J
morc fully published in the Musk Egyptien.

(2) Cf. Ebers, Hellenistisclie Porlrats, p. i5. There are a few figures of the same sort in Europe, one

of which is reproduced in Ekman, Aeg. Religion, p. 236.



the luces and of the women's bodies is still essentially Egyptian. It is with the

earlier of the masks that they have most affinity. Thus the hair of n08 33270

and 33271 has been of the same sort as that of n° 33129. The jewellery is

different in several respects from that which we meet with on the masks and

portraits. The earrings in particular are in the form of an ornamental hoop

ending apparently in an animals head. — a type which is very common in the

Hellenistic period. The fringed mantle fastened between the breasts is a typically

Egyptian garment. On the other hand the male figures wear the Greek chiton

and himation, and their bodies are rendered with scarcely any attempt at mo-

delling'".

N" 332 73 is one of the mummy-cases found by Mr. Rubensohn at Abousir el

Malak (

'

2)
. It came from a large grave containing- more than thirty corpses, and

the papyri used in making the cases seem, so far as they have been examined,

to belong- to the close of the Ptolemaic or the beginning- of the Roman period

{Joe. cit., p. i3). Another mummy-case from the same tomb is published on

p. 1 2 of Mr. Rubensohns report, and a third figure of similar type, from a grave

which on general grounds is assigned to the Ptolemaic age, is reproduced on

p. 10. The figures from Akhmim have a good deal in common with this more

northernly group, and from this and other indications it seems to me probable

that such works as nos 33270 and 33271 belong to a rather earlier stage than

any of the masks included in the present catalogue. On the other hand Dr. Budge

dates a fine mummy-case of the same type and provenance as these two to about

200 A.D. (!)
, remarking that the cartonnage of this or a similar figure from the

same tomb is re largely composed of fragments of papyrus inscribed with writing

in Greek of the n ml century-. If this statement is correct, then the Cairo cases

will have to be dated a good deal later than 1 should be inclined to place them

on the evidence of style and particular details : for though the British Museum

figure is of superior workmanship it cannot be separated from them by any long

interval. Ihit possibly there is some mistake about the palaeographical evidence.

The above review has been mainly concerned with the dating and classifica-

tion of the objects in the collection and with their place in the development of

(l) A detail worth nolinj; on the main effigies is the diadem of rosolles : ri'. Ahmed Bey Kamal,

Stiles d'epoque ptolemaique et romainc, a" 29197, P' - LXIX, a head °f n Graeco- Egyptian class which

is usually assigned lo the end of llie Ptolemaic and the beginning of the Roman period. A statuette

published in Greek Bronzes, pi. IV, n" 97(10.7 (and probably earlier than 1 liave dated it, p. vn)

wears a similar diadem.

'2 ' See Zeilschriftfur Aeg. Sprache, vol. XLI, p. 1-91.

1 Guide lo 1" and 2"d Egyptian Rooms, p. 79, pi. XXIV.



Graeco-Egyptian art. But there are of course various oilier branches of archaeo-

logical study lo which they contribute interesting material. For instance they

give us a good deal of information about the history of dress in Egypt during

the period' which they cover. Without entering into this subject 1 may call

attention to one striking feature in it, the frequent occurrence of isolated

designs or symbols, such as the swastika, on the mantles of the modelled

figures: see for example, n"
5 33is6, 33i55, 33 9 io, 332 7 2 and 33-.?7 6

(l

Fm the history of religion and ritual again the collection is not without

importance. However Greek in style the portrait of the deceased may be, the

mythological representations are invariably taken from the Egyptian mythology.

They are largely reproductions of the ordinary stereotyped scenes and figures,

but here and' there we come upon some interesting details. For instance that

peculiar long-spouted vessel which is figured on Alexandrian coins < 2) and men-

tioned by Apuleius in his description of the Isiac procession appears in one of

the scenes on n° 332 2 in the draped arms of a priest who pours a libation from

it to Osiris. Again on the lowest friezes of n°
s 33. i 5 and 332 i G (pi. XXXI and

p 70) there is represented a peculiar ceremonial scene to which 1 can find no

parallel in older Egyptian art. What is the sacred object which the two priests

hold between them in the folds of their drapery M carefully guarding it from

contact with the naked hand? The Anubis-jackal again with the symbolic key

hung round his neck is another of those representations which one does not meet

with before Roman times. As for the hieroglyphic inscriptions they appear to be

of little interest and I have not attempted to give a reading of them in printed

type. It is often doubtful which signs are meant lo be represented. The great

majority belong to the early masks from Meir ami most of them are clearly shown

in the photographs. On the n"'
1 century masks, as Greek influence increases, it

is very rarely that we find even a short line of ill-made hieroglyphic signs. The

two latest examples in the collection are on nos 33 1 58 and 33 1 7
3.

W The swastika occasionally occurs as an ornament on Greek dress at a much earlier period than

this (cf. Rehuch, %. de Vases, II, p. .5). Its occurrence in Egypt is characteristically regarded by

M E Guimet as evidence of the influence of Bouddhism (Annates du Musk Gurnet, X.XA, p. 100).

W B. M. Cat, Coins of Alexandria, n° n, PL XXXI : it seems to have a lid surrounded by urae,

with a larger uraeus behind on top of handle to serve as thumb-piece : the Isiac crown ... trout

of the shoulder cannot be the spout as is suggested in the catalogue, p. 3. There is another example

on a mummy in the British Museum, .1° 2.809. The vase on the Vatican rebel (Saglio, Diction-

noire, art. his, fig. 4io3) is less close lo the original type.

M This scrupulousness about touching certain sacred utensils is a conspicuous feature in Graeco-

Egyptian ritual and there are many illustrations of it on the Italian monuments.
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DES

ANTIQUITES EGYPTIENNES

DU MUSEE DU CAIRE.

GRAECO-EGYPTIAN COFFINS,

MASKS AND PORTRAITS.

33101. Coffin. — Wood with painted stucco decoration. — Height o m. 9&C,

length 1 m. 99 cent., breadth m. 57 cent. — Saqqarah, at the

Sarapeion (pi. 1).

Rectangular coffin with high gable roof. The roof-ridge consists of a row of cylinders,

of darker and lighter- coloured wood alternately, pinned together end to end; and

there is a similar row along the foot of the roof on each side. The sides of the roof

are each composed of two long planks, and in the middle of each side is a long

narrow recess with a border of head moulding, the upper side of the recess coinciding

with the line of junction between the two planks. The bead moulding, which has

plain ends on the longer sides, has been made on the lathe in several strips and

then bisected lengthwise , the divisions in the upper and the lower line exactly cor-

responding with each other. Down the end of each side of roof is a broad strip of

wood with mouldings : cross-section as sketched tmammon

The tympana, which are elaborately ornamented, have been taken out and arc descri-

bed under n
01 33 1 02 and 33 1 o3. The roof-ridge and the two other rows of cylinders

were originally adorned at each end with medallions containing heads of Medousa

(see n°' 33ioA-33 1 1 3). Round the two sides of each tympanum is a line of dentil

moulding (attached), and round the inner side of this is a plain narrow strip (also

attached).

The sides of the collin have a polychrome cornice, llat-faced with rounded underside :

the face and the underside have each been made in thin strips and pinned on. The

Calal.du Musee, u° 33 101

.
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ornamentation is composed of painted stucco in low relief. Along top is a line of

wave pattern in gold leaf against dark red background. Below this is a maeander

pattern in various colours (raised lines gilded , background blue, spaces between raised

lines alternately white, red and green, squares in the centre alternately red, green

and half red, half green). The underside of cornice is gilded, and on one of the

sides of the coffin there is a narrow strip of red between the maeander pattern and

the gilded underside. The gold leaf has been applied over a yellow ground; in many

places the same yellow ground appears below some of the other colours also where

the surface is rubbed.

In the middle of each side of the collin is a long narrow recess like those on the roof,

surrounded by a border of bead moulding : in several cases the strips of moulding

have not got finished ends as on the roof. Each of the long' sides is composed of three

horizontal planks (one behind cornice, line of junction between the other two along

top of recess) and strong vertical planks at the ends. The shorter sides and the ends

of the longer sides are faced with thin boards pinned on to the stronger wood behind.

The bottom is composed of two long planks lived into grooves in the sides a little

above the ground.

The various parts of the collin are fastened together with wooden pins anil the usual

flat tenons.

Preservation : The main parts are fairly complete; one cylinder wanting; good deal of

bead moulding has come off, and also much of the thin facing at the ends and

corners; planks broken and otherwise damaged in various places; much of poly-

chrome ornamentation worn off. Mended and nailed together where insecure.

Bidl. : Maspero, Guide, i883, p. 3y5, u° 5G09; Notice, 1892-1897, n° 89'! ; Guide, 1902, p. 278 ,

n" 3g&; Guide, 1903 (Eng. ed.), p. 305, n" 396; Vassali, Mon. istorici egiii
, p. 29; Gardner,

Naulcratis, pt. II, p. 25; Altmanm, Aixhilcctur und Ornamentilc der Anlikcn Sarkophagen
, p. 36.

33102. Tympanum of the coffin n° 33101 (l)
. —Wood, with polychrome decoration

in terracotta and sLucco.— Height in. 36 cent., breadth m. h 1 cent.

— Sarapeionat Saqqarah (pi. II).

Triangular panel composed of three horizontal boards and surrounded by moulding

(made separately and pinned on); has been fastened into top of one of the shorter

sides of the collin by means of two broad tenons.

Ornamentation : The centre is occupied by a Siren in high relief, standing to front with

wings outspread and left leg crossed over right; her arms are stretched towards her

right hnunch (playing musical instrument?) and her head is bent over to her right.

She wears earrings and bracelets, and a gilt band with ornament passes over her left

shoulder and round right side of waist. Her hair is drawn to each side, covering most

of ears, and is fastened together in a large knot above crown of head. Calyx-base

(,) Althahk, op. rit., U wrong in snyinj; that the two tympana do not belong to the coffin n" 33ioi but lo a

similar one.
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consisting of three large leaves with curled -over tips. The colouring is as follows :

flesh pinky white, lips pink, iris and upper eyelid-rim black, lower lid represented

hy a line of shading, hair brown, eyebrows rendered by a black line, below which

is a redone (top of eyeball), band and bracelet gilded (but earring merely flesh-

colour) wings blue with gilding round top and across middle, tail and thigh-feathers

blue, legs red; leaves green on outside and pink on inside.

The background is filled up with an elaborate arrangement of fantastic tendrils, the

important parts being in low relief and the minor details merely painted
:
many of

the llowers are decorated with dots in relief. The colour of the background is a dingy

brown (like that of the surrounding wood); the parts in relief are almost all gilded,

with here and there some details in green and pink; a strip of green or light blue

is in some places visible along the edge of the guiding; the minor details that are

merely painted are chielly in white, diversilied with pink, green and blue; several

of the small disks have a dot of white in the middle.

The triangular frame is decorated with egg and dart pattern in low relief. The pattern

itself is in yellow and the background in blue (put on over the yellow) and there

is a strip of green (in low relief) round top of moulding. Lights and shadows are

emphasized, 'the highest parts of the yellow relief being coloured white and the

hollows dark, while the shaded parts of the blue background are painted black.

Technique : The Siren is of terracotta and has been made in a mould or more probably

in several moulds, some of the details being perhaps added by hand. The calyx-base

on the other hand is of stucco : it has been made in several pieces (probably

without moulds), and the front of the feet of the Siren have also been added in

stucco. The colours have been applied over the usual while ground after the figure

had been attached to the panel. The raised parts of the tendril pattern have been put

on in stucco. All the painted decoration is applied over a white stucco ground. Usual

yellow ground for the gold leaf. The raised parts of the egg and dart moulding are

also made of stucco. The yellow on the moulding is of course not gilded.

Preservation : Cracks along joints of boards; moulding slightly broken. Hands of Siren

and tip of left wing broken off, and also tip of central leaf below; cracks through

neck, body, wings, legs and tail. Paint and stucco worn off here and there
,

especially

in right hand corner.

B.bl. : Maspero, Guide, iSSS.p. 376, 39o, n' 5 7 ,o; Notice, .893-1897- *' 345; Guide, .90.,

p. 28o,n« 365; Guide, i 9o3 (Eng. cd.), p. 3G 7 , n* 365: Vassal:, Man. ,stor,c, eg,:,, p. 29;

Altmann, Architects und Omamentilc der Antikcn Sarkophagen,p. 26.

33103. Tympanum of the ceffin n° 33101. - Wood with polychrome decoration

in terracotta and stucco.— Height o m. 3 9 cent. ,
breadth m. h 1 cent.

Similar to 11° 33 102. The Siren has been made in the same moulds and painted in

exactly the same way except that there is more pink about the breasts :
open space

between right arm and body. There are some slight variations in the details of the
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floral design and some light-coloured patches in background at top (probably

accidental) : the colouring is otherwise the same.

Preservation : In worse condition than n" 33 1 02 : the joints of the boards have opened

slightly; hands, tips of wings, part of right leg, and right cheek of Siren broken

ofl"; cracks through neck, wings, legs and tail; great deal of stucco and paint

worn off.

Bibl. : Maspero, Guide, 1 883 , p. 376, 3(jo, 11° 5709; for other references see n" 33i02.

33104. Round plaque from the coffin n° 33101. — Wood with polychrome

decoration. — Diam. o m. io5 mill., depth m. 02 U mill. (pi. II).

Concave plaque with flat rim and mouldings round back (see cross-

section).

It has been fixed on to one of the ends of the cylindrical beams by means of a round pin

and has had a Medousa-mask plastered on in front (see n ' 33 1 10 IT.). Marks of

turning-lathe. Hole through middle for round pin.

Colour : Covered in front with a coat of white stucco; the rim is gilded and there is a

band of green round inside immediately below rim.

Preservation : Wood cracked; good deal of stucco, paint and gilding destroyed.

Bibl. : Maspero, Guide, 1 883, p. 376 , 390, n"57i 1; for other references see n" 33 101 and 33 102.

33105. Round plaque from the coffin n° 33101. — Wood with polychrome

decoration. — Diam. m. 102 mill., depth m. o33 mill.

Like n° 33 loi but rather deeper.

Preservation : Rim chipped; gilding and good deal of paint and stucco gone.

33106. Round plaque from coffin n° 33101. — Wood with polychrome deco-

ration. — Diam. m. io5 mill., depth o m. o3 cent.

Similar to n° 33 io5.

Preservation : Broken a good deal
;
gilding gone and also part of paint and stucco.

33107. Round plaque from coffin n° 33101. — Wood with polychrome deco-

ration. — Diam. o in. 10 cent., depth m. 02 cent.

Similar to n" 33 10/1, but still shallower.

Preservation : Notch on rim; gilding, paint and stucco almost entirely gone.
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Round plaque from coffin n° 33101. — Wood with polychrome deco-

ration. — Diam. o m. io5 mill., depth o m. o3i mill.

Like n° 33io5. Broken in several pieces and pinned together in ancient times; small

rectangular liole through chief break.

Preservation : Broken a good deal; some paint and gilding gone.

33109. Round plaque from coffin n° 33101. — Wood with polychrome deco-

ration. — Diam. o m. io5 mill., depth o m. o3i mill.

Like n° 33io5, and in similar condition.

33110. Medousa-mask from coffin n° 33101. — Painted terracotta. — Height

o m. oGi mill.

Flat-hacked mask of reddish brown terracotta, made in a simple mould and plastered

on to one of the above plaques by means of a broad ring of stucco round the back.

The face wears a troubled expression, the brows being slightly contracted and the

lips parted; lumpy modelling of pronounced Hellenistic type. Framework of wavy

hair round face, covering ears : it is intertwined with snakes which are fastened

together in a large knot above forehead and a smaller one below chin. See pi. II,

n° 33 ii 3.

Colour : Face white; lips pink; eyebrow, rim of upper eyelid and iris black; hair gilded

(gold leaf over yellow ground); serpents green and blue.

Preservation : Broken through middle; red on lips and good deal of gilding worn off.

33111. Medousa-mask from coffin n° 33101. — Painted terracotta. — Height

o m. o58 mill.

Beplica of n° 33 i i o and made in same mould.

Similar colouring; good deal of green on snakes (apparently over the blue).

Preservation : Slightly broken below chin ; red on lips and good deal of gilding worn off.

33112. Medousa-mask from coffin n° 33101. — Painted terracotta. — Height

o m. o58 mill.

Made in same mould as n« 33no. Flesh colour not such a dead white; snakes blue.

Preservation : Slightly broken below chin; paint worn here and there and some of

gilding gone.
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33113. Medousa-mask from coffin n° 33101. — Painted terracotta. — Height

(i in. o5"7 mill.
(
pi. II).

Made in same mould as n
n
33 no; snakes blue without any mixture of green.

Preservation : Rather dirty; some of gilding gone.

33114. Medousa-mask from coffin. — Painted terracotta.— Height o m. 07 c,

breadth 111. 07 cent.— Naukratis (excavations of Mr. Gardner, 1886)

(pi. II).

Hollow-hacked mask of reddish brown terracotta from a collin like n° 33 101.

The face is of a different type from n°
s 33 1 io-33i i3 and has a less pathetic expres-

sion; lips parted; outer corners of eyebrows rather fleshy; wavy hair, with knot

on top (?).

Colour : White engobe; pinky white flesh; gilded hair (gold leaf over white ground);

lips and eyebrows reddish brown; iris black; pink on upper eyelid.

Preservation : Worn and discoloured.

Birl. : Gardner, Naukratis, pt. II, p. 25; Journal d'enlree du Musee, 11° 27201.

33115. Medousa-mask from a coffin.— Painted terracotta.— Height m. 079 m.,

breadth in. 079 mill. — Naukratis (excavations of Mr. Gardner.

1886) (pi. II).

Mould-made, hollow-backed mask of the usual reddish brown terracotta.

Wavy, leonine hair; brows slightly contracted; lips parted. Two serpents' heads are

knotted together over forehead and there is a smaller knot below chin.

Colour : White engobe, hair gilded, lips red.

Preservation : Paint almost entirely gone; dirty.

Bibl. : Gardner, Naukratis, pt. II, p. 25 (cf. pi. XVI); Journal d 'entree du Musee, n° 27201.

33116. Medousa-mask from a coffin.— Painted terracotta.— Height m. 07G m.

,

breadth m. 076 null. — Naukratis, 1886.

Heplica of n" 33 1 1 5 and probably made in same mould; edges cut rather short.

Slight remains of white engobe and of red paint here and there.

Preservation : Dirty; paint gone; edges slightly chipped.

Bibl. : Gardner, Naukratis, pt. II. p. ;>5; Journal d'entree du Musee, n° 27201.
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33117. Medousa-mask from a coffin.— Painted terracotta.— Heightom. o85 m.,

breadth o m. 082 mill. — Naukratis, 188G.

Hollow-backed mask of same type as 11" 33 11 5. Scrpcnt-knol below chin but none

over forehead.

Colour : Remains of white engobe, red on lips, nostrils and upper eyelid, blue on

serpent-knot; slight traces of red on hair.

Preservation : Edges broken a little; paint almost all worn oil'.

Bibl. : Gardner, Naulcralis, jit. II, p. a5; Journal d'entree du Musk, n° 27-201.

33118. Medousa-mask from a coffin.— Painted terracotta.— Heightom. 082 m.,

breadth m. 079 mill. — Naukratis, 1886.

Identical with n° 3 3 1 17 except that it has serpent-knots like n° 33 11 5.

Colour : Traces of white on face, blue on serpents, and reddish brown on hair.

Preservation : Dirty; paint worn oil.

Bibl. : Gardner, Naulcralis, pt. II, p. a5; Journal d'entree du Musce, n° 27201.

33119. Medousa-mask from a coffin.— Terracotta. — Height m. 062 mill.,

breadth m. 0G2 mill. — Bought.

Same type as n" 33 1 1 5 but a good deal smaller. Mark down nose, due to bad moulding.

Traces of white engobe and yellow on hair (ground of gilding).

Preservation : Dirty ;
paint worn ofT.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Music, 11° 26712.

33120. Medousa-mask from a coffin. — Terracotta. — Height o m. 068 mill.

,

breadth 111. 07 cent. — Naukratis, 1886 (pi. II).

Same type as n" 33 1 1 7, but without serpent-knot below chin.

Preservation : Rather dirty; paint gone.

Bibl. : Gardner, Naukratis, pt. II, p. 25; Journal d'entree du Musce, 0° 27201.

33121. Coffin with gable roof. — Wood. — Height m. 93 cent., length

2 metres, breadth o m. 665 mill. — Abousir, from the German

excavations, 1902 (pi. III).

The sides of the roof are each composed of two rather thin boards pegged together,

the upper one being the narrower. They project slightly beyond the tympanum

,

which is made of two horizontal pieces, the upper one being (piite small. Along the
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top of the roof runs a ridge, ^ in section, composed of one long strip of wood

painted dark brown at alternate intervals (in imitation of the type represented l>y

n° 33ioi). At each end of the ridge is a saucer-shaped antelix with mouldings

round its concave front and with a knob in the middle; there is also a flat, circular

projection behind. A similar ridge runs along the foot of each side of roof; they are

painted like the above, but are rather lower and are each made of four unecpial

pieces; similar antelix at each end, hut without any projection behind. Between the

roof and the body of the collin is a strip of wood about o m. o5 cent, high, fixed

between two projecting ledges. At each end of the longer sides of the coffin is a thick

vertical plank descending below the collin-bottom and forming a leg; the lower

parts of these planks have been sawn off (in a slightly slanting line) and joined on

again. The corner planks are connected by three long horizontal boards, the middle

one, which is the smallest, being on a rather lower plane and having a slightly

convex surface. The two ends of the collin have a similar arrangement of horizontal

boards. Along the top, immediately under the lower of the two ledges, is a line of

bead moulding. The sides descend a little below the bottom of the collin, which is

made of two long boards pegged on and supported by joists.

Colour : The antefixes, the tympana, the horizontal strip below roof, and the middle

board of each side are coated with white; no trace of any further decoration over the

while. The ridges along roof are painted in dark brown stripes as described above.

TIiq rest of the surface is left in the natural colour of the wood.

Carpentry : The horizontal boards composing the sides of the collin end in flat projec-

tions which are fixed into the vertical corner-planks and secured by round wooden

pins. All the other parts are pegged together by the usual round pins, the roof being

fastened down in this way. The ledges below roof are joined together at the corners with

a diagonal section. The moulding has been made with a turning-lathe in lengths of eight

or nine beads and then halved lengthwise. The antefixes have of course been turned.

Preservation : One anlefix missing; mended and slightly restored in one or two places,

various parts being secured with iron nails. The wood is in fairly good condition

,

though here and there it is slightly broken and worn.

Bibl. : Journal d'cnlrec du Muxce, n° 37569 (?).

33122. Graeco-Egyptian coffin. — Wood. — Height (with lid) o m. /iG cent.,

length 1 m. o,5 cent., breadth across head o m. 535 mill., breadth

across foot m. 3y cent. — Saqqarah (Journal); Fayoum according

to Guide, but this is probably a mistake (pi. IV).

Four-sided collin, narrowing towards tbc foot; plain cornice round the sides and the

ends; flat lid, a little smaller than circumference of cornice; base projects slightly

at the ends. The lid, which is made of several long boards pegged together with

wooden pins , has three cross-bars on the underside : the lower parts of the ends

of these bars project and fit into slits in the hack of the cornice, so as lo hold the
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lid firm. The bottom of the coliin, which is made like the lid, has two cross-bars on

the underside, one near the head and another in the middle : the former is shaped

like those on the lid, while the latter is rounded underneath. The way in which the

four sides were dovetailed together is clearly shown in the illustration. The cornices

were made separately and have merely a diagonal junction at the corners. On the

inside a strip of wood runs along each of the long sides, about half way up, at the

lower end of the coffin, as if to support a board.

There are two mummies inside, wrapped up loosely in cloths and tapes. One is a long

figure and lies with its head at the foot of the coffin. The other is a child : it lies

alongside with its head in the other direction.

Ornamentation : Along each of the long sides arc three black bands with patterns in

various colours. The two outer rows consist of a line of jewels, ellipses and lozenges

alternately. A strong light is supposed to fall from the direction in which the head

of the collin is pointing. The outlines of the lozenges and ellipses, which represent a

gold setting, are white on the half nearest head of collin and yellow on the other

half. The small dots round about are white, but on one side of the collin those

which surround the yellow half of the gold selling have a light blue tinge : perhaps

small pearls. The large spots in the shaded parts of the lozenges are light blue, the

corresponding spots in the ellipses are pink; the smaller spots at the other ends are

in both cases bright white ; apparently blue and pink gems. The round spots between

the lozenges and ellipses are white, liluc and pink are applied over a white ground.

The band in the middle, which is rather broader than the other two, is occupied by

a garland of varied foliage (executed freely and without much detail). The leaves

and stalks are for the mosl part light blue with darker tinges for shadows; here

and there are berries and buds in pink and yellow.

The upper end of the collin is covered by a painted panel, which is attached and,

though ancient, is not part of the original work. It is much narrower than the end

to which it is attached, and behind it at each side arc traces of a painted border

round the original collin-head : colours quite obliterated. The attached panel is com-

posed of two boards and a cornice. In the centre of the representation a human

figure with loincloth and short coiffure kneels between two large birds which advance

towards him with the near wing drooped and the far wing raised. His head is to

right, body and legs in three quarter view. He holds up a large indistinct object in

his right band; his left arm hangs down in front. Outlines in black; flesh pink with

red shading; hair and loincloth light blue or green with black lines. Birds light

blue or green : outlines and inner markings in black. Along cornice is a festooned

wreath (colours quite gone) lied together with pink and white ribbons.

On the foot of the collin Anubis, wearing wig and loincloth, advances to right, holding

a cup in bis right hand and an indistinct object in his left (white and black). In

front of him is a broad vertical band of black on which some object has been repre-

sented : possibly Osiris in shrine. Behind Anubis is a large tuft of plants and beyond

that a tree. Horizontal band overhead, surmounted by disk with uraei and wings

(no remains of colour). Anubis is outlined in black; flesh pink with light red shading,

Calal. du Musee, n* 33ioi. «
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legs almost white; head dark, but the paint is worn oil ; wig and loincloth light blue

with dark stripes. Tree and plants light green or blue with shading here and there.

Preservation : Wood well preserved, though cracked and slightly broken here and there;

painting on the long sides rubbed a good deal but still very bright as a whole; painting' on

the ends of the collin not so well preserved, much of the paint being entirely worn off.

Bibl. : Notice, 1892-1897, 11° 3r).
r
>; Guide, 1902, p. 279, n° 398; Guide, 1903 (Eng. ed.),

p. 366, 11° 393; Journal d'entree du Musee, 11° 28/i33.

33123. Graeco -Egyptian coffin. — Wood. — Height ra. 53 cent, (to top of

akroterion), length i in. 85 cent., breadth in. 53 cent. — Nahas in

the Fayoum, from excavations of Jouguet and Lefebvre (pi. V).

Shape : Rectangular collin with low gable-roof fastened down with pins at the ends.

There are triangular akroteria at the corners, and at the head of the collin is a three-

spiked central akroterion. The two long sides of the collin have a vertical hoard

attached at each end to strengthen the corners and have also a projecting strip

along the foot. The bottom, which is slightly raised from the ground, is composed of

transverse strips of wood, each a little apart from the other.

Coloured decoration : The surface is covered with designs in various colours, the paint

being applied upon a white ground.

1. Roof. In the middle is a long, rectangular strip of red with a white, red-edged

border : along the middle of this runs a line of bead pattern painted in white, and

round about is a row of triple dots, also in white. This central strip is surrounded by

a dark yellow, rectangular strip with a white, red-edged border; patterns in black

against the yellow background as sketched .Beyond this again is ano-

ther rectangular strip, black with white, red-edged border : it has on each side an

egg-and-dart pattern in white (rather irregularly executed), and along the middle

is a pattern of this form )<X)<^ in yellow. The surface round about is dark

yellow, covered with patterns in black; a maeander border of this shape 7^£ Bfr^J

round the central part and long rays at the two ends. The vertical edge of the roof

has a white egg-and-dart pattern on a black background, but the white pattern is

not continued round the pediment at the head of the collin.

2. Tympana. These are filled by palmettos in black (see illustration), the one at head

of collin against a white background, the oilier against a yellow.

3. Akroteria. The corner ones are painted dark yellow (one, however, has been left

while behind), and the front of each is decorated with concentric triangles: the

triangles at the head of the collin are black, blue and red, and those at the foot are

red , blue and black , the colours being separated by black lines. The central akroterion

has a white panel doited with red spots; the surrounding border and the two end

spikes are also red, while the middle spike is blue; the sides and back are dark yellow .

h. The long sides. The vertical corner-planks are painted in imitation of the graining
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of wood, red-brown lines and black-centred knots on a dark yellow ground. The top

and bottom of the horizontal boards are painted in the same way. Along the middle

runs a broad white hand on which is represented a wavy wreath with red stalk and

pale blue leaves. Along this at regular intervals are four bulls' heads to front, painted

yellow with black outlines and inner markings, black horns and white on eyes : one

of them is placed quite askew (not shown on pi. V). Over the horns of each hangs

a pink wreath with red ribbon-ends, and on one side a similar wreath occurs alone

between two of the heads. The central band is bordered by black strips with white

bead pattern. The projecting strip along the foot has an egg-and-dart pattern in

white on a black background.

5. Upper end. The main representation is on a long white panel with black border, the

remaining surface being painted in imitation of graining as described above. The

panel is occupied by a large wreath in the form of an arc, pink ground with curly

red strokes and upturned red ribbon-ends. Below the wreath is a conventional plant,

pale blue with red tips, and on each side of this a red star.

6. Lower end. Panel of similar shape surrounded by similarly treated surface. In the

middle are two sacred apes sealed back to back upon a coffer, wearing disk be-

tween horns ; their bodies are pale blue with black outlines and inner markings, disk

red and horns black, white on eyes; the pedestal is outlined in black and Idled in

with red black-edged bands and vertical lines of black dots. On each side is a jackal

lying on a coffer with Egyptian cornice, holding crook and scourge. The jackals

are black (with white on the eyes); the coffers are outlined in black and ornamented

with red bands. In front of each jackal is a hieroglyphic legend in black (name and

title of Anubis). Between the pedestals are two conventional plants in black. The

background of the panel is yellow; white round about the plants and under the bel-

lies of the jackals. Black border round the panel.

Preservation : In good condition; worn and cracked here and there, but the wood is

still sound and the colours are bright.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n" 3Go6o.

33124. Coffin. — Lead. — Length i in. 79 cent., breadth o in. 65 cent.,

height (including lid) o in. hS cent.; length of lid 1 m. 90 cent.,

breadth of lid o m. 5i cent.; thickness of lead between in. oo5 mill,

and o in. 01 cent. — Bought at Alexandria (1) (pi. VI).

Shape : Rectangular box, covered by a lid with flat top and turned-over edges.

Ornamentation : The sides and the lid are both decorated with designs in low relief,

the subjects on opposite sides being nearly the same.

The middle of each of the longer sides is occupied by a long festoon consisting of a

W See llic remarks of M. Maspero in llic Guide (1903) : ffSaid to Iiave been found in the sea, in front of

the spot where stood the obelisk which is now in New York. The ".whole tale has been certainly made up

by the dealer to enhance the value of llic monument; it comes probably from Sidon or some other spot of

the Phoenician coast, where many coflins of the same kind have been found at various times.n

3.
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laurel-wreath (no berries) with a rosette in the centre (broad petals with curled-

over tips). Above is a human mask with thick curly hair, to front (details indistinct).

At each end of the festoon is an aedicula, represented by two columns (mouldings

on base and capital , bands of two impressed lines at intervals round the shaft) and

a round arch consisting of a line of laurel-leaves with a conical stud in the middle.

Within each aedicula a female figure stands to front, wearing chiton with long apo-

plygma and girdle over the top of it; her hair is drawn back from forehead in ridges

and furrows; her arms bang straight down and the palms are open; small base

below feet. Beyond each aedicula is a Dionysiac mask to front (youthful face, long

hair, band across forehead). The only difference between the decoration of the two

sides is that in one case the leaves of the festoon point towards the rosette in the

centre, while in the other case they are turned in the other direction.

At each of the narrow sides there is a similar aedicula with the same figure standing

within. The roof in one case is composed of a laurel-wreath (leaves on each side of

a raised line) with a rosette in the middle. In the other case the leaves are smaller

oO
and shaped thus S.^ ; similar rosette above.

The lid has a bonier of mouldings along each of its longer sides. Across the middle

runs a straight band consisting of a laurel-wreath (usual type, with berries) with a

rosette in the centre, and there is a similar band a little distance off on each side.

Between each pair of bands is a mask, to front, of the same type as those above the

festoons on the longer sides : the chin points outwards. At each end of the lid is a

female figure standing within an aedicula (feet pointing inwards); the figures are

replicas of those already mentioned ; the columns arc similar to those on the sides

but thicker or in rather higher relief; the roofs consist of laurel-wreaths (no berries)

with rosettes in the middle, the leaves pointing downwards in one case and upwards

in the other. At each side of the aedicula is a mask of Medousa with wild hair and

agonized expression, wings on temples and serpent-knot below chin.

Technique : The sides have been cast separately, each in one piece, and fastened toge-

ther afterwards. The lid has also been cast in one piece : diagonal slits at the corners

to facilitate the turning-over of the edges. The opposite sides have not been cast in

the same moulds, for there are minor differences in the treatment. On the other

hand many of the details are identical, both on the sides and on the lid, and this is

evidently due to some mechanical reproduction of the same models. The reliefs on

the model may have been made separately (in a comparatively small number of

moulds) and fixed on to the surface: or the details may have been stamped in the

mould itself. The modelling and casting are by no means sharp : in several cases,

for instance, the left arm of the standing figure is almost effaced.

Preservation : Bottom wanting; lower edges of sides a good deal broken; surface cor-

roded and incrusted; details rubbed Hat here and there.

Bim.. : Notice, 1892-1897, p. 106, 11° 356; Guide, 190Q, p. 977, n° 35G; Guide, 1903

(Eng. ed.), p. 364, o° 356.
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33125. Fragment of a coffin. — Lead. — Height o m. 3f)5 mill., length

1 m. 22 cent. — Bought, k November 1 885 , along with some objects

from Syria.

Side of a sarcophagus of the same general type as n° 33 12 A, with ornamentation in

relief. There is a small cornice or projection a little below top to hold the lid. Below

this is a wreath of laurel (leaves in threes, with berries) : the leaves point towards

the middle and the two ends overlap there. Above and below the frieze is a border

of rope pattern : the direction in which the strands are wound changes in several places

on both lines. There is another similar line of rope pattern along the bottom. The main

part of the side is divided into several compartments ('originally six?) by columns

with Corinthian capitals and (luting down the upper half. The representations in the

various divisions arc as follows, beginning from the right :

i . In the centre a winged female Sphinx lying to left with face to front and tail curled

round her flank; hair waved to each side and knotted over crown of head; ends of

wings curled forward ; plinth with moulding. In each corner a bunch of three laurel-

leaves, pointing toward centre. Above and below and on each side a leaf with curling

tendrils.

2. In the centre a medallion with head of Medousa to front (wild hair, wings on

temples, knot below chin). In each corner a curving dolphin with head pointing

inwards. Above and below and on each side a leaf of the same form as on 1

.

3. Same as 1 except that Sphinx is turned in the opposite direction.

h. Same as 1.

5. Same as 2 , so far as preserved.

Technique : Cast in one piece. Many of the details are exact replicas of each other and

are no doubt mechanical reproductions of one and the same model. It should be

noted that each detail has been put on separately (whether on the model or the

mould) and that their relative positions vary a good deal in the dilferent compart-

ments.

Pkesehvation : Both ends broken oil short (but probably right hand side is nearly com-

plete); vertical break through middle; lower edge much broken; slightly worn here

and there, but indistinctnesses chiefly due to bad moulding or casting.

Bibl. : Notice, 1892-1897, n° 346; Guide, 1902, p. 273, 11° Zhh; Guide, 1900 (Eng\ ed.),

p. 35g, n" 2>lih\ Journal d'entree du Music, n° 27013.

33126. Mummy of a woman called Sambathion. — Height 1 in. 53 cent. —
Hawara, from the finds of Brugsch Pacha (pi. VII).

The front of the figure from waist to feet is covered by tapes wound diagonally so as to

form a system of lozenges. The tapes are of three shades, whitish, pale pink, and

brown , arranged in a regular order. One of the topmost ones bears the name of the
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deceased written in ink °
: CAMBA0ION The back is covered with resined

canvas sheeting. Down each side runs a lliick cord, round which tapes have been

doubled over at intervals from behind. There is also a string down the front, fas-

tened round some of the tapes (see illustration).

Head and bosom arc covered by a realistic mask modelled in stucco and canvas (two

quite thin lavers of stucco with sheets of canvas between) : perhaps also fibrous pulp.

It extends some little way below the arms, but the lower part is concealed by tapes.

There has also been a fool-case of stucco and canvas (cf. n" 33 2 22), but all that

remains is a small fragment with chequer pattern in blue, red, white and black.

Description or mask : The right hand holds a wreath against upper part of bosom, thumb

and two lirsl lingers being stretched out; the left hand lies Hat against body a little

farther down. Roll-shaped wreath with pitted surface; nails and finger-joints modelled.

Dress consists of chiton and mantle, the latter being draped over shoulders and back

of head and drawn down in front beneath left breast; folds modelled naturalistically.

She wears hall-earrings and necklace (see illustration). A long chain hangs between

her breasts, composed of rosettes and plain disks, each surrounded by four studs;

large disk at lower end. The armlets are plain rings, broadening out in front. Flat,

serpentine bracelets with snake's head at each end. On left hand are four plain rings

with bevels in front: indistinct ring on third linger of right hand. The hair is waved

to each side and there is a large bunch of curls above each ear, half covering it;

fringe of small circles round forehead; formal tress on each side of neck. Rather

prominent eyes; end of nose slightly hooked; lips project in the middle.

Colouring : Flesh, hair, drapery and jewellery gilded, over a yellow ground. Eyes black

and white with touch of red in inner corners; eyelashes rendered by short black

strokes, eyebrows by plain black lines. Black stripe with white edges down each

side of chiton, passing over the breasts; short , similarly coloured stripe, with notch

at each end, on mantle at left shoulder. Wreath pink. Reddish brown stripe round

top of head and down each side of drapery, and space of same colour below arm.

Mythological representations below bosom and on back op head : 1. The former consists

of a frieze of six figures on a yellow ground; the outlines

and inner markings are drawn in black; black line above

and below. The figures are all of the same type (see

sketch )'-'; the three on the right are seated to left and

the other three face them ; between the two central figures

is an incense-vase W on the ground, painted green. The

two central figures are coloured according to sketch;

so also the two end ones; the remaining two are pink

where the others are brown and brown where the others are pink.

( '' A lead seal bearing tin; name of Sambathion was also found fixed on the mummy (Journal, n" 3ig3A;

Milne, Grit. Inter., n" 33017).
121 Only a roiijjli sketch, as tin; figures are not quite accessible owing to the wrappings.
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a. The representation on bad of head is also on a yellow background and outlines

and markings are in black. Most of space is occupied by a vulture of ihe usual

Egyptian type standing with bead turned to its right, wings outspread and legs apart.

The wings are composed of three rows of leathers. The colouring is very varied,

green, blue, pink, brown and yellow being the chief tints employed. There is a

slanting band between top of each wing and edge of mantle; pink with blue borders

and black outlines; black line on each side. Similar hand below, across tail and
feet of vulture. Below this is a funerary scene. In the middle stands a collin of this

form
|f |1 , pink with green sides and top, apparently containing a (hawk-

beaded?) mummy (drawn in black lines against yellow ground); the lower part,

however, is broken and half covered with canvas. Nephthys stands at head of collin,

with farther band raised to bead and nearer band hanging down in front, and Isis

stands at foot of collin in similar attitude. Nephthys wears her usual headdress and

Isis a throne-shaped crown; bands with long ends round their heads; light-lilting

drapery from bosom to feel. Flesh green, hair green or blue, drapery pink, crowns

brown. Above the collin is a hawk to right, with right wing extended and left drooped,

holding Jlabellum in its claws; colouring mainly green and brown but not distinct.

At the right side of the scene a hawk, wearing disk like the figures in front, is seated

to right upon a bracket fmp=^ ; disk brown, bead green, body pink with small

yellow dots left in the ground-colour, bracket blue or green. Similar hawk on left

side, but only the upper part is preserved; head green, disk and body pink and

brown. Band of brown round edge of mask as in front.

Preservation : Bandages rather loose and somewhat worn; fool-case broken away;

mask broken on left side of mouth and left corner of back of bead; surface of stucco

cracked all over; colours behind not distinct.

33127. Mummy of a woman with modelled mask. — Height i in. 4i cent.

( P l. VII).

Bandaged in same way as n°33ia6 with lozenge pattern in front. Dark tapes at regular

intervals. In the centre of each lozenge is a gilded stud of stucco fastened in upon a

scjuare of stuccoed canvas painted red.

Bealistic mask as on n° 33 i a(5, modelled in pulp and canvas with a coaling of stucco on

both sides. It ends behind in a long strip down the back (n° 33 1 2G may have been

shaped similarly, but the lower part of back is covered by bandages). No remains of

fool-case.

Description of m.vsk : The right band, which lies Hat above left breast, holds a wreath

of rose-petals (made in small twisted pieces of stucco); the left, which lies lower

down, holds corn-ears and poppy; linger-nails are modelled. She wears chiton and

mantle, the latter draped over back of bead and bosom, leaving right side free. The

drapery is modelled in raised wavy lines, less naturalistically than that of n" 33 1 26.

There is a purple stripe in relief down right side of chiton. Necklace, armlets
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and bracelets like those of n" 33 1 a 6 ; hoop-earrings with three pearls or heads

attached \(j\ rings on third and fourth fingers of left hand. The hair is waved in

festoons and leaves ears free; line of small circular curls round forehead. Nose

narrow at top, flat-set eyes, straight lips.

Colouring : Face, neck and jewellery gilded; red on nostrils and inner corners of eyes;

eyes white with black irises and black line round about; eyelashes and eyebrows

rendered by short black strokes; hair black, mantle red or reddish brown; chiton

lij;ht greenish tint with laded look; arms somewhat similar but with more pink and

blue; wreath pink, corn yellow and poppy red; red background between lingers of

right hand. The space below arms is red and bears no representation so far as can

be seen.

Mythological representations on back or head : These are painted on a yellow ground,

the oullines and inner markings being in black. On the top is a vulture of the usual

type standing with head turned to right, wings outspread and feet wide apart. Head

yellow, spoiled with black; space below head green with black lines across; three

rows of feathers, bordered each by a row of black dots and a black line; in the inner

and outer row (he feathers are green and blue on a white ground, in the middle row

they arc reddish brown on a yellow ground; lower end of body reddish brown with

black dots, bordered by a semi-circular band (yellow with black edges); thighs

green with black dots; legs reddish brown with black markings; tail has a chequer

pattern in blue, reddish brown, green, pink, with yellow intervals between the

squares and black outlines. Below feet is a pink band with green or blue borders

and a black line above and below.

Below this is a representation of several figures. In the middle stands Osiris, occupying

the tail-piece of the mask (see above) and of much larger size than the others;

• shoulders to front, bead to right; holds crook and scourge in each hand; wears tall

cap Hanked by plumes and ram's horns, necklace and mummy-

drapery. Flesh green; cap blue; plumes whitish, perhaps origi-

nally red; drapery reddish brown; necklace represented by pink

band (with black line above and blue between two black below);

crook and scourge green and blue; strip of yellow between chest

and arm. On each side of his head is a hawk, in profile

inwards, standing on a bracket, SiM . The one on the right

wears crown of Lower Egypt, pink; hack of head perhaps blue;

rest of bead, breast and underside of body and of tail green;

wings and legs brown; black markings all over. The other hawk

wears crown of Upper Egypt, pink; back of head blue; rest of

colouring much injured, but probably similar to the other; same

black markings. On each side of the central scene arc two funerary Genii standing

in profile outwards and wearing disk. For the general type see the accompanying

sketch; the wigs are dark green (perhaps originally blue), the disks brown; usual

black bands round chest.
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1. Outer figure on right is jackal- headed. Head hlack; while on eye; drapery-Hap
green with brown border and black markings; pink lines on body, vertical and hori-

zontal alternately, and pink border inside the black outline.

2. Inner figure on right has the bead of an ape. Head green; drapery-flap green with

pink border and black markings; body brown, covered with dark vertical and green

horizontal lines.

3. Outer figure on left side has the head of a man with J beard. Colours not distinct

but probably similar lo those of a.

k. Inner figure on left is hawk-beaded. Pink lines on body ^j; other colours not

distinct. xxn

The mask is bordered behind by a brown band with a black line on the inner side.

Piieservation
: Wrappings much damaged behind, none of the outer sheets being left;

tapes in front rather loose; the mask is badly broken behind on left side of bead;

stucco cracked and worn, and in certain places the colours are not well preserved.

33128. Mask from the mummy of a woman called Ammonarin. — Stuccoed

cartonnage and canvas with gilding' and painting. — Height o m. 5 i c.

,

breadth o m. h i cent.— Hawara, from the finds of Mr. Petrie (pi. VIII).

Covering for head and bust like that of n° 33 i 26 ; has had a projecting strip down the

hack (cf. n° 30127). Made °f fibrous pulp and coarse canvas with coat of stucco

on both sides. The general shape has been pressed out in the pulpy material, but

a great deal of the surface detail has been modelled on in plaster alone.

The right hand lies flat against left breast and holds a wreath with hanging ribbon-

ends; the left forearm is stretched across front of body a little lower down, and (he

hand is spread flat. Bust and upper part of arms are covered with drapery (modelled

naturalistically), and there is a veil over back of head hanging down on right shoulder

and over left breast; black stripe down right side of chiton. Ball-earrings liken" 33 1 2 G.

Thick necklace with large pendant consisting of three figures standing (0 front on a

rectangular plinth with impressed pattern (wavy line between two straight lines).

The two end figures represent Demeter, draped, wearing modius and holding a long

torch by her right side, the left arm hanging down and the right foot drawn back

:

they look as if they had been made from same mould. The middle figure is smaller;

long fold of mantle hangs down in front; indistinct headdress : probably Ilarpokrales.

Large winding bracelets with serpent's head at each end (the coils are in very flat

relief and scarcely distinguishable); armlets above elbows, thick with flattened ellipse

in front. Serpent-ring on third linger of right band; rings with impressed dots on

first, third and small lingers of left (two on the latter, or else a double ring). The
hair is lightly waved in ridges and furrows; line of small round ringlets over fore-

head, and small lock at each side. The eyes arc made of white stone with black

glass or obsidian iris , and the eyelashes are made of strips of copper foil w ith serrated

edges. Prominent nose; upward-curving lips; modelling of face rather conventional.

Calal. du Musee, i>° 33ioi. 3
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Flesh, hair, drapery and jewellery gilded all over; eyebrows painted black (over the

gilding): wreath and ribbon-ends pink.

There is a broad black band over top of veil ending in a narrow border down each side

of bust, and the name of the deceased is inscribed in slightly raised, large gilded

letters over the black : /\MMONAPlN .

The hack of the head-case is covered by a vulture of the conventional Egyptian type.

Yellow background with light red border round the foot : the yellow pigment has a

lustrous surface in parts but is not gilded with gold leaf. The head of the vulture is to

right; wings outspread and legs apart; wears a tall red cap between dark plumes.

Head and segment below dark green with black markings; strip of red along top of

segment; i

sl row of feathers green and brown or dark red, a"'
1 row red, 3"1 row

blue, green and dark red; black lines and dots between the rows, border of pink and

red round i

bl and 3
rl

, border of black round 2
nJ

; lower part of body brown with

scale pattern and markings in black; tail dark; thighs similar to head; legs pink

with black markings. Above each wing is a plume, green with blue outer edge and

red inner edge. Below feel a pink band with blue edges. Below, a horizontal band

of tongue pattern IjlkMlJ in black; tongues blue, red, green, pink. The part below

this is broken away.

Preservation : Projecting strip behind broken oil'; broken across foot of front; cracked

all over and discoloured.

Bibl. : Petme, Hawara, Biahmu mid Arsinoe, p. 17; Journal d'entree du Musk, n° q8/i3o,.

33129. Mask from mummy of a woman. — Canvas and plaster. — Length

in. 66 cent., breadth o m. 3g cent., depth o m. 5g cent. —
Nazali Ganoub (Meir), 1888 (pis. VIII and X).

Made to fit over top and sides of head and front of chest ; holes at lower corners of front

for attaching it to the wrappings (note the piece of string in the hole below left

hand). Modelled in canvas and stucco, the stucco being fairly thick in front : the

general forms are pressed out in the canvas but the finer surface details are of course

modelled in stucco alone; from n° 33 1 36 it appears that the hands were put on

separately. The front of the work is of Hellenized type, while the back is covered with

painted figures from the Egyptian mythology.

FltONT.

Right hand is laid against bosom, closed; left is open and a little lower. Light red

chiton with black stripe down left side; green and pink border along top; blue,

pale blue and white border down left side. Purple mantle or scarf, draped like a

sling for right arm; one end hangs down straight on left side under the band. The

surface of chiton is quite plain, but the mantle is modelled naturalislically. Small,

rather pointed breasts. Necklace of small vertical bars, broken in the middle where
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there probably wasa pendant; serpent-bracelets; rings on third and fourth lingers of

left hand, the former with a green grm in front (painted). All the jewellery has a

dark green sticky surface : was it gilded originally? Holes through lobes of ears with

remains of siring, probably for attachment of earrings; similar hole on each side of

neck (for a necklace like that of n" 33i3o?). The hair, which hangs down on each

side of neck, has been composed of vegetable fibre, painted black. There is a wreath

across top of head, made of thin twisted pieces of plaster (like rose-petals) fixed on to

a roll-shaped projection; it is [tainted pink along the top. The face is modelled in a

rather wooden style neither distinctively Greek nor Egyptian
; dimple on chin; rather

full throat. The flesh is a smooth cream colour; pink markings on ears, finger-joints

and nails, two pink lines across throat, and pink outlines round hands; lips red,

dark in the middle and with dark strokes on underlip ; inside of nostrils red ; eyebrows

black (thin tangled lines along the edges). Inlaid eyes of opaque white glass (?) with

black iris; strip of blue glass round about, prolonged at the outer corners in the

Egyptian style; narrow border of black paint here and there.

i:<\Ck.

The ornamentation is arranged in horizontal rows. The outlines and inner markings are

in black unless otherwise specified. For the details see pi. X. The colours are as

follows.

On top of head a scarabaeus, black with white markings, with brown disk above head

and twojlabella below feet, dark yellow and green with brown and blue ring in the

middle; wings blue, yellow, crimson, pink, while, grey, blue, with dark yellow

border; background yellow. Below, a metope border on yellow ground; rectangles

red and blue with white centres; vertical bars green, red, green, below, a frieze

painted on a light red ground. I begin in the middle and go to right : the left side is

exactly the same and need not be described. In the middle a ded symbol, yellow and

black, with green uraeus, wearing white crown, on each side. Next, hhakcr orna-

ments, the end ones yellow with crimson disk, the middle one blue with yellow disk.

Next, a seated Osiris, holding white sceptre, between two hawks holding palm-

branches : face, hands, feet of Osiris yellow, cap white and plumes blue, wig white,

drapery crimson; face of hawk white, wig blue, body and legs yellow, thigh white,

wings yellow, red , white , grey, blue , disk crimson , uraeus green
,
palm-branch yellow

;

blue beneath feet. Next, Ichnher ornaments as before, end ones blue with yellow disk,

middle one yellow with crimson disk. Next, (led symbol as before, grey and black,

uraei yellow and crowns green. Next, khaker ornaments like the last three. Next, a black

jackal lying on white pedestal and holding yellow T7 : yellow scourge over back.

Below this frieze is a horizontal band of hieroglyphics, black on yellow ground

with red borders, composed of two separate series, each of which starts from the

middle. The indistinct part on the left hand side, which contains the name of the

3.
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deceased
'

• ls asfollows : 7 JL 1 "kJ I TAii! 1
? (

? )-

Below, a row of white stars with red centres on a black band.

Below Ibis is the main frieze, painted on a yellow ground. Border round sides and

foot; red and black rectangles with white centres; vertical bars black on yellow

ground; black line alonginside. The representation consists of Osiris sealed in the

middle and approached on each side by four deities worshipping and offering.

Colouring : Osiris. Face, hands, feel green, necklace yellow, cap white with spots of

black, green and red, disk red, plumes blue, horns black; headband white, beard

black; drapery crimson with green lines and yellow dots, part below arms white,

girdle light red; scourge and crook light red; throne has chequer pattern in white,

black, red (light and dark), green, faint blue, in corner a pattern in faint blue on

black ground; border yellow, cushion blue; plinth light red with yellow border and

ornamentation in black, green, while, yellow, red. Behind the throne stands a small

figure of Maat : llesh green, hair black, necklace white, drapery light red, wing like

that of the scarabaeus, hairband while, plume green.

Figures on right side. — 1. Horns. Face white withlight red and black markings, flesh

blue, wig green, necklace yellow with red lines; upper part of drapery and front of

lower part light red, hinder part many- coloured like wing of scarabaeus, girdle

crimson with light markings, tail and stripe in front green; lower part of pshent

li<;bt red, upper part white with black, red and green spots; uraeus green; vessels

light red, incense white, flame red.

2. Nephthys. Flesh blue, eve white and black as usual, hair black, hairband white,

necklace yellow, drapery light red with black lines and while and yellow dots,

shoulder-hands crimson with lighter-coloured lines, crown green on light red stand

,

uraeus green; strip of green behind thigh (accidental?); vessel light red, band

crimson, ankh green.

3. Amon-Ra. Flesh black (inner markings on breast red), necklace yellow with red

markings; upper part of drapery green , lower part similar to that of Ilorus, tail red;

headband while, lower part of crown light red, plumes white with red stems,

disk crimson, uraeus green; attributes in hand green.

h. Neith. Flesh green, necklace yellow, drapery crimson with green lines and yellow

dots, shoulder-bands light red, headband white, crown light red with black lines,

uraei green; figure in hand crimson, other attributes black, object in front light red.

Figures on left side. — i. Anubis. Flesh black, white on eye and ear, wig blue, neck-

lace yellow; upper part of drapery light red, lower part blue in front and many-

coloured behind, girdle crimson, tail red; crown red, uraeus green; vessel in hand

blue, band light red.

2. Isis. Flesh green, hair and drapery like Nephthys, crown blue on light red stand,

uraeus green (with green crown); vessel crimson, hand light red.

3. Geb. Flesh light red, necklace yellow, upper part of drapery blue, lower part green

[1) Perhaps a Greek name in ii.
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in front and many-coloured behind, girdle crimson, headband while, beard black,

lower part of crown green, upper part black, red, blue, white, green, uracils red,

ankh green, oilier attributes black.

!\. Nechbel. Flesh blue, necklace yellow, drapery crimson with green lines and while

and yellow dots, shoulder-bands light red, headband and uraeus while, crown black

with variegated spots anil light red plumes.

Overhead are vertical bands, light red, green, crimson (with while interior lines),

and blue, inscribed with hieroglyphics which contain the names of Ihe various

deities represented. Bands of light blue on a yellow ground across top of each

shoulder.

There is a slight varnish on the yellow ground and some of the pigments, such as the

light red, have likewise a smooth lustrous surface, while others, particularly the

blue, are cjuite dull.

Presehvation : Corner broken off behind, including part of figure ofNeith; opposite

corner cracked; right side of front broken and cracked; hair worn off and pari of

wreath broken olT, surface discoloured in places.

Bibl. : Notice, i8(ja-i8f)7, p. io'i ; Guide , 1902 , p. 273; Guide , 1 <jo3 (Fug- ed.), p. 3 Go; Journal

d'entrec du Music, n" 286AG.

33130. Mask from mummy of a woman or girl. —- Canvas and plaster. — Length

m. 5 2 cent., breadth 111. 3i cent., depth m. Ai cent. — Mcir

[Notice and Guide) (pis. VIII and XI).

Same sort of mask as n" 33 129, made of alternate layers of canvas and stucco. The

bands are laid against body below the breasts, the right closed, the left flat; there is

a hole between thumb and forefinger of right, apparently to hold some attribute.

She wears a light red chiton with a chocolate, yellow-edged stripe down each side

and a border of blue and light blue round the neck and down the sides; surface

quite plain and flat. Hoop-earrings of gold with one green and two blue stones

(modelled in low relief). She has two necklaces. The first, which is modelled in

low relief, is of gold, of same form as that of n" 33 12 9, with a pendant in the

middle and a row of small green stones below. The second, which hangs down

between the breasts, is made of plaster beads modelled in the round and sluck

together; the round ones are black, the long ones half-black and half-brown, the

square ones green. Serpent-shaped bracelets of gold, and gold rings on third and

fourth lingers of left hand. All the gold jewellery is painted yellow; no sign of gold

leaf. Hair and wreath as on 11" 33 1 29, the petals being sluck on to a ridge of plaster

and canvas. Flesh a smooth cream-colour with pink tinge on cheeks; lips pink

(lighter towards edges) with chocolate line in the middle; pink on nostrils, two pink

lines across throat; pink markings on lingers and nails; line of chocolate round outlines

of arms. Inlaid eyes like those of n° 33 129; strip of blue glass round about, with

painted green border on outside. Eyebrows as on n° 33 129. Hole through each of

lower corners for fastening mask to mummy.
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Back.

Egyptian representations behind as on n° 33 139. The outlines and inner markings

aro in black unless otherwise specified.

The top of head is occupied by a scene painted on a while ground. In the middle a

hawk stands to right, holding ankh in front of him; colours are, white, blue, yellow,

green, black, pink, grey and light brown; ankh blue with white ends. Overhead,

behind, is a light red disk with pink wings and green uraeus. On each side a mystic

eye on a ^^ stand; colours, white, black, light blue, green, blue, light red; stand

pink with green centre and white border along top and round centre. On each side

of the central scene and separated from it by a vertical lijjht red band with blue

borders is a lattice pattern in light red lines on a white ground; blue dots in the

lozenges and white dols at points of intersection. Yellow border round top. Metope

border along foot, — light red and blue rectangles (with white spot in the centre

of each) separated by vertical bands of green, crimson, green , all on a yellow ground.

Ilelow this a row of while stars on a black band; strip of yellow below.

The space below is occupied by three scenes separated by vertical yellow bands with

green stripe down the middle and a line of white spots on the latter.

Middle smie. This is painted on a light red ground. A bird with human head and arms

stands to front, holding two plumes in each hand and ajlabellum in each foot. For

details see illustration. The colours are as follows : flesh yellow, hair black, hairband

and necklace white, disk pink, body yellow, pink and green with black, brown and

white dots, thighs pink, legs yellow, tail white, blue, pale blue and black; inner

ends of wings blue with vellow scales and white dots, feathers purple on yellow

ground, green on yellow ground and black on white ground; plumes green with

white markings and pale blue with black markings, stems white; handle oijlabellum

white, plume green with white stem and pink disk; ring at inner end of Jlnbellum

blue. Two vertical bands above on each side, pale blue and pink with blue borders.

Right side scene. Consists of three figures painted on white ground. In the middle Sokaris

stands to left holding sceptre; Anubis approaches in attitude of worship, and

Nephthys stands behind with one arm over shoulder of Sokaris. Colours as follows.

1. Anubis. Flesh black, wig blue, ear, eye and necklace white; upper part of drapery

pink, girdle crimson, lower part yellow, white, green, pari between legs white with

black fringe; lower half of pshent yellow, upper half blue; band in hand light red.

2. Sokaris. Face white, hands and feel green, wig blue, cap yellow with green plumes,

shoulder yellow, body crimson, flap of drapery white, sceptre yellow.

3. Nephthys. Flesh yellow, hair black, hairband and necklace white, crown green on

red stand, drapery blue, ankh black.

Vertical bands yellow and light red with blue borders.

Left side scene. Similar figures, painted on white ground, Osiris in middle, Isis behind,

and Horus worshipping.

1. Horus. Face while, llesh blue, wig green, necklace light red; lower half of pshent
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pink, upper half light blue; upper part of drapery yellow, girdle crimson, lower

part light red and light pink, pari between legs while; band in band pink.

2. Osiris. Face, bands, feel green; headband light red, crown white with blue plumes

and pink disk, horns black; shoulder yellow, body crimson, flap of drapery while;

sceptre yellow.

3. Isis. Similar to Nephthys; the ankh has while ends.

Vertical bands light red and yellow with blue borders, not inscribed.

Metope border right round back; light red and black rectangles (with while dot in

centre of each) separated by vertical black bands, all on a yellow ground.

Phesehvation : Hair worn off; necklace and wreath injured; coiner below right arm

broken; surface slightly worn and smudged here and there; colours on the whole

bright and well preserved.

Bibl. : See n* 33 i at) : I have nul identified this mask in the Journal d'entrec (lit Musce.

33131. Mask from female mummy.— Canvas and plaster. — Length o m. 5 i c.

,

breadth o m. 28 cent., depth in. 62 cent. — Meir (Notice and

Guide) (pis. VIII and XII).

Same as n" 33 i3o except in the following points. Border of pink, blue, light blue and

white along top of chiton and of blue, light blue and white down the sides. Upper

necklace sits rather higher than that of n" 33i3o; green dot-rosettes (painted)

between coils of bracelets; ring on third linger of left hand with green gem in front

(painted). Dark border round eyelids, beyond the strip of blue glass.

Back.

Divided vertically into three parts by yellow, black-edged bands with a red stripe and

white spots down the middle of each. The three scenes are painted on a white

ground : outlines and inner markings in black unless otherwise specified.

Middle division. Above, a hawk with head to right, wings outspread and legs apart;

face while with black markings; upper part of wings blue, green feathers on light

yellow ground and blue feathers on red ground, border yellow; bodv light blue,

tail green, thighs pink or crimson, legs brown, ring's below feet blue; above its head

a brown disk with green uraei. Below, a jackal (black, with white on eye and ear)

standing astride, with head turned back, over a male mummy which lies on the

ground; face green, wig blue, shoulder while and body reddish brown; the jackal's

tail is bordered by a green uraeus with light blue cap and blue plumes on a pink

or crimson stand. Vertical bands above hawk, light blue with blue borders; two

others below, yellow with blue borders.

Right side division. In the middle Sokaris standing to left and holding crook and

scourge; in front of him a male figure kneeling in adoration above a lotus flower;

behind him a winged Isis holding ankh in one hand and raising the other. Kneeling
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(mure : (li'sh brown, hair and girdle black, hairband and shoulder-band white,

loincloth white in fronl and light blue behind. Lotus flower blue, green and light

crimson; sepals blue and green, petals light crimson; white (or light yellow) lines

and dols on the blue and preen. Sokaris : lace while with black details, cap and

shoulder yellow, plumes and wig blue, bands and feel green, drapery pink or light

crimson, (lap in front while, scourge and crook black. Isis : flesh green, hair black,

hairband and necklace whitish; inner end id' wing blue, first row of leathers light

crimson, second row green, third row black (the last on a while ground, all the

rest on a yellow ground); drapery red, crown blue in fronl and brown behind. Ver-

tical bands light blue wilh blue borders.

Left side division. In the middle Osiris standing to right and holding sceptre : flesh

and drapery like Sokaris, cap light blue with blue plumes, disk crimson, horns and

sceptre black, headband while. In front of him a male figure kneeling in adoration

above lotus flower : same colouring as on similar figure on right side, hut flesh

somewhat redder; lotus blue, green and red, with while lines on sepals and petals

and three while dots below. Behind Osiris a ded symbol with headdress and extended

wing : red or reddish brown, black and while; wing like that of Isis but without the

crimson feathers. One vertical band yellow, the other light blue; blue borders on

both.

Above each of the side scenes is a row of while stars on a black band; above, a metope

border, red anil blue rectangles with while centres, separated by bars of green,

crimson and green; all this on a yellow ground between two black lines. Above is a

lattice pattern in red lines on a while ground with blue spots in the lozenges and

white spots at the points of intersection. Along foot and sides of the three scenes same

pattern as on n" 33i3o. Strip of yellow round the lop.

Preservation : Crack through one corner behind; hair gone and wreath broken; surface

worn here and there but still bright.

BiBt.. : Same as n° 33i3o.

33132. Mask from the mummy of a woman. — Canvas and plaster. — Length

o m. 55 cent., breadth o m. 3o cent., depth o in. A3 cent. — Nazali

Ganoub (Meir), 1888 (pis. IX and XIII).

Of same type as the preceding. Position of hands as on n° 33 J 2<). Chiton like that of

n° 33 i 3o , wilh black stripes, blue and pink border along lop, and blue (or blue and

white) border down the sides, bracelets and rings as on n° 33isq : the lower of

the two rings has a black gem in front (painted). Holes through ear-lobes and at

each side of neck (for earrings and necklace); also a hole below each hand (for

attachment to mummy). Hair as usual. Face and bands painted in same style as

n° 33 1 a g ; no shading on lower lip. Eyes not inlaid but merely painted; pupil black

and iris brown; strip of black and blue round about. Eyebrows rendered by black

cross-hatching on a blue band with a black line along the middle and yellow at the
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edges. The wreath has pink petals in the middle and green and yellow leaves at the

sides.

I! \CK.

Mythological representations of the usual sort : for details see pi. XIII. Below is a

description of the colouring : outlines and inner markings are in black unless other-

wise specified.

Above , a vulture , wearing crown of Lower Egypt, stands to fronlwilh head to right, wings

outspread and legs apart: crown yellow; head yellow with white and black markings;

body yellow with band of pink across middle, scale pattern in black, and white dots;

legs yellow, with white on thighs; blue beneath feet; tail yellow with feathers of

green, pink, green; wings blue (with row of white dots along top), yellow, red,

light red, white, pale blue, blue, with yellow border round about. Above each wing

a white vertical band with black borders. Background light red with black cross-

batching, yellow dots in the lozenges and white dots at the points of intersection.

Yellow stripe round lop. Metope border along foot; rectangles blue and light red with

white centres, vertical bars green, light red, green, ground yellow. Below, a row of

white stars on a black band with yellow borders.

Below is the main frieze, painted on a light yellow ground with the usual border round

foot and sides. In the middle stands a ded symbol, partly in the form of Osiris,

ending in uraei. (iap yellow, plumes blue, disks red, horns black and uraei red;

part below red and yellow, horizontal bars black; necklace yellow, drapery light

red, hands green, crook and scourge red; lower part chielly yellow with traces of

green, blue, pink; uracils yellow with blue crown and red projection in front. On

each side four deities approach worshipping and ollering.

Figures on right side. — 1. Isis. Flesh green, hair black and hairband white, neck-

lace yellow, armlets, bracelets and shoulder-bands yellow and red, drapery below

arm white with red markings, crown blue with white border in front and pink

stand.

2. Horns. Face white with black and yellow markings, wig green, flesh light red;

armlets white and red, necklace and upper part of drapery yellow, scarf white, girdle

pink, lower part of drapery blue in front and many-coloured behind with white strip

along foot, tail red, lower part of crown pink with while band, upper pari bine,

vessel in hand green, objeel in the other hand blue.

3. Sefchet. Flesh blue, hair black with while band, object on head yellow, necklace

yellow, armlets and bracelets while and red, drapery yellow, leopard-skin pink with

yellow and while-cenlred blue spots and yellow head, palm-branch and pen black.

h. Broken away : attribute in front blue.

Figures on left side. — i. Nephlhys. Flesh blue, hair black with white band, necklace

yellow, armlets and bracelets while and red, drapery pink or crimson, part below

arm white with red markings, crown green on light red stand, hand in hand red.

2. Anubis. Flesh black with yellow and while markings on head and red markings on

Catal. du Muscc, n" 33ioi. 4
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body, wig blue, armlets, bracelets and scarf while with red markings; front of loin-

cloth greeri with yellow lines, hinder part many-coloured, girdle pink and tail red,

drapery between legs light red and below arm while with red and black markings;

lower part of pshent light red with white band, upper part while witli red spots,

vessel in hand blue, band light red.

3. Bast. Flesh yellow, wig black, necklace light red, drapery blue, part below arm

and also armlets and bracelets white with red markings, disk pink or crimson on

yellow stand, nraeus green; table pink.

A. Sos. Flesh light red, wig blue, hairband and uraeus yellow, necklace yellow,

armlets and bracelets white and red, upper part of drapery yellow, girdle pink or

crimson, lower part of drapery blue in front and many-coloured behind with green

strip along foot, part between legs white with red and black markings, tail red;

plumes green with yellow lines, the one on head has a yellow, the other a white

stem; symbol in front green.

Vertical bands of hieroglyphics as on n°33i2o,; blue, green, yellow, pink; borders as

a rule black, but blue, light red and yellow are also used.

Preservation : Badly broken, many fragments being lost; surface in same condition as

that of the preceding masks except that the chiton is discoloured.

BiBL. : Journal d'entree tin Musce, n° 284/17; for other references see n° 33129.

33133. Mask from the mummy of a woman. — Canvas and plaster. — Length

o m. 55 cent., breadth m. 3a cent., depth o in. 65 cent. — Nazali

Ganoub (Meir), 1888 (pis. IX and XIV).

Similar in front to n" 33 1 3a except in the following points. The wreath is made entirely

of pink petals like that of n" 33i3o. Touches of red in corners of eyes; no black

line along middle of eyebrows. Lips painted like those of n" 3 3 1 2
<
j . The bracelets

are composed of long black beads (three rows on right hand, two on left), crossed

by strips of green and bordered by dark torques (for colour of latter cf. n" 33 1 29).

Bed stone on upper ring and black on lower (merely painted).

Back.

The ornamentation is divided into two parts as on n° 33i32. iSimilar borders except

that the rectangles in the metope pattern are blue and dark red alternately and the

stars have red centres; blue stripe on yellow ground across top of each shoulder.

Background yellow all over; outlines and markings in black unless otherwise spe-

cified.

Upper seme. In the middle (led symbol, red (dark and light) and black; on each side

sacred knot, pink with red stripe down middle, green and blue. At each end

a jackal lying and holding sceptre: black, with white on, ear and eye; sceptre light

red and dark red.
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Main scene. Osiris in the middle and four worshipping deilies on each side. For details

see pi. XIV. The colours are as follows :

Osiris. Face, hands and feet green, eye black and white, necklace yellow, drapery light

red with blue lines and black and while dots, headband while; cap white, black and

light red, disks light red and pink, plumes blue, horns black, and uraei light red;

crook and scourge pink.

Figures on right siilc. — 1. Nephthys. Flesh blue, eye black and white, hair black and

bairband light red, necklace yellow, armlets and bracelets white and red, drapery

light red with black lines and white dots, crown green on crimson stand, band in

band red.

2. Horus. Flesh blue, face while, wig green, necklace yellow, armlets and bracelets

white and red, drapery many-coloured, lower part of pshent crimson, upper part

white with red and green dots , vessels in hands brownish red and crimson , table in

front crimson.

3. Neith. Flesh green, headband white, necklace yellow, armlets and bracelets yellow

and red; drapery crimson with blue zigzag band clown middle and white spots;

crown light red, uraei green; horns black; points of darts while; band in hand light

red; table light red and plants green.

li. Not identified. Face, hands and feet green ; wig blue with light red band, shoulder

yellow, body light red with black lines and white spots, front of drapery white,

crown green and red, sceptre black, table blue, objects on it red.

Figures on left. — i . Isis. Flesh green, wig black with light red band, necklace yellow,

anklets and bracelets yellow and red, drapery crimson with blue lines and yellow

dots; wings blue, red, green on yellow ground, and black (touched witli red) on

white ground; crown blue on light red stand.

a. Anubis. Flesh black, white on eye and ear, wig blue, necklace yellow, armlets and

bracelets red and white, drapery many-coloured, lower part of pshent light red,

upper part while with green and red dots; vessel in hand blue, band crimson.

3. Bast. Flesh yellow, eye red, while and black, wig black, necklace green, bracelets

and armlets red and white, drapery light red with black lines and white dots, disk

crimson, uraeus green; bands red and green; table blue

/i. Not identified. Face, hands and feet green, wig blue with light red band and

uraeus in front, shoulder yellow, body crimson with blue lines and white dols, front

of drapery white, crown green and black, sceptre black.

The vertical bands overhead are crimson, light red and blue, with usual black borders :

no inscription on them.

Preservation : Hair worn off; cracked here and there; smudged and slightly discoloured

in places; wreath chipped.

Bibl. : Music Egijptien, p. 28 and pi. XXXII (Maspero); for other references see u" 33129; Journal

d'entree du Musce, 11° 2 8k li 3.
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33134. Mask from the mummy of a woman. — Canvas and plaster.— Length

o in. f>7 cent., breadth o in. 3o cent., depth o in. ^6 cent. —
Nazali Ganoub (Meir), 1888 (pis. IX and XV).

Same as n° 3 3 i 3 a in front except that llio bracelet is like that of n° 33 i 33

.

I! VCK.

The scenes are painted on a slightly varnished yellow ground; outlines and inner

markings Mack unless otherwise described. On top of head a scarabaeus (black with

white markings) holding yellow disk above its head; its wings, which are outstret-

ched, have stripes of blue, pale blue, while, light red and dark red across outer

ends; blue at inner ends. The surrounding space is filled with a lattice pattern of blue

lines on a light red ground ; while dots at points of intersection and yellow dots in

the middle of lozenges. Below is a metope border; metopes blue and light red with

small white square in the middle of each; triglyphs green, red and green with yellow

intervals. Below, a row of while stars, with light red centres, on a black band.

Below is the main scene, bordered along foot and sides by a metope pattern; metopes

black and red with white centres, triglyphs yellow, black, yellow; black line along

inside of this border. The central figure is Osiris. He is approached on each side by

four deities, two male and two female, adoring and bringing offerings. For details

see pi. XV : the colours are as follows.

Osiris. Flesh green, eye black and while, headband white; beard, scourge, crook and

horns black; cap white, black, green and red, disks light red and plumes blue;

necklace yellow with black markings ; drapery has lattice pattern of blue lines on a

crimson ground with yellow dot-rosettes in the lozenges; loose drapery below arms

is while with designs in red, black and green (separated by black lines). The hori-

zontal bands above his head are light red (on right) and yellow (on left).

Figures on right.— i . Bouto (?). Flesh and headband like Osiris; crown light red with

blue uraei and black horns; necklace, armlets, bracelets in red lines on yellow

ground ; drapery has lattice pattern of black lines on light red ground with white dots

at points of intersection and yellow dots in the lozenges; shoulder-bands and anklets

in black lines; ankh green.

'?.. Horns. Flesh blue, face white with markings in black, light red, yellow and white;

psheiit blue above and light red below, band across middle while; wig green, necklace

yellow, armlets and bracelets white with red markings; upper part of drapery yellow

with black markings and green spots, girdle crimson, front of loincloth light red

with while spots, the stripes behind are yellow, blue, pale blue, pale pink, crimson,

yellow, blue, and there is a while stripe along the foot; drapery between legs while

with designs in red (divided by black lines); tail light red; vase in right hand light

red, vase in left yellow with red flame and incense.

3. Nut. Flesh blue, eve black and white, hair black, hairband white and red, attribute
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on head light red; necklace yellow with red markings, armlets and bracelets as

on a; anklets as on 1; drapery crimson with blue lines and yellow dots, loose part

in front like that of 2 ; vases light red (lighter-coloured markings on front one).

!i. Geh. Flesh light red, eye black and white; headband white \\ i lit red spots; lower

part of crown green, upper pail black, yellow and blue, uraeus white; necklace

yellow with black markings and green spots; armlets and bracelets as on 2; scarf

in black lines; upper part of drapery yellow, front of loincloth in black, white, red

and green stripes, yellow stripe along foot of loincloth, rest of drapery as on 2;

statuette, scroll and ankh green.

Figures on left. — 1. Nechbet. Flesh blue, eye black and white, headband white with

red spots; cap white with red and green spots, plumes light red; necklace yellow

with black markings; armlets, bracelets and anklets as on Nut; drapery as on Boulo;

ankh green.

2. Anubis. Flesh black (with red outlines on upper part); white on ear and eye;

lower part of crown light red with while band, upper pari while with red spots;

wig blue; jewellery as on Horus; drapery as 011 Horus except that there are no spots

and no while line along the foot; vessel in hand green, band light red.

3. Bast. Flesh green, hair black, disk light red and uraeus green, necklace yellow,

armlets, bracelets and anklets as on Bouto, drapery as on Nut, vase in hand while.

h. Sos. Flesh light red, wig blue with white band, plume green with yellow stem,

jewellery as on Nechbet, drapery as on Anubis except that front of loincloth is green

with yellow stripes and there is a yellow slripe along the fool ; objects in hands green.

The three vertical bands on right side are respectively yellow, blue, yellow with usual

black borders. Those on the left are respectively yellow with green border (inner

lines black), red with black border (inner lines white), yellow with blue border

(inner lines black). The band between the legs of 5 and f> is green with black

border (inner lines yellow). No inscriptions. One corner outside of the main scene

is filled up with black lines.

Preservation : Left hand broken oil' and lower part much cracked and injured; hair

worn off; earrings and necklace lost; crack through one corner behind; wreath a

little chipped; some yellowish red paint about face.

Bibl. : Music Efjijpticn, p. a8 and pi. XXXII (Maspero); sec also n° 33129; Journal d'enlree du

Musee , 11° 3 3 1 h h

.

33135. Mask from mummy of a woman. — Canvas and plaster. — Length

m. 56 cent., breadth m. 3o cent., depth in. h\ cent. — Nazali

Ganoub (Meir), 1888 (pis. IX and XVJ).

. Same type as the preceding. The breasts are padded with mud mixed with straw.

Hands as on 11° 33 i3o ; usual hole in right. Chiton red with yellow border and blue
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stripe down eacli side. Gold hoop-earrings as sketched ;;';;' x&; tlie beads are yellow,

green, and' ldack with white line across the middle; merely painted. The necklace,

which is like that of n" 33 1 3o , is in very low relief: square beads green, round ones

black, and long ones black with white line across middle. Bracelets like those of

n° 3 3 i 3 3 : long beads black with white line across middle, small ones green, band

on each side light- coloured (plain, not twisted); all in low relief. The modelling

of the face is decidedly Egyptian; nose narrow at top, deep hollow at each end of

mouth, no division in middle of upper lip. Hole in each nostril. Flesh cream-coloured.

Pink markings on mouth, nostrils, ears, throat and hands. Eyes merely painted,

white and black with pink in the corners; black line round about with blue edge on

outer side; eyebrows blue with black cross-hatching and black dots along the edges.

Hair as on n° 33 i 20. Roll-shaped wreath with plain surface; middle green with light

red dots, ends yellow with green and pink dots; hand across middle with stripes

of black, yellow, pink, light red and while; band at each side with stripes of black,

yellow, blue, pale blue, and white with black dots.

I! \C.K.

Mythological scenes painted on a light red ground : for details see pi. IX; colours are

described below; outlines and markings, as usual, in black. The ornamentation is

divided into (1) a narrow frieze along the top and (a) a broad frieze below, sepa-

rated and surrounded by various borders. Traces of preliminary squares or guiding

lines on some of the figures.

1

.

In the middle a seated Osiris to right, holding sceptre on knee : face, hand and foot

green, necklace yellow, drapery pink, headband white, cap yellow, plumes green with

pink lops, disk pink, horns black, sceplre yellow. On each side lies a jackal, black

with white on eye, holding blue crook and scourge in front of him, and with yellow

scourge over his hack. Beyond, on each side, a row of uraei with disks, all green.

Yellow strip round top. Below, a metope border; rectangles pink and blue with white

centres, bars green, pink, green, ground yellow. Below this, a row of yellow stars

on a blue band; surrounding ground yellow.

2. In the middle a hawk with head and arms of a woman, Ba-n-Hr, standing

and holding out plume and scourge in each hand. Flesh yellow, eye white and

Idack, hair black, hairband and disk pink, scourges yellow (the one in right hand

almost white), plumes green with pink tops and yellow stems; necklace green; body

yellow with pink patch in the middle, scale pattern in black lines, and dots in pink

and blue; tail yellow with rows of feathers in blue, pink, green, blue; thighs pink

with yellow border; feel yellow, covered with black markings; rings below feet green

with pink in the middle; jlabella green with pink disks; inner ends of wings blue

with scale pattern and black and pink dots; first row of feathers green, second row
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blue, all on a yellow ground; the inner feathers in both rows have pink tips and
the outer ones in the second row Mark lips. Above each wing is a hieroglyphic

legend on a vertical yellow band'with blue borders.

At the right end of the frieze is a seated Osiris approached by Horns bearing an offering

of incense. Osiris : face, hands and feet green; cap and uraeus yellow, plumes
green with pink tips, disk pink, horns blue, and headband white; necklace yellow
and scarabaeus black; armlets, bracelets, crook and scourge yellow; drapery pink,

part below arms blue with yellow fringe, loincloth yellow with green and pink
stripes and blue half-roselte. Throne yellow; lines of scale pattern and of border
green or black (?); spots pink and green, s.piares on border pink; lower corner

pale blue with green floral pattern; cushion red. Pattern on plinth consists of a row
of anklis with arms holding ws sceptre in each hand and indistinct object below
each elbow; yellow with black spots and pink in loop of ankh , blue background
with green intervals; below, green and pale blue baskets with white centres, on a

yellow ground; yellow border. Ilorus : flesh blue with black markings on face; wig
yellow with pink and blue stripes, necklace pink with black markings, armlets and
bracelets yellow; lower part of pshent \ellow, upper part green with blue projection;

drapery green, part round hip many- coloured, girdle blue with yellow border

(yellow border also round lower part of drapery), (ail and uraeus in black lines;

censer yellow with pink disk and pale blue cup. Above, four hieroglyphic legends

on vertical bands, two yellow, one pale blue and one green; borders blue.

On the left side a seated Sokaris is approached by Anubis offering. Sokaris : face

white with black markings (and yellow touches?), flesh green, wig blue with pink

and yellow stripes; necklace, crook, scourge and sceptre yellow, armlets, bracelets

and anklets darker yellow; drapery round waist yellow, below arms pale blue with

patterns in black (red dots on the lotuses), girdle pale blue, lower part of drapery

yellow with pink and blue stripes and blue half-rosette; cap yellow, plumes green with

pink tips, uraeus white. Throne light blue with markings in black and pink and a

yellow stripe in front and behind; corner pink with pattern in green and metope border

in yellow and black; cushion pink. Plinth yellow; animals green, with pink arms and

touches of blue; flowers between also green; baskets blue and light blue with while

centres; pattern below in green and pink. Anubis : flesh black with yellow markings

and while on eye; wig green with blue and pink stripes; armlets and bracelets yellow,

also necklace; drapery yellow, with parti-coloured wing round hip, girdle blue and

tail yellow; lower part of pshent pink, upper part green with blue projection; vessel

in hand yellow with pink or crimson top. Above, four vertical bands with hierogly-

phics : same colours as on right side.

On both sides is a metope as described above. The border along the foot is slightly

different; it has black outlines and the vertical bars between the rectangles are black.

Preservation: Lower part of front badly broken; corners and edges of back also damaged,

but entire; surface in fairly good condition, like the preceding masks.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n° 284/15; for other references see n° 33129.
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33136. Left hand from a mask like n° 33134. — Plaster. — Length o in. 19c,

breadth m. 08 cent.

Bracelet of same type as on n° 33 1 33. The rinjj on third finger has a red, the one on

the fourth a green j;eni (merely painted). The hand is modelled in plaster, quite

thin; impression of canvas round the edges. It seems formerly to have been glued

on to n" 33 1 3/i , hut does not really belong.

33137. Mummy of small girl called Anoubias. — Length o in. 0,8 cent., breadth

in. 62 cent., height of feet m. 63 cent. — Meir, i8q3 (|>l. XVII).

Small but massively wrapped mummy with thick padding and tightly stretched outer

covering. The head (without the mask) is nearly rectangular; the body is rounded

off in front; the feet slick up very high and have a low-arched top with projecting

ends. Broad tapes glued on round bead, over shoulders and round feet. Head and

bust are covered by a mask in relief, and lower part of body, feet and sides are

decorated with figures and inscriptions of stuccoed canvas (gilded and painted ), which

have been glued on to the outer covering.

Descmption of mask : The mask is composed of several layers of canvas with a coat

of stucco (fairly thick on outside, epiite thin on inside). It has been glued on to

surface. The lower end is torn, but it probably did not extend any farther down.

The bands lie against body below breasts, the left being open and the right closed.

She wears purple chiton with stripe down each breast, dark but indistinct with

white or light yellow edj;es; border of brown, blue, pale blue and white lines round

top and sides of drapery. Berry-shaped earrings. Broad necklace ornamented

with T_i shaped ornaments alternating with oval beads of purple and green glassset in

the plaster and surrounded by studs; the necklace ends between breasts in a large

disk with a circle of studs round about. Serpent-shaped bracelets of usual form.

Three rings on left hand (first, third and little fingers) with oval projections like

heads. All the above jewellery is gilded (with gold leaf as usual). The hair has

been made of black fibrous material , but there are only slight traces remaining. The

eyes are composed of while enamel or stone with inserted black iris, and the lids

are inlaid in dark blue {'lass. The modelling is stiff and not naturalistic; dimples on

cheeks and chin; two lines on throat; small breasts. The skin is a Iij;ht din^y hue

(discoloured); eyebrows black, hatched; the lips, which are sharp-cut and slightly

parted, are dark red.

Figures and inscriptions of stuccoed canvas : The following figures have been cut out of a

sheet of canvas and stuck on to the outer covering of the mummy. They are orna-

mented with paint and gilding, applied over a slighlly modelled coat of stucco.

Between bust and feet are four long bands with hieroglyphic, inscriptions, the two

in (he middle rather shorter than the others : the letters and the borders are in
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relief". The whole surface seems lo have been painted reddish brown and then

^

gilded, and there is a slrip of dark resin down each border (over the gilding).
The feel are attached in the same way. They are painted white (over a red surface),

the spaces between the toes, representing the soles of the sandals, are red, and the
sandal-straps are gilded. Immediately above the feet is a hawk standing lo front wilh
head to right and legs apart; the wings are half spread; he wears disk wilh uraeus
at each side; leathers represented by raised dots and lines; inscription-band above
on each side with raised border (not inscribed) : bird and bands gilded (over red
surface), background red. Immediately above bank is a disk wilh uraei and wings,
gilded all over.

On the underside of feel (a tall Hal surface) are three objects, one above another
(cf. n°33i38).

1. On the top a disk with uraei and wings, the ends curving downwards; gilded (over
usual red surface).

2. Rectangular tablet will, inscription in black letters against a gilded background;
a reddish brown surface shows beneath the gilding, and there has perhaps' been a

red border round the inscription (but the colours are mixed up). Inscription in

capitals :

ANoYBIACAniCONOC

LT6Y+YXI

:!. Below is Anubis walking lo right and holding a large disk on his shoulders wilh both

bands. He wears a leopard's skin (spots represented by studs) fastened over shoulders

and girdled round waist like a loincloth; wig, armlets and bracelets. Flesh of Anubis

black; while on eyes and about ear; red markings on face; wig covered bv green

hands against a while background; disk, leopard's skin and jewellery gilded (over

red surface); strip of white below feel; background red where not cut away; space

between legs decorated by oblique parallel lines wilh rows of dots between, all in

white upon the red background (part of drape

On each side of upper part of body are three figures in prolile towards the feet. They
arc gilded all over and the background is left in the red or reddish brown colour

of the painted surface.

Figures on right side. — 1. Osiris scaled on throne wilh hands against breast, holding

scourge in right (crook not visible); he wears tall crown wilh plume on each side,

necklace (?) and wrappings. The throne has a disk in the corner.

j. Female figure (Isis?) kneeling on pedestal wilh right leg doubled under her and
left knee raised; right hand on right knee; left hand raised and left elbow on left

knee; wears disk, wig, necklace and close-lilting drapery.

3. Sacred hawk standing wilh right wing advanced but not extended; wears disk with

uraeus erecting its head in front.

(l) irQuatre lilies on liieroglyphes qui paraissent clonncr lo 110m Anoubiau [Journal), -tl.es qualre baudes
n'oflrent que <les liieroglyplies illisiblesn (Notice).

Calal. da Musce, n° 33ku. r
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Figures on Irfi side, — i . Sokaiis seated on throne with hands against breast, scourge

in right and crook in left; crown and dress like lij;. i on right side; throne similar

except that there is ihe symbol X instead of ihe disk.

9. Similar lo •_> on right side (Ncphthys?) : space between arm and body is cut out in

this case.

3. Hawk like 3 on light side

The figures round the head of the mummy are coloured in ihe same way as the above.

In the middle below lop of head Osiris stands lo right with hands against breast,

holding scourge in right (crook not shown); he wears tall crown with plume on each

side and drapery hanging out from body on both sides; small base. On each side

is a female divinity, turned towards him and holding up a hand, the other arm

hanging behind; they both wear disk and drapery; I in front of legs; small base.

On each side of ihe head is a seated ape in profile towards upper end; disk between

horns; hair represented by studs. Oyer each ape is a small horizontal band with rai-

sed border and three stars in relief.

Preservation : Mask badly broken all round; breaks through neck and down front of

bust; whole of hair gone; only three ofthe six jjlass heads left; surface not very clear.

Rest of mummy fairly well preserved ; surface of stucco ornamentation worn in places.

Bin.. : Notice, i8()5-i8f)7, n" i3ia; Guide, 1902, p. 977, 11" i3i5; Guide, iq<>3 (Eng. ed.),

p. 3CA, 11' 1 3 1 5 ; Journal d'enlree du Must'e , 11° 30209.

33138. Decoration from a mummy like n° 33137. — Stuccoed canvas, gilded and

painted. — Height o m. 68 cent. , breadth m. •?. U cent.— Meir, 1 Sq^i

(pi. XVIII).

From underside of feel of a mummy liken" 33 1 3y. The ornamentation consists of figures

cut out of canvas and gummed on lo the wrappings ofthe mummy, besides being

gilded and painted the details are modelled in very low relief.

On the lop is a disk with uracils on each side and large wings (represented by dots at

inner ends and two rows of feathers) : yellow ground with gold leaf over the parts

in relief, below is a tablet, rectangular with offsets at the ends. The inscription is in

black against a gilded background (gold leaf over yellow surface); reddish brown

stripes between the ihree lines of the inscription; light yellow border in low relief.

The inscription runs as follows :

TATYIS nOPEMONOOY MHTPOZ TEPEYTOZ ACJPOZ LKA.

Below the inscription is a representation of Anubis walking to right, holding disk

on shoulders with both hands. He wears a thickly studded leopard's skin, fastened

oyer shoulders and girdled round waist like loincloth, armlets, bracelets and wig.

Skin black; white on eye and while lines about ear and throat; wig greenish

blue; disk, leopard's skin and jewellery gilded (gold leaf over \ellow ground);
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background (where not cut away) reddish brown; white st ri [> below feet; while

outline down front of second lejj.

Preservation : One of offsets of tablet broken off; lower part of Anubis torn and

damaged; surface rather worn all over.

ISini.. : Journal d'entrce du Music, n" 3oij<|.
r
>-

33139. Cloth from a mummy with inscription. — o in. 07 c. x m. 'i") c.

;

inscription 111. 20 cent, x in. 060 mill.— Mcir, found along with

n° 3 3 1 3 7

.

From a mummy like 11° 3 3 1 3 7 . It lias been glued on to underside of feel ; die upper

corners project as on n" 33 1 3 7 ; edjjes turned in on each side; marks of >;lue on back

and cdjjes.

Greek inscription in three lines in black ink :

ANoYBACCAfAniwNoc
m h Tf oc er&&i aa om iaoc
GQluJCfNCTH N?A**T oc

Preservation : Inscription distinct; cloth lorn a little.

Bibl. : Guide, lou-j.n. 277; Guide, l()o3 (Eng.cd.), ft. olii; Journal d'culrcc du Mu-sce, 11" 3o3o'i

.

33139 &wm . Cloth from a mummy with inscription. — in. 5o c. x in. 65 c.

;

inscription o in. 23 cent, x o in. 1 1 cent. — Mcir, found along with

n"
5 33 1 37 and 33 1 3f).

From the underside of feet; same shape as n" 3 3 1 3 <j and same marks of glue.

Greek inscription in three lines in black ink :

A NOYB I AC
n TECBYTE TA
M E C T o y

Preservation : Cloth more or less lorn: inscription well preserved.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musce, 11° 3o3o3.

33140. Figure of Anubis from a mummy like n° 33137. — Stuccoed canvas,

jjilded and painted. — Height in. 260 mill., breadth in. t85 mill.

— Meir (Siout) in Journal; Meir (Monfalout) on label.

Upper part of an Anubis like n" 33 1 38 , removed from cloth background. He carries

disk on shoulders in same way as n° 33 1 38 and wears leopard's skin, girdle and

w ig.

") Wrapped up in one piece with n" 33i3g in llie exhibitiou-case.
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The representation is in very low relief. Flesh of Anubis black; disk and leopard's skin

gilded, ihe latter being covered with dots and rings in relief; wig green with red

stripes; girdle green, ornamented with a row of dots between two lines in dark

colour; brown strokes against lighter-coloured ground on inside ol car. The back-

ground is brown and in several places where gilding lias been rubbed the brown

ground shows through.

Preservation : Broken away from loins downwards; left hand and right elbow broken;

cracks through waist and left elbow.

I!im.. : Journal a"entire du Mush, if -'SoCK.

33141. Figure of Anubis from a mummy like n° 33137. — Stuccoed canvas,

gilded and painted.— Height o in. 335 mill., breadth o m. i35 mill.

— Meir(Siout) in Journal; Mcir (Monfalout) on label (pi. Will).

Detached from mummy. lb' is in Ihe same altitude as n" 3 3 i38, carrying disk on shoulders

and wearing wig, leopard's skin (draped in usual way, with tail hanging from waist),

bracelets, armlets and sandals.

Technique and colour : In very low relief with rather coarse modelling on head, abdomen

and knees; raised dots on leopard's skin. Flesh of Anubis black; w bite on eyes, ears,

ends of fingers and toes, and faint reddish lines on head, navel, (infers and ankles;

wig very dark with while lines; sandal -straps while; disk, leopard's skin and

jewellery gilded; purplish background (a lighter -coloured ground shows through

below gilding where surface has been rubbed); background under left arm and

between legs is filled in by white lines with white dots between (part of dress), and

the leopard's skin is bordered h\ a row of while dots along the chest; while hori-

zontal band below feel.

Preservation : In good condition.

I'ir.i.. : Journal tl'entree oti Miisee, n" aoaou.

33142. Figure of Osiris. — Stuccoed canvas, painted and gilded. — Height

o in. '>3T) mill., breadth o m. 10 cent. — Meir (Siout) in Journal;

Meir (Monfalout) on label.

Detached from a mummv like- n" 33 i ?>~. He stands in profile to right willi shoulders

to front and hands against breast, ihe right holding a scourge and the left a crook.

His head is crowned by a tall cap. Hanked by plumes and ram's horn; there is a disk

above the horn and a small projection above forehead (uraeus?). lie has a false heard,

and a headband hangs down behind. Necklace of round studs. His figure is swathed

mummy-fashion, with loose drapery hanging down on each side below ihe arms.

Technique : In low relief; loose drapery ribbed. The whole surface has been painted

brown and ihe figure of Osiris is gilded.

Preservation : Fairly good.

Iiim . : Journal il 'entree du Musec, ll" s856G.
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33143. Figure of Osiris like n° 33142. — Stuccoed canvas, painted and gilded.

— Height o in. af) cent.. breadth o in. 10 cent. —
Mi'ir (Siout) in Journal; Meir (Monl'alout) on label.

Replica of n" 33 i !\ •>.
, the only difference being tliat ihe ribbing of

the drapery below right arm is more nearly horizontal. Whole

surface covered with a coal of brown paint and figure of Osiris

gilded.

Preservation : Fairly good.

Ilim.. : Journal d'entree tlu Music, n" a856(>.

33144. Inscription from a mummy like n° 33137. — Stuccoed canvas, painted

and gilt. — o in. a 35 mill, x o m. 07;") mill. — Meir (Siout) in

Journal; Meir (Monfalout) on label.

The leltors arc in relief on a rectangular strip of canvas. The surface is gilded, the

gilding being applied over a purplish ground, and there is a narrow brown border

''" "''''':,' .TTr

«*riwNc-rHAiorrorKAiMci
CToTCnc-GYiYxiy

<t
' 1 !>;.,. ,.•.--.!> >>_!! , .> 1 ' .1 •/ . /, .

-

.
.

,
;;?/,

roundabout. A fragment of the niummv-wrappings, coaled with pitch, is slill adhering

to the back.

Preservation : Entire but rather worn,

linn.. : Journal d'entree du DIuscc, 11° 285G7.

33145. Bust from a mummy. — Painted plaster. — Height m. 2q5 mill.,

length o m. bo cent., breadth m. 2&5 mill. — Dalansourah, 1897

(pi. XIX).

Husl-piece of fairly thick, modelled plaster, representing the deceased lying with head

well raised and hands on breast. The top of the busl is slightly convex, and there

have been holes near the edges for attaching it to the mummy : two of these remain

on left side. Head hollow, but closed in below.

The person represented is a man. His hands lie Hat against bis breast, slanting

upwards. He wears white tunic with lilac stripe down each side of breast, and a
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while mantle round back of neck : llie lalter is decorated with two transverse stripes

of lilac on each side, and a funerary scene is painted on it behind (see below).

There is a ring on (lie small finger of left hand. Regular features without any Egyp-

tian traits; short hair and beard, modelled as well as painted; sharp edge on throat

just below beard. The eyes are made of thin transparent glass or other material inlaid

against a backing of white plaster; the iris is black (painted on the plaster).

Light-coloured, pinkish flesh ; lips pink; hair black; eyelashes rendered by black lines

round eyes and short vertical strokes; nails outlined in black; ring gilded; drapery

while and lilac.

The scene behind neck, which is of a common Egyptian type, is painted within a rec-

tangular border. The mummy lies upon a bier, the lower end of which has a curving

leg (upper end broken off); be wears cross-hatched wrappings with dots in the

lozenges; zigzag lines between underside of bier and border. At each end of bier is

a kneeling female figure with banging hair and close- filling drapery, holding up

hands with palms open and turned inwards. Rather skelchily executed; outlines and

inner markings in black; llesh light-coloured; hair black; drapery pink; bier yellow
;

background bluish grey; border yellow belween black lines.

Piii:si:iivation : Large piece wanting from right side of neck, including part of the scene

behind; several mended breaks on breast; surface of breast and hands much worn,

and right thumb broken off; hair also badly worn; lace in fairly good condition, but

surface covered with small cracks.

Bun.. : Guide, 190a , p. a 70; (Juiile, 1 go 3 (Enjj. ed.), |>. 35G ; Journal A'entree du Musec , n" 31767.

33146. Bust of young man. — Painted plaster. — Heighto in. 28 cent., length

om. 48 cent., breadth o in. t>3 cent.— Balansourah , 1897 (pi. XIX).

The bust is of the same type as n° 33 1 'iT). Hole on left side. Inside of neck not closed in.

The head is well raised. The right band is laid flat against breast
,
pointing upwards,

wilh thumb extended, and holds a wreath; the left is a Utile lower and points down-

wards, the thumb being extended in the same way. He wears chiton with thumb-

marked border, and a mantle is draped round the back of bis neck. Ring on third

finger of left hand. The face is that of a young man with short hair and slight beard

(the latter merely painted and not modelled); flat-set eyes and short nose. The eyes

are made of transparent glass with while plaster backing and black iris (painted on

the plaster); black line round about and short vertical strokes for e\ clashes.

Flesh pink (light red about the arms); hair black; black line between lips and traces of

black outlines round nails; drapery while; wreath red with blue ribbon-ends; finger-

ring gilded.

On the drapery behind neck there is a representation in red lines between two broad

red vertical borders. Above is a winged disk fli
f v

\\\ and below is a fragment

of a mummy of ibis form &?*$?!%$ • Traces of blue beside the vertical borders.
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Preservation
: The Hat part has hecn joined together out of several fragments hut is

not complete; lower end hroken off; hack and right side of neck broken; surface

worn and discoloured.

Bibl.
: Guide, 1902, p. 270; Gui'(fc,if)o3(En{r.ed.), |>. 356; Journal d'cnlree du Musk, a' 3i 7 68.

33147. Head of young man. — Plaster. — Height «» in. 28 cent., breadth

o m. 175 mill. — Balansourah, 1897 (pi. XIX).

From a bust like n°33i/i5 modelled whollj in plaster; inside of neck closed in. A
mantle is draped round back of neck, and there are traces of a chiton in front, lie

lias short hair, slight moustache, and short heard round underjau, leaving chin

almost bare
: the heard is modelled hut the moustache merely painted. Eyes like

those of the preceding.

Flesh pink; hair black; black line round eyes and vertical strokes for e\ clashes; mantle
probably brown on each side of neck (but colour not well preserved).

Behind neck is a rectangular panel with representation of a mummy lying on its hack,

to left; cross-hatched wrappings and very high feet; outlines and inner markings in

black, colours faded.

Preservation : Broken round hack of neck and across lop of idlest : surface ven badly

corroded, especially left side of head.

Bibl.
: Guide, 1902, p. 280: Guide, igo3 (Eng. cd.), p. 3O7; Journal d'ailrk du Musk, 11" ?,^f,2.

33148. Head of a man.— Plaster. — Height m. 3o cent., breadth in. 17 c.

— Balansourah, 1897(1)!. MX).

From a bust like n° 33i/i5. The inside of the neck is closed in and the head is very

heavy as though solid. A mantle is draped round hack of neck. He has short, very

curly hair, slightly receding on each side of forehead, and short moustache and

heard, leaving upper part of chin nearly bare : moustache and beard are both mo-
delled. Bather massive face with square forehead and straight eyebrows. Inlaid eyes

like (hose of the preceding.

Flesh pink; hair black.

Funerary scene behind neck on red panel with black outlines. Traces of a mummy
with cross-hatched wrappings lying on a bier; black outlines and inner markings.

Preservation
: Broken round back of neck and lop of chest; surface is worn all over

and colours have partly disappeared.

Bibl. : Guide, 1902, p. 280; Guide, 1908 (Eng.al.), p.3Cy; Journal d'cnlree du Musk, 11" 3 1 7 (",-.»

.

33149. Bust of a woman.— Plaster.— Height in. 3i cent., length in. 55 c,

breadth in. 3o cent. — Balansourah, September i8q3 (pi. XX).

Of same type as n" .">.'5
1 f\ 5 ; modelled wholly in plaster; two boles on each side; inside of

neck closed in.
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The right hand holds a rose-wreath against right breast, and the left hand is laid

Hat against left breast; nails and finger-joints not indicated. She wears a chiton,

and a mantle is draped round hack of neck and shoulders; the folds are indicated

on top of chiton and along edge of mantle. Marks below both ears where earrings

have been Wj ; ring on small finger of lell hand. The hair is parted in the middle

(sharp-cut parting) and arranged in ridges and furrows diverging from top of head;

il lies fairly close against skull, covers most ofears, and has been coiled up behind;

there has been a narrow fringe round forehead. Face similar to n° 33i5o. Inlaid

eyes of same technique as those of n" .'i3 1 ft 5-33 i A8, rather narrow.

Flesh iiink; lips red with black line between; hair black; black line round eyes and

short strokes for eyelashes; faint, line round top of eyeball; chiton red; mantle

brown: wreath pink; earrings have been gilded.

On the mantle behind neck is a funerary scene painted on a rectangular panel. In the

middle is the mummv, lying to left on a bier and covered with cross-hatched

wrappings; scale pattern below the bier. At the upper end a female figure kneels

to left with right hand raised and left lying against knee; she wears close-fitting

drapen leaving arms and leg exposed. Remains of a corresponding figure at lower

end of bier (morel} the head). The background is red with black outline round

about; light-coloured border w ith pink outline. The figures are outlined in black

and the inner markings are also in black. Flesh white, with red lines here and

there; hair black; drapery, mummy-wrappings and lower part of bier brown; red

lines along top of bier.

Preservation ; Piece of scene behind neck broken off, also fringe round forehead and

coil at back of head; mended breaks on left side; surface much worn and damaged

all over.

Bibl. : Notice, 1897, |>. o'i'i (
'

)

;
Guide, 1900, p. 280; Guide, 1900 (Eng. eel.), p. 36(5; Journal

d'entrce du Musee, 11° ooa-l).

33150. Head of a woman.— Plaster. — Height m. 2 3 c. . breadth in. 1 7 5 m.

— Balansourah, 1 8 1) 3 (pi. XX).

From a bust, modelled in plaster like n° 33 1 'mj , the inside of neck being closed in. She

wears mantle round back of neck and gold earrings of this form Q. Her hair is

parted in the middle (sharp-cut line of parting), drawn back in broad strands,

covering upper part of ears, and fastened up behind in a coil with holes pierced for

hairpins and a narrow band round about; narrow, projecting fringe round forehead.

Long lace with narrow eyes and dimple in chin. Inlaid eyes like those of the preceding'.

Neck light red and face pale pink (perhaps darker originally); lips yellow with black

line between; black line round eyes and short strokes for eyelashes; earrings gilded;

mantle brown.

(l
' Sec ulsi) eai'li<M' editions of Notice, Supplement

, p. 'i-r>.
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Fragment of funerary scene behind neck; dark red background will, light red band
along lop and pari of an object at left end which might be feet of a mummy; black
outlines; light-coloured border with pink outline.

PmssBDVATioN
: Broken right rou.nl neck; surface discoloured and worn here and there,

but not in bad condition.

Bibi. -.Notice ,897, p. 344; Guide, ,902, p. 2 8o; Guide, , 9o3 (En
ff

. od.). p. 306; Journal
d entree du Musce, 11" 3o.

r

)Ga.

33151. Headof a girl.— Plaster.— Height om. 22 cent., breadth m. ,.', cent.— Balansourah (pi. XX).

From a bus! modelled entirely in plaster like n" 33 1 69; closed in below on inside. She
wears small earrings Q and chain across neck with small pendant, and there is a

mantle round the hack of her neck. Childish face with small nose and rather hi h
forehead. A wisp of hair is drawn round each side of head, the rest of hair is drawn
upwards (with deep divisions at intervals) and fastened in a narrow plait along the
top, and there has been a knot behind. The eyes consist of thin transparent glass
against while plaster backing with black iris (painted on the plaster).

Flesh light pink; lips have been red; hair black; black line round eyes and vertical

strokes to represent lashes; drapery light red; jewellery gilded.

PiiESERVATiON
: broken round neck; knot of hair broken off; surface much worn and

discoloured.

Bibl.
: Guide, 1 502 , p. 270 : Guide, 1 go3 (Eng. cd.), p. 300 ; Journal ,1 •entree du Musee, n" 3o56i (?).

33152. Head of girl. — Plaster. — Height m. 28 c, breadth m. :>o c. —
Balansourah, i8c)3 (pi. XX).

From a bust liken" 33 1/1 9; hole on right side; closed in on inside. There is a mantle
round back of neck and there are traces of chiton on bosom; remains of two

necklaces; earrings have disappeared. The hair is dressed like that of n° 33 i 5 1 and is

fastened up behind in a coil. The face also is somewhat similar to that of n° 33i5i,
but less childish. Eyes like those of n" 33 1 5i

.

Flesh pink; lips red; red dots on nostrils; hair black; black line round eves and short

vertical strokes to represent lashes; necklace gilded.

The mantle is red on each side of neck ; behind arc indistinct remains of a representation

in black outline on a white ground with traces of various colours here and there.

Pbesebvatioh : Preserved down to top of chiton
; surface much worn and discoloured.

Bim.
: Notice, i897 ,p. 344; Guide, 1902, p. 280; Guide, i 9o3 (Eng. ed.),p. 366; Journal d'entree

du Musee, n" 3o505.

Cittal. tlu Musee, 11° 33ioi.
(
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33153. Bust of girl from a mummy.— Plaster.— Height om. i55 mill., length

o id. '16 cent. , breadth om. 1 45 mill. — Balansourah , 1897 (pi. XXI).

The head is scarcely raised. The hands lie flat against breast, right above lelt, the

fingers slightly apart; Lhe righl hand holds a wreath between ihumb and forefinger.

She wears a reddish brown chiton will) dark grey stripe down each breast and a dark

grey manlle drawn over hack of head and shoulders. Below her chin is an open-

work necklace of black material and lower down a dark grey band or chain (lor

fastening manlle?). Hoop-earrings with two beads attached; gold bracelets of rope

pattern ; ring on third finger of righl hand with projection on top; rings on third

and fourth lingers of left hand with Hat lop. Childish lace; rather full throat; small

breasts. The hair is parted in the middle, drawn to each side in strands, and brought

forward from hack of neck to top of head in a broad plait; a small straight tress

hangs in front of each ear. The eyes are not inlaid , the vt hites being left in the colour

of the llesh and the iris painted black. Eyebrows and eyelashes are not represented

hv continuous lines hut by short strokes or dots.

Colour: I'lesh light pinkish; lips probably pink with black line between them; hair

black; traces of black outlines on nails; earrings left in colour of llesh, bracelets and

rings gilded; wreath seems to have been pink and black, will) strings of same colour

as drapery; for drapery see above.

Preservation : Back of neck broken ofT; mended break through front of neck; pari of

wreath broken oil; righl bracelet broken; surface worn and discoloured in places,

hut general condition fairly good; inside plastered over.

Bum.. : Guide, 100s, p. 270; Guide, i{)o3 (Enp. cd.), p. 35(5; Journal d'entree dn Musce, 11*31766.

33154. Bust of boy called Herakleon.— Plaster.— Height om. 2 3 cent., length

o m. 35 cent. , breadth o m. 17 cent.— Balansourah (GwiJ<?)(pl. \.\1).

Bust of boy with head raised; the lop is very convex; hole on each side, a little above

the edge; cloth attached to the inside and round the edges of outside; neck closed in.

The hands are laid against breast; the right is closed and holds a bunch of grapes,

slalk upwards; between thumb and forefinger of left is a small bird, pecking at the

fruit. He wears white drapery with red stripe down each side and a row of while

strokes across top of each stripe : a white mantle is draped round hack of neck

with a red =^*z shaped ornament on each side and an inscription behind in laded

brown H • ^ K A
. for necklace, see pi. XXI. Childish face, cleverly executed. Short

black hair with sort of lufl on crown. Lines across throat. Eyes mcrelx modelled and

painted; pupil hollowed out.

Colouring : Light pinkish llesh; mouth and nostrils red; black line between lips; red

markings on ears, nose, throat and lingers; hair black; eyes while with dark brown

iris and touch of red in corners; black line round exes and shading in various tints

round about; necklace black and light-coloured ; drapery while with red stripes and red
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markings; grapes black, stalk and leaves green; bird blue with black markings, red

beak and legs and good deal of pink about breast. Some black pigment from hair has

run down right side of face, and there are a few small black blots in other places also.

PiiESEitvATioN : End of bust broken off; paint worn in places; lower pari rather disco-

loured.

Bibl. : Guide, 11)0-.?, p. 270; Guide, Kjo3 (Eng. cd.), p. 35(1.

33155. Bust of woman. — Plaster. — Height o in. 22 c. , length m. 585 m.,

breadth in. 2/1 cent. (pi. XXI).

Modelled in plaster. It is laid on a thick board which is antique and may belong to the

same find; remains of wooden pegs round the edges and on the lop.

The head is not much raised. The bands are laid on bosom, the left Ivinp Hat, the ripht

closed with forefinger outstretched; nails and joints rendered by painted lines. She

wears purple chiton and purple mantle draped round back of bead and drawn over

left breast. There is a broad stripe down each side of chiton, dark green (nearly

black) edged with yellow and with a line of yellow dots on each side. Ornament on each

side of mantle in dark green edged with yellow (see pi. \\l). Remains of yellow

strips along outlines of chiton ami mantle, and plain, nnpainled band at lower end

of drapery. Gold earrings with three pendant bars; gold necklace with spiral pattern

IE5222L i
lu'° bracelets on right wrist, the upper one with thickness in middle.

The coiffure is very elaborate: round forehead is a fringe of straight tresses with

curly ends and a small tress in front of each ear; above this a fri/.z\ strip; behind,

the hair is drawn back in narrow strands and fastened together in a roll reaching

from back of bead to front; wooden hairpin in front, with traces of gilding.

Eyebrows nearh meet; corners of mouth droop slightly; small dimple in chin. Inlaid

eyes of opaque while glass with black iris.

Colour : Flesh cream} white; three pink lines across throat; outlines and markings on

ears and lingers in pink; pink or light red on moulh, nostrils and corners of eves;

hair black with yellowish brown shading on eyebrows and forehead; black line

round eye and thin strokes for eyelashes; strip of pink (with black outline) round

upper eyelid, light purple round lower. For drapery see above. Jewellery gilded over

a reddish brown ground.

Piir.stnvATioN : Lower pari put together out of a great many fragments: a few pieces

lost; hair and eyebrows slightly worn.

33156. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height in. 3ft c, breadth m. 26 c.

— Balansourah, 1897 (!'' XXII).

Thick plaster with marks of cloth on inside. The hair forms a large arch of small curls

round forehead, behind which il is drawn hack in formal lines; on each side of neck it
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hangs down in hvo rows of twisted tresses. She wears ball-earrings. Broad luce with

wide nostrils. Inlaid e\os like those of n° 33io5.

flesh while (or surface lint may be worn off); hair black; black line round eye and

rather thick strokes to represent eyelashes.

Preservation : Broken round back of bead and across front of neck; left earring gone;

no colour left on lips and earring.

Bibi.. : Guide, io<>'-!, p. 280: Guide, 190.') (Eng1

. ed.), p.3Cy; Journal d'eutree du Music , n" 3
1
76^.

33157. Head of man.— Plaster. — Height o in. 235 in., breadth o in. iq5 in.

(pi. XXII).

The plaster is fairly thick and there are no traces of cloth on the inside.

Short-bearded fare with thick crop of hair, very curly round forehead but arranged in

Halter wisps farther back. The moustache is very slightly modelled. Inlaid eyes of

transparent j;lass like those of n"' 33 1 A 5-33 1 5 1

.

Remains ol black on hair, but (Ik; rest of the colouring has disappeared.

Preservation : Broken round lace and hack of head; surface corroded.

33158. Bust of man. — Plaster. — Height in. 276 mill., breadth m. 3 s c.

(pi. XXII).

The inside of neck is closed over. The lower part is composed of two rather thin layers

of plaster, the lower one being covered with impressions of (loth : the lavers are a

lillle apart from each other and there are impressions of cloth or some other sub-

stance on the intermediate surfaces. Tin; bead is raised a lillle.

The person represented is a bearded man. He has thick curb hair and bis forehead is

framed by rather long locks drawn forward; beard and moustache modelled; inlaid

eyes of opaque while material with black iris; upper lid rather prominent; somewhat

still lips without any division in the middle of upper one; neck modelled nalura-

lislically. Flesh brown, but discoloured; hair and beard black; black lines below

locks on forehead; eyebrows painted black; black lines round eyes with strokes to

represent lashes.

A conventional wig-end hangs down on each side of neck; it is ornamented with blue

ipn and pink or red (l)
stripes on a yellow ground, and there are horizontal stripes of

eg the same kind along top of left side (not of right); below is a frieze of uraei, in

s prolile inwards, wearing disks; they are drawn in black lines on a pale blue

H ground and Idled in with yellow; black stripe on yellow ground along foot of wig;

down the outer side runs a border as sketched, in pink or red and blue on a yellow

ground, and beyond this again is a row of while stars on a band of black. Remains

t'l Pink on riylil side of neck Iml a good deal darker on left.
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of Egyptian necklace on cliesl between ends of wig : yellow, black-edged border along

Lop; below, a row of white rosetles (will) black markings) on a black ground, the

central one being of rather different form from the others (see illustration).

Representation round backofbead in the Egyptian style, bordered by a strip of dark green

(not clear whether continued round left side). In the middle a black scarabaeus

with large wings (black markings on yellow ground, inner feathers pink, outer

blue); above head a large yellow disk, circumscribed by two black lines; below feel

Iwo flabella, whitish and pinkish with black outlines; red background. On each side

ol disk a vertical bund of hieroglyphics in black on a while ground (same on both

sides : see pi. XXII). Below is a continuation of the border round outside of wig (see

above) and below the band of stars are fragments of a mythological scene.

PnusovATioN : Broken through chest and round back; surface discoloured and

incrusled.

33159. Head of a man.— Plaster.— Height o m. 2 1 cent. . breadth o in. 2 9 cent,

(pi. XXIII).

From a bust modelled in plaster; the head has been very lillle raised; the lower part

consists of two fairly thick layers with a sheet of canvas between; neck closed in; traces

of cloth on inside.

The head has thick curly hair, moustache and short beard, leaving upper pari of chin

bare : moustache and beard are modelled as well as painted. Inlaid eyes of transpa-

rent glass like 11" 33 1 ^7. The neck is modelled naturalistically. Flesh pink; lips a

different tint with black line between them; hair black; black line round eyes and

vertical strokes to represent lashes; narrow black line round lop of eyeball.

An Egyptian wig hangs down on each side of neck, ornamented with vertical stripes

and horizontal bands across fool; whitish ground, black outlines, some stripes light

red and others a pale indistinct tint. Along inner side of wig is a rounded edge,

pale blue with grey border on each side.

At back of neck is a mythological representation, the lower part of which is broken

away. In the middle is the mummy, lying to left on a bier. On each side of it sit

Iwo funerary Genii holding objects like bands on their knees; the two 011 the right

have the heads of ape and hawk (1 and 2), those on ihe left have the heads of jackal

and human being (3 and A). Above the mummy is a disk surmounted by serpent. The

ground-colour is light blue with black outlines and a strip of while along lop;

the figures are drawn in black outline and all the inner markings are also in black.

Further details of the colouring are as follows. Face of mummy pink; cross-hatched

wrappings, pink with pale spots at intersections of the black lines. Flesh of 1 pink
;

wig while and yellow ; cross-hatched wrappings, white will) pale spots at the inter-

sections, object in band while. Face and hand of a while; wig while and yellow

(with black lines); cross-hatched wrappings, pink with pale spols; object in hand

pink. Head of 3 black; wig and object in hand while and yellow (with black lines);
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wrappings as on 2. Flesh of /1 white and yellow; \\i<; black; while, cross-hatched

wrappings. Serpent and disk white and yellow.

Preservation : Rroken through neck and round hack of head; bridge of nose chipped
;

surface in good condition, though slightly worn here and there.

Bibl. : Guide, 190a, p. 280: Guide, iyo3 (Eng. ed.), p. 367.

33160. Head of man. — Plaster. — Height om. a3 cent., breadth o in. 1 7 cent.

— Balansourah (Guide) (pi. XXIII).

Head of Antonine type, with thick curly hair and rather sparse heard and moustache,

slightly modelled on upper lip and chin but merely painted on cheeks. Flesh pink;

hair black; black line between lips; eyes left in flesh colour, with black iris and black

outline: black line round top ol eyeball.

PitESEm itjon : broken oil' round chin and top of head; surface badly worn.

Bibl. : Guide, 1902, |>. 270; Guide, i<)o3 (Eiig. ed.), p. 35G.

33161. Bust of man. — Wood and plaster. —- Height in. 1 65 mill., length

o in. hn% mill., breadth 111. 2i5 mill. — Balansourah (Guide)

(pi. Will).

The head is modelled in plaster in the usual way ; the rest of the host is composed of

a I Inn layer of plaster against a slightly convex wooden backing, which consists of

three sbort boards pegged together and rounded off at the lop end. There are two

holes on each side through the wood and plaster.

The hands are laid against the breast; the right is Hat, the fingers pointing upwards;

the left is closed (or rather the ends id' the fingers are closed) and holds an indistinct

object, probably a wreath. The chest has apparently been covered with while drapery.

An Egyptian wig hangs down on each side of neck , hut does not cover hack ol

head. Ring on small finger of left hand. The face is of a conventional lype(cf. 11" 33 197

for instance); thick curly hair standing out over forehead; short beard and moustache

(the former partly modelled, (he latter merely painted). The eyes are inlaid , consis-

ting of opaque white material with black iris and a strip of blue glass round about.

Flesh light red and pink; hair a slightly faded black; black line between lips, black

dots on nostrils and black line round eyes; hands and nails outlined in black ; object

in left hand blue with black markings and traces of pink. The wig is decorated on

each side with ihree vertical stripes and three horizontal bands across fool, all

outlined in black; the ground-colour is white (or faded yellow?); the middle stripes

are white and the outer ones blue, while the middle bands are blue and the outer

ones while.

Preservation : Head entire, but surface rather worn; rest of work is in a very fragmen-

tary condition and is much damaged; the hoards are loose hut entire.

Run.. : Guide, 1902, p. 270; Guide, in.o3 (Eng. ed.), p. 356.
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33162. Bust of man.— Plasler.

—

Lcnjjlli o m. !>7 c, breadth o in. sf) c. —
Tounah, i8g5 (pi. XXIII).

The bust is of ihe earlier type; head not raised. Marks of clolli on inside, but mil

against back of fare.

Greek work with some Egyptian details. The head is that of a young man with regular

features and short hair. The hair is modelled in wavy lines. Chin and upper lip are

covered with painted dots to represent shaven or close -cut heard. Round front, of head

is a rose-wreath, made of thin folds of plaster with plaster backing. Brown complexion

with ruddy checks ; hair black; traces of colour on lips and black line between them;

eyes white with black iris, black line round edge and narrow black line round ton

of eyeball; wreath brown.

An Egyptian wig hangs down on each shoulder, and there is a fragment of an Egvplian

necklace between the ends. The ground-colour of wig and necklace is yellow. Each

side of the former is decorated will) three vertical stripes and three horizontal hands

across the foot; the middle stripe is white with black outline round inner side and

lower end; the other stripes are outlined in the same way hut painted while over a

brown ground, leaving a brown border in places; the horizontal hands are painted

on the same system as the stripes, the black outlines running round upper side and

inner end (except in the case of lowest band on left side). The top row of necklace

consists of brown and white stripes with black lines between , the second row consists

of rosettes with while, brown and yellow colouring (indistinct). Wig and necklace

are separated from neck by a brown line.

The deceased has been holding a roll of papyrus against left side of breast. The upper

pari is still preserved; it is coloured while, and in front ol it is a yellow pen with

black point.

Preservation : Broken round back of head, down both sides and across chest; surface

worn here and there, especially the wreath.

Bidi.. : Guide , 190a , p. 970; Guide , 190 3 (Eng. cd.), p. 35G; Journal d'entree du Musee, 11" 3 1 178.

33163. Head of a boy.— Plaster.— Height o in. 275 mill., breadth om. 2 o5 m.

— Balansourah (Notice) (pi. XXIII).

Mask of same general type as n" 33 162. Thin plaster with impression of cloth backing,

except on inside of face.

Short black hair, modelled and painted; llesh while; lips pink with black line in middle:

pink on nostrils and pink lines on cars; eyes merely painted, while and black; eve-

brows and eyelashes represented by black lines; narrow black line round top ol

eyeball.

An Egyptian wig hangs down on each side of neck, ornamented with vertical stripes

and horizontal bands across foot; yellow ground, black outlines, stripes and bands

in green and purple or red. Fragmentary remains of necklace on bosom: black
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outlined lotus petals on horizontal bands of yellow, green, white and red. The back

of wig lias on il a fragment of a representation on a yellow background; green

stripe (with Mack outlines) across top, and below that pari of a winged disk; the

disk is red (with black outline) and the feathers are black against stripes of various

colours.

Preservation : Broken all round; mended break through left side of wig; surface rather

discoloured.

liim.. : Notice, 1895-1897, n" 1 3 1 G ; Guide, 190a, p. 978; Guide, ioo3 (Eng. ed.), p. 365.

33164. Head of a girl. — Plaster. — Heigh! o m. 3o cent., breadth o m. 17 c.

— Balansourah (Notice) (pi. X\lll).

.Mask of same class as n° 33 162, with similar impressions inside. Fringe of straight

hair, coming down in front of each ear; behind fringe, her hair is drawn back and

fastened in a small knot on top of head, from which hang two ends of a band (?).

Not much modelling on face; upper part of nose very sharp, in the Egyptian style;

no division in upper lip; sharp chin. Eves merely painted and lashes represented

by a black line.

Flesh smooth while; hair, eyebrows and eves black; touch of red about whites ol eyes;

lips and nostrils pink; curving pink line on each side of nose and pink lines on ears.

A conventional wig hangs down on each side of neck, ornamented with stripes and

with cross-bands across lower end. Yellow background and black outlines; llie

central of the three stripes and llie central of the three cross-bands are red with a

while line down the middle; the other two are dark greenish with a brown line in

the middle. Between the ends of the wig there has been a necklace, but this is

almost entirely gone.

Beyond each side of the wig is a band of hieroglyphics, black on a light bluish green

ground with black borders; inscription broken and not clear. Beyond the hierogly-

phics is a strip of yellow with black borders, and beyond this is a red background

on which mythological scenes have been painled in various colours : fragments ol

headdresses and of hieroglyphic bands.

Preservation : Broken all round; mended breaks through both sides of wig; necklace

destroyed; paint worn oil in places, especially on front of hair.

Bibl. : Same as n* 33 16 3.

33165. Head of a woman. — Plaster; marks of cloth round edges. — Height

o in. 2^1 cent., breadth o m. 1 y T> null. — Balansourah (Gmdr)

(pi. XXIV).

From a bust like n° 33iA<). She wears hoop-earrings (without pearls) and mantle

round back of neck. Her hair is parted in the middle of forehead and waved to each

side in regular ridges and furrows; it is drawn back light over lop of bead and
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fastened together in a high roil round the crown; the oars arc almost entirclv

covered. Rather flat, staring fare with small straight lips. Thick eyehrows, meeting
above nose. Inlaid eyes of opaque white material with black iris; narrow strip of blue

glass round about; lashes represented by vertical strokes.

Whitish flesh; lips pink with black line in the middle; hair black (small festoons

painted round forehead); drapery light lilac; earrings {'ill.

Preservation : Broken round chin and back of neck; surface a little worn and incrusled

in places.

Bibl. : Notice, i8g5, 11" i3io-i3ao: Guide, 1902, p. -i-jn: Guide, igo3 (Bug. ed.), p. 356.

33166. Head of a woman. — Piaster. — Height o m. s3o mill., breadth

m. 175 mill. — Itolansourah , i8q3 (pi. XXIV).

From a bust like n° 33 1 h 9. Hoop-earrings (without pearls) and mantle round back of

neck. Her hair is parted in the middle and waved lo each side, covering most of

ears
: it is drawn back light over lop of bead and fastened together in a long coil

laid obliquely against back of bead ; small hairs painted round forehead. The face

is of the same type as n° 3 3 1 G 5 and the eyes are inlaid in the same way; vertical

strokes for eyelashes.

Light complexion (but original colour not distinct); lips brown: hair black with white

parting; drapery blue (?); earrings gilt (over brown ground ).

Preservation: Broken round back of neck, chin, and through right side of face:

mended breaks through middle of face and right side of hair; surface worn.

Bibl. : Journal d'enlree tin Musee, 11' 3ooy3: for other references see 11° 33iC5.

33167. Head of a woman.— Plaster.— Height o m. 18 c. breadth om.19 c.— Balansourah , i8 9 3 (pi. XXIV).

From a bust like n° 33i/hj. Traces of drapery round back of neck. The hair is

dressed in front like that of 11° 3 3 1 G G and has been coiled round crown of head.

Earrings of this form ||f . The face is of the same type as if 33 1 65 and 33 1 Gfi.

Inlaid eyes of transparent material with black iris painted on while plaster hacking;

black line round about and vertical strokes to represent eyelashes.

Hair black; earrings gilt.

Preservation : Head broken off from rest of bust: coil of hair broken away; surface

much injured and colours worn oil'.

Bibl. : Journal d'enlree dit Musee, n" 3o5Go: for oilier references see n° 33i65.

33168. Head of a woman. — Plaster.— Height o m. 32 c. breadth in.-.? 2 c.

(
pi. XXIV).

From a bust like n" 33 1/10. The lower part is composed of two fairly thick layers of

plaster with a sheet of canvas between; neck closed in.

C.uinl. Ju Musee, u° 33ioi.
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There is ;i mantle round back of head. The earrings are of lliis form EJ . The hair is

parted in (lie middle, waved to each side in ridges and furrows, covering most of

oars, and is coiled up behind; hole for hairpin in lop of cod. Full, flat fare will)

short straight lips; rather thick eyebrows. Eyes like those of n° 3 3 1 G7

.

Flesh while; lips red; hair black with while parting; black line round eyes and vertical

strokes to represent lashes; earrings gilded.

The mantle is red and there is a representation on the hack of it, painted on a red

ground with blue border along the lop. In (he middle is a fragment of a winged

object; the lop is of lliis shape /f^SS^U and is painted with red lines on a blue

ground; the wings are outspread and arc painted blue with black markings. On

each side is a fragment of the upper part of a human figure holding up both hands

in adoration; outlines black, llesh brown, hair black, eye white with black iris.

Only the upper pari of the scene is preserved, and of ihe figure on the right side

nothing remains except lop of head.

PitKsiaivATioN -. Broken right round neck: surface worn and discoloured.

Dim.. : Guide, 1902, p. qSo: Guide, if)""> (Eng. ed.), p. 'M\-.

33169. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height o in. 2 25 mill., breadth

o in. 17 cent. — Balansourah, 1 8cj 3 (pi. XXIV).

From a bust like n" ,°>3i/iq with marks of cloth inside. She wears mantle round hack

of neck and plain hoop-earrings. Her hair is parted in the middle (sharp-cut par-

ling as on n° 33 1 hi)), arranged in ridges and furrows diverging from crown of head

,

and fastened up behind in a flat oblong coil ; the ears arc almost hidden. Full , flat face

of same type as the preceding. Inlaid eves of transparent glass with while hacking

and black disk for iris.

Flesh pinkish while; hair black; black line between lips; black line round eyes and

vertical strokes for eyelashes; earrings represented l>\ thin red lines.

Light-coloured drapery with fragment of a representation behind neck. On left side

appear ihe head and hand of a human figure and an object like the feel ol a

mummy : perhaps pari of a scene with mummy on bier and mourner ill each end.

Red ground with light-coloured border along top; outlines and inner markings in

black.

I'liKsr.nvn ion : Broken right round neck : surface much worn.

Bini.. : Journal d'entrce tin Musee, 11" .lo.'i'io: for other references sec 11" !>!>iG8.

33170. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height in. i8."> mill., breadth

(i in. 1 h cent. — Balansourah (Guide) (pi. XXIV).

From a bust like the preceding. Flat face; small moulh with corners curved slightly

upwards; remains of coil of hair round hack of head. Inlaid e\es like n°33i65;
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narrow strip ol dark, blue or black jjlass round aboul; lashes represented b\ vortical

strokes. Earrings obliterated, but originally like those of n° 3 .'i 1 1 .">

.

Light pinkish complexion; pink lips; black ban -

.

Preservation : Broken olT clean from rest of bust; good deal of surface worn auav:

mottled with black spols.

Hiiil. : Sec n* 33 1 65.

33171. Face of a woman. — Plaster. — Height o m. 170 mill., breadlli

o in. 12 cent. — Balansourah, iS()3.

Flat face with narrow, rather prominent nose. Inlaid eyes of transparent glass against

a white plaster backing with black disk for iris; black line round about.

Technique : Has been strengthened by pieces of wood plastered on inside.

Preservation : Broken oil clean round outline of face; right eyebrow broken: surface

worn and colours gone.

BiDi.. : Journal d'entree du Mu.scc, 11° 3o5GG: sec also 11° 33 1 65.

33172. Back of female head. — Plaster. — m. 2 1 5 mill, x o m. iGTj mill.

(pi. XXIV).

The hair is drown back in carefully arranged strands and fastened behind in an

elliptical coil, tbe centre of which is perforated lengthwise to hold a pin. Painted

black. Fragment of li jjli t green mantle at one side of coil.

33173. Head of young man.— Plaster. — Height o m. 22 c, length in. 2 1 c.

(pi. XXIV).

From a bust of same general type as the preceding. Inside of neck not (juile closed in.

On tbe lower part tbe plaster is thin and there are traces of cloth.

Head, as usual, rather short and flat behind. The hair is modelled in slightly curving

lines and stands out a little round forehead. Slight beard and moustache, painted

merely. Inlaid eyes like those of n° 3 3 1 6 5 , with brown glass irises; upper eyelids

rather prominent. A mantle is draped round back of neck, not high up.

Light-coloured llesh; lips pink with black line between; hair black; beard represented

by curly black lines, moustache by straight strokes; eyebrows also painted; eyelashes

rendered by black strokes on lilac ground; black lines round eyes and lop of

eyeballs; drapery white (unless the colour has faded).

Remains of representation on mantle behind neck, painted in black lines and Idled in

with yellow. In the middle appears the top of a large disk and on each side is a

vertical band with hieroglyphics (broken).

Preservation : Broken through front of neck and through mantle behind; surface dirty.
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33174. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height o in. 26 cent., breadth

m. 16b null. — Balansourah (Guide) (pi. XXV).

From ;i busl like n° 33i/io. Modelled in plaster; inside covered wilh cloth; neck

closed in.

Extremely narrow from front to back. The hair is arranged in sharp ridges and furrows,

running from front to hark, with parting in the middle; behind, it is wound together

in a large Hat coil; small curls round forehead (merely painted). Earrings like

n" .").'!
1 118. The eyes are made of thin transparent glass against a harking of white

plaster with a black disk in the middle.

Flesh warm brown; hair black, with while line of parting; eyelids pink, lashes

represented by black lines and thin vertical strokes; two red lines round throat;

red border round back of neck.

Pr.iiSKiivATiON : Head broken oil' from rest of bust; surface worn and discoloured.

Bibi.. : S i° 33i65.

33175. Head of a woman. — Plaster. - - Height in. ;ij cent., depth in. •>."> c.

( P l. XXV).

From a busl like n" 3.')i/kj; remains of cloth round inside of neck. There has been a

mantle round back of head. Earrings consist of a vertical bar of gold with a pearl

at each end and a gold fastening above; necklace has been composed of light green

rectangular stones and round stones or pearls (white with light green outlines or

shadows) joined by gold links. The hair is parted in the middle and waved to each

side in strongly marked ridges and furrows, covering most of ears; there is a large

coil behind, modelled over a previously made one of much smaller diameter; two

small projections on each side of forehead (liny locks). Inlaid eves like those of

n" 3317/1.

Flesh while; traces of pink on lips; hair black with gilded parting; black line round

e>es with vertical strokes for eyelashes; light-coloured drapery.

Preservation : Broken oil" round neck; part of hair-coil broken: surface worn in places,

especially about eyes and hair; colours faded.

l'liii.. : Guide, 11)02, p. a8o; Guide, ltjoo (Eng1

. ed.), p. .'Stly.

33176. Head of girl or young woman. — Plaster; marks of cloth on inside of

neck.— Height o in. i>o cent., breadth in. i65 mill. — Balansourah

(Guide)
(fl. XXV).

Wears hoop-earrings wilh pearls attached and has had draper) round back of head.

Her hair is drawn down each side of forehead, covering lops of ears; behind, it is

arranged in three diverging ridges; small straight tress in front of each ear. Eyes
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like Ihosc of n" 33 i 7:')
;
bl;ick line round aboul and vertical strokes to represent lashes.

Flesh light red or pink; black line between lips and dark markings on cars: liplil-

colourcd drapery; no sign of gilding on earrings.

Preservation : Broken oil' round throat and back of head; surface rather worn.

Bun.. : See u° 33i(Jo.

33177. Head of youth. — Plaster. — Height in. 1 9 cenl.. breadth in 1 7 c

(pi. XXV).

Traces of conventional wig on each side of neck as on n° 33 1 5 y. Thick curb hair round

forehead, rather flatter 011 lop of head; the small curls are rendered careful!) as

on n" 3oi6o. Face fairly well modelled; dimple in chin; eyes merely painted.

Colour : The flesh has first been painted red and (ben gilded all over: black line

between lips; hair black; eyes while with black iris and black line round about; no

sign of painting on eyebrows. The wig has been represented as usual by various-

coloured stripes between black lines.

Preservation : Broken oil' round face and back of bead: surface worn and dirtv.

33178. Head of a boy. - - Plaster. --Height m. 1 85 mill., breadth in. i3c.

— Balansourab (Guide) (pi. XXV).

There is a round bole in the plaster on each side; marks of cloth round edges. The bead

has not been much raised. Wig or mantle round back of neck, with black cross-

hatchings behind. Necklace with pendants. Short hair with small, plaited side-lock

above right ear. Childish face, fairly well modelled. Inlaid eyes of transparent glass

against white plaster backing and black iris. Flesh light red; hair black.

"reservation : Broken across neck and round back of bead: left eve gone; surface worn

and discoloured.

1'ini.. : Sec n° 3 3 1 5

.

33179. Head of a boy. — Plaster. — Height in. 9.0 cent., breadth m. 10 c.

— Balansourah (Guide) (pi. XXV).

Thin screen of plaster on inside of face and marks of cloth over whole of interior.

Top of Egyptian necklace is visible across neck (i-L 11" 33i6a). Short hair, I'reelv

modelled. Eyes painted and lids modelled.

Colour
: Flesh light red; hair black; eyebrows and eyelashes rendered by black lines:

iris black. Yellow border down each side of neck and across lop of necklace; necklace

ornamented with narrow stripes of various colours (indistinct). While background

round back of head.

PiiKsiin\ATioN : Broken round back of bead and across front of neck: surface discoloured.

Uibl. : Sec n* 33 1 G5.
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33180. Head of woman. — Plaster; marks of flat backing on inside. — Heighl

o m. 226 mill., breadth o in. i (i cent.— Balansourah, i 8o,3 (pi. XXV).

She wears hoop-earrings willi three pearls or beads attached. Her hair is waved round

forehead in regular hut not strongly marked ridges and furrows, gathered together

behind and carried forward over lop of head in a broad hand; small straight tresses

round forehead; narrow while hand round lop of head. Inlaid eyes of transparent

material againsl white plaster backing with black disk for iris; ring of black round

iris on outside. Flesh pink; hair black.

PnESKnvATiON : Broken round outline of face and hack of head; right eye gone; surface

badly worn.

Bini.. : Journal d'enlrce du Musee, n" .'!<>. >'iy.

33181. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height o m. 27.") mill., breadth

m. tn5 mill. — Tonnali. i8u5 (pi. XXV).

From a bust of the earlier type, with marks of cloth round edges. The hair is parted

in the middle and arranged round forehead in a massive arch of small ringlets

coming down over front of ears; it is plaited behind and coiled round lop ol head;

hole in middle of coil for hairpin. Remains of drapery round hack of neck; hoop-

earrings with three beads attached; long necklace (if. n° 33i3o, pl.VIll). Slightly

curved nose; lines across throat. The eyes are inlaid against a flat plaster hacking;

they consist of opaque white glass with black ins inserted ; the lids are of glass.

Remains of yellow on flesh; hair and eyebrows black (brown patch on top of coil);

drapery pale lilac.

Preservation : Front of head and neck is all that remains; right eve lost; plaster

slightly broken about eyes; colours worn; rather dirty.

Dim.. : Guide, 190a, p. 1 78; Guide, io,o3 (Eng. eel.), p. 365; Journal d'entne du Musee, 11° 3i 176.

33182. Head of woman. — Plaster; marks of cloth on inside of neck. — Height

m. 1 5 5 mill., breadthom. 1 4 cent.— Balansourah, i8q3 (pl.XXV).

A broad hand of hair with pitted surface is drawn to each side of forehead , half covering

ears; this is bordered below by a narrow strip from which small straight tresses

hang at intervals. Traces of earring on left ear. Rather long face. Inlaid eyes like

those of n" 33 1 8 1

.

Flesh yellowish white, in the present condition of the surface; traces of pink on

lips and eyelids; hair black; black line round eves and narrow black strokes to

represent eyelashes.

Preservation : Broken round top of head and through throat, the right ear being

included in the missing portion; surface rather worn.

BlBL. : Guide, 1902, ]). 278; Guide, 1903 (Eng.ed.), p. .'ilia; Journal d'entree du Musee, n" 3o5A6.
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33183. Head of woman.— Plaster and cloth.— Height o m. a of) mill., breadth

o m. lgcenl. — lialansourah, 1 Hr) !> (nl. XXVI).

From a bust like n" 33 187. Tliu plaslcr is ven thin and there are remains of cloth all

over the insiile.

She wears hoop-earrings with heads attached and rose-wrealh mi lop of head. Her

hair is waved round forehead, leaving ears free, and there is a fringe of lin\ straight

tresses round forehead ; remains of hanging lock on right side of neck. Low forehead

,

arching eyebrows, rather coarse mouth. Eyes nierch painted.

Flesh while, but surfacecolour ma\ haveworn olf; hair black; eyelashes rendered ; wreath

red. The hack of the head has been ornamented in (he Egyptian manner, hut there

is scarcely any trace of the representation; fragment of horder.

PitESERVATiON : Broken round hack of head, right side of neck, across throat and

through left cheek; lop of wreath and tip of nose broken; surface worn and dirlv.

Bibl. : Guide, 190a, p. 278: Guide, Kjo3 (Eng. e«l.), p. 3C5; Journal d'enlree du Music, 11" 3o553.

33184. Head of woman. — Piaster; remains of canvas on inside edge. — Height

m. 1 (].') mill., breadth in. 1 G cent. (pi. X\\ I).

The hair is arranged round forehead in two rows of small curls and there is a lull

01 small tresses in front of each ear; on lop of head it is only slightly modelled; it

has hung down on each side of neck (perhaps in wavy Iresses); the ears are free.

Eyes merely painted; pronounced droop in middle of upper lip as on n" 33iC)0;

dimpled chin. She apparently wears hoop-earrings (not distinct). There is a rose-

wreath on top ol head, made of thin twisted pieces of plaslcr.

Mesh pah; pink; black line between lips; hair black ; e\es while with black iris ; eyebrows,

lop of eyeball and eyelashes rendered by plain black lines; earrings left in colour

of llesh; wreath pink.

There has been a representation at hack of neck on a while / \ shaped space with

black horder a little way in from the edge : remains of scarahaeus with black bodv

and wings rendered in black lines with light blue on ihe outer ends.

I'liKSKiivATioN : Broken round about face and through back of head; surface worn and dirlv.

33185. Head of woman. — Plaster. — Length in. 2 5 cent., breadth in. 1 8 c.

(pi. XXVI).

Thin plaster; traces of canvas inside on neck and hack of head.

The hair is arranged round forehead in a fringe of small Iresses which descends in front

of cars bul leaves them free; behind this il is drawn hack to each side and straight

Iresses hang down on each side of neck; on lop of head il is not modelled hut merely

painted. Eyes painted, not inlaid; small mouth and dimpled chin. She wears

hoop-earrings, with three beads, and long necklace of same type as n" 33i3o.

There is a wreath on lop of head, stuck on solid, with gouged surface.
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Klosli pale yellowish; lips and nostrils pink; hair black; eyes while with black iris and

black line round about; narrow black line round top of eyeball ; eyebrows black,

cross-halched; earrings dark (not distinct); necklace white and black.

Preservation : Broken across neck and round hark of head; the colouring is still bright

hnl tin.: surface is cracked and mcrusled.

33186. Head of woman.— Plaster, with remains ofcanvas.— Height o m. 2'iB in.,

breadth o in. 17!) mill. — Balansourah, 1^97 (pi. XXVI).

The hair is waved round forehead, leaving ears free, and has hung down on each side;

only slightly modelled on top of head. Nose of even thickness; no division in upper

lip; dimpled chin; eyes merely painted. Hoop-earrings and necklace as on n" 33 1 8B.

flesh pinkish; lips pink with black line between; pink on nostrils ; hair black; eyes white

and black with black line round about; narrow line above eyeball; eyebrows black,

batched; earrings apparently dark but not distinct; necklace black and light-coloured.

Representation on hack of head on slightly raised, whitish background. All that remains

is a border of this type fffjff |) 1)|| 1 along lop, in black lines, the squares being

alternately greyish blue and light reddish brown.

Preservation ; Broken round face and back of bead; cracked and worn.

Rim.. : Journal a entree <ln Music, 11° 31707.

33187. Head of woman. — Plaster. — Height m. a on mill., breadth m. 1 8 c.

— Tounah, t8q5 (pi. XXVI).

The plaster is very thin and hears the impression of a cloth backing, except behind

lace. She wears chiton (with fold in the middle) and hoop-earrings with three heads

attached; also an Egyptian necklace like that of n° 33i3o (merely painted). Her

hair is waved to each side of forehead; there is a fringe of small round curls in front

and a hunch of small tresses at each end; behind the ears, which are left bare, long

corkscrew locks hang down over neck. The front of her bead is surmounted h\ a

wreath of rose-petals. Face of conventional Gracco-Egyptian typo; eyes merely

painted; lines across throat.

Flesh and earrings yellow; colour of lips faded, black line between them; hair and

eyebrows black; while of eyes \ellow, iris black; black border round eyes, and

light-coloured , more or less blue line round eyelids; wreath brown (originally red? I;

drapery brown with blue stripe down each side (?); necklace black and blue.

1 he back of head is partly covered by a disk with uraei and wings : ground while, disk

red, inner end of wings blue with black cross-hatching, brown stripes along middle

of wings; outlines and inner markings in black.

Preservation : Edges broken all round; paint worn oil in places and surface rather

discoloured.

Rim.. : Guide, 1 909 , p. 878; Guide, 1900 1 Km;*, ed. ). p. 365; Journal d'en tree du Musce, n' ?> 1 177.
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33188. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height 111. •>
1 G mill., breadth

in. 70 cent. — Balansourah, 1897 (pi. XXVI).

Fringe of small slraight tresses round forehead and buncli in fronl of car], ear; behind
Ihis the hair is drawn back as on 11" ;!.'ii,S.

r
). and bangs down informal tresses leaving

Ihe ears free; plain surface on top of head. Face of Graeco-Egyptian type with curv-

ing lips; nose very slightly curved; small chin; lines across throat. Eyes merely
painted. She wears hoop-earrings with three beads and long necklace, the latter

being merely painted. There is a wreath on the lop of her head, made solid with

pitted surface.

Flesh yellowish; lips pink with dark line between, and pink on nostrils; hair black;

eyes while with black line round about, brown iris circumscribed by black line, and

black pupil; narrow line round top of eyeball; eyebrows black, hatched: earrings

not distinct; necklace black and light-coloured, the small squares being of latter

shade; wreath pink.

The representation behind head has been on a yellow ground; light blue, black-edged

stripe along top and down each side; below, remains of black lines.

Preservation : Broken through neck and round hack of head; mended break through

tresses on each side; good deal of sand on surface; paint rather worn.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree tin Musee, 11° 3i756.

33189. Headof woman.— Plaster.— Height om. a 5 cent., breadlho in. 1 'if. mill.

— Balansourah, 1897 (pi. XXVI).

I he hair is waved on lop of bead and has hung down in formal tresses on neck, leaving

ears free; line of circular curls round forehead and bunch of small tresses in front of

each ear. Rather Egyptian type of face; rounded cheeks; nose very narrow at top;

pronounced division in middle of upper lip; lines across throat. Eyes merely painted.

Hoop-earrings with three beads and long necklace. There has been a representation

behind bead.

Flesh yellowish; lips pink with black line between; pink on nostrils; eyes while and

black with black line round about and narrow black line above eyeball; eyebrows

black, hatched; earrings indistinct; necklace black and light-coloured as on 11" 3 .'i 1 88.

Preservation : Broken through neck and top of head, only one tress of hair (on left

side) being preserved; mollled surface; somewhat worn, especially about ears.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musee, 11° 017^8.

33190. Head of young man. — Plaster. — Length m. 28 cent., breadth

o m. i5 cent. — Balansourah, 1897 (pi. XXVI

Probably from a bust of same type as a" 33 1 9 1 . The hair comes forward over forehead

in slraighlish lines; eyes merely painted ; rather full face; mouth of conventional type

Catal. rfii Mutce , n" ,'{.')
i o I

.

y
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Willi droop in middle of upper lip; slij;lit ridge down front of lliroat. Trace of

necklace at lower end of lliroat, merelj painted and not in relief as usual.

Flesh while, lint probably original colour is worn off; red line on moulli and red lines

round nostrils; hair black; eyes ^^ I

n

l<* with black ins and black border; eyebrow

rendered by plain black line.

PnRSKitVATioN : Broken through neck and round back of head; worn in places, especially

on top of head, and paint not well preserved.

Bidl. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n" 01760.

33191. Head of youth. — Plaster. — Height o m. iG cent., length o in. 3o c.

— Balansourah, 1^97 (|>1- XXVI).

Short curly hair, the top layer being put on over a ribbed surface not unlike the hair

of n" .">.'! 190. Rather narrow face; straight nose, nearly in a line with forehead:

scarcely nn\ division in middle of upper lip; deep curve between nnderlip and chin;

eves merely painted; lliroat modelled naturalislically. Flesh light-coloured; lips

have been red with black line between; red on nostrils; hair black; eyes white and

black; plain black line round eyelashes and plain line for eyebrows.

Ib> wears a conventional wig (only right side preserved) with black lines running

down it (the colours between llic lines having disappeared); below is a jackal lying

lo light, wearing disk, with scourge over back
;
painted in black and bordered

above and below by a horizontal band (faded colour between two black lines); below,

a band of vertical black lines alternating with vacant spaces (once coloured). There

has been a representation behind head as on n° 33i5g, but nothing remains except

the end of a large wing behind each ear; black markings and outlines, outer

feathers green or blue, inner ones red (?). There is a necklace in relief (like the

top of a chiton) between the ends of the wig : top row consists of a line ol dot-

rosettes in black; a
1"1

row, vertical stripes (colours faded) between black lines;

.")
r'' row , slanting black lines.

IV.kseiivation : Broken through chest, round left side of face and back of head ; hair

broken on right side of forehead ; surface in very bad condition , worn and discoloured.

Mint.. : Journal d'entree <lu Musee, n" 3 1 -.">().

33192. Head of woman or girl. — Plaster. — Height o in. £> 3T> mill., breadth

o m. 17 cent. — Balansourah, i8g3 (pi. XXVII).

From a bust like 11° 33 1 87. Thin plaster against a backing of stuccoed cloth and earth.

Small female head. The hair is waved and there is a fringe of small curls round

forehead; there have been long twisted Iresses on each side of neck. She wears a

rose-wreath on the top of her bead , hoop-earrings with three beads, and long necklace

(the latter merely painled). Poorly modelled face. The eves are merely painted.

Flesh cream-coloured; mouth pink; white of eve same colour as flesh, iris black,

touch ol pink on lids; eyebrows and eyelashes rendered; earrings yellow, with touch
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of green on beads (?); necklace black wilb green beads here and there; brown
border down each side of hair.

The back of bead is ornamented in the Egyptian style (sec pi. WVII). Hound the lop
runs a border of blue and pink rectangles against a vdlou background. On the
right side of bead (but not on the left) this border is outlined in Mark and there are
three black lines between each pair of rectangles. Below is a fragment of a winged
female figure holding up hands; her head is in profile to right but the rest of the
figure to front; she wears bracelets and necklace, and there is a disk on her head.
On each side are slight remains of other figures wearing disks, and between each
pains a vertical band, on one of which are some lines in imitation of hieroglyphics.
Background brown and outlines in black; llesh pink and hair dark brown; disks and
bands yellow; necklace yellow; wings green, pink, red; blue on wig of first Crura
to left.

" l '

Phesebvatioh
: Broken right round through neck and hack of head, the tresses on right

side of neck being in the missin;; portion; surface in good condition except that hair

is slightly worn.

Bibl.
: G«,Yfc

5 .goa, p.a8o;Guidc, t 9o3 (Eng. ed.), p. 3t; 7 ; Journal d'cnlrk du Musie, n' 3o54S.

33193. Head of a woman. — Plaster; remains of stuccoed clolli on inside. —
Height o m. 29 cent,, breadth m. 18 cent. (pi. XXVII).

Traces of drapery on bosom; hoop-earrings with two beads attached. The hair is

waved to each side of forehead
, and two rows of twisted tresses hang down on each

side of neck; small curl in middle of forehead; lines across throat: eyes merely
painted.

Flesh white; lips pink; pink on nostrils and in corners of eyes; hair black: eyelashes

represented by black dots; hoop of earring gilded; drapery brown with green spots.

Back of head is decorated in the Egyptian manner. On the lop is a winged disk:

yellow ground, black outlines; streaks of blue, brown and uhile (mixed up
and i "di^i'Hl): |>art h elo^v disk light brown. Below this is a bonier shaped

;
yellow background, black outlines, rectangles blue andiii nun ra v (j

•> - .-.«««) »vvvu»^.i\/^ »mii iiuvi

brown alternately, with white centre. Traces of a strip of blue round hack of head
and down outside of tresses.

hu-SF.nvATioN
: Broken round back of head and across top of bosom: mended break

through throat and left earring; surface rather discoloured.

Bun.. : Guide, 1902, p. 380; Guide, igo3 (Eng. ed.), p. 0G7.

33194. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — llciol.l m. i85 mill., breadlh
o in. 1 55 mill. — rSaisi par le mainour du Markaz de Minieh et envove

au Musees, September 1897 (pi. XXVII).

Marks of cloth inside round edges hut not against hack of face. Nose rather narrow al

top; dimpled chin. She wears hoop-earrings with three pearls and Ion;; necklace. Her

111s
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hair is parted in (lie middle and waved obhquelv ; ihcre is n bunch of small tresses in

front of each oar, and behind there are remains of long corkscrew locks as on n° 3 3 187.

The eyes are inlaid; opaque white glass w 1 1 1 1 black iris and lids of dark blue <;l;iss.

Remains of black on hair and of yellow on the line of parting; rosl of colouring has

disappeared.

Preservation : Face and lop of head are all that is left; surface weathered; setting of

eyes a little damaged.

l!i 1:1.. : Guide, 1 <)o->
,
n. a 78; Guide, 1 <)<>!> ( Eiig. cd.), 1). '!(>;> ; Journal d'enlree tin Mvsee, n* 311171.

33195. Head of young man. —-Plaster. — Height in. 16 cent., breadth

in. 1 (i cent. — Balansourah (Guide) (pi. XXVII).

Hair brushed down on forehead like that of n" 33 1 0,0 and encircled b\ a laurel-wreath.

Ryes made of thin transparent glass against while piaster hacking with black disk

for iris. Traces of gilding on face and wreath, over brown ground; black line

round e\e.

I'iikskhyation : Broken olT Irom rest ol bust; mended break through lop ol head;

cheeks broken : surface ruined.

Bin.. : Guide, 190a . p. -270: Guide, iqo3 (Eiijj. e<l.), p. 356.

33196. Head of a man. — Plaster.— Height in. 22 cent., breadth in. 18c.

— Balansourah (Guide) {pi XW11).

01 same type as 11° 33 1 q5. Bearded man with short but fairh thick hair brushed

forwards. Beard and moustache are modelled as well as painted. Inlaid eves like

those of n" 33io,/t, but lids merelv painted. Remains of black paint on hair, but

other colours worn off.

I'iikskhyation : Head broken oil" from rest of bust; mended break through upper pari

01 face; left eye lost; surface in very poor condition.

linn.. : Guide. 190a, p. ^70 : Guide, igo3 (Eng. cd.)
, p. 356.

33197. Head of girl. — Plaster. — Height o in. 1 (> cent., breadth o m. 1 'i c.

— Balansourah (Guidt) (pi. XXVII ).

'1 he bice is ol a common Graeco-Egyplian type; sharp nose, extremely narrow at top;

small mouth projecting downwards; small chin; ears placed very high. Top of

head is extremely Hat and clumsily modelled on; the hair is parted in the middle

and brushed back to each side; row of small straight tresses round forehead. She

wears a rose-wreath and ball-earrings. Tool-marks on face.

Hair black, wreath pink, rosl of colours gone.

Preservation : Broken off round throat and back of head; wreath broken; surface worn.

Bun.. : Notice, 1895-1897, p. ?>h'i: Guide, 190a, |>. ayo; Guide, 1903 (Eng.ed.), p. 3al>.
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33198. Head of boy.— Plaster.— Hoijjlil o in. 1 85 mill., breadth o m. 1 5 cent.

—
- Balansourah (Guide) (pi. XXVII).

Face of same type as n° 3 3 1 «j 7 . Hair modelled in curh locks King Hat against skull.

Above each temple is a piece of broken surface lo which some projecting objeel lias

been allachcd, and there is also a projection on lop of head (broken off short) : like

the wings and plume of Hermes.

Remains of pink on face: hair black ; black lines about eves, nostrils and month.

I'liKSEin.nio.N
: Broken round chin and hack of head: projecting attributes broken;

surface discoloured.

Piibi.. : Same as n" 33 197.

33199. Female head. — Plaster. — Height in. :>o cent., breadth in. 1 55 in.

— Mcir, i8<),'j, il identical with Journal n° 3o3oo; Balansourah

according to Notice (pi. \X\I1).

Upward-curving lips and sharp chin. The hair is arranged in ridges and furrows

(running across head) with parting in the middle; it comes down half way-

over the ears. She wears earrings of this form , not modelled but merely outlined

in black iff • The eves, which are inlaid against a Hal plaster backing, are made
606

.

'
.

. .

of opaque while material with ins of brown glass and small pupil of blue glass.

Colour : Flesh smooth while: lips pink; pmk on nostrils and in corners of eyes; hair

and earrings black: eyebrows brown; eyelashes rendered by a grey line and vertical

strokes in brown.

I kcmniquk : Modelled in plaster and strengthened behind with pieces of wood ; impression

ol cloth all over inside.

rnKSEHVATiON : Face and lop of head broken oil from rest of mask; left eve losl ; surface

chipped and worn in places.

Bmr.. : Notice, 1895-1897, 11° 1 3 1 6 : Guide, 1902, p. 278; Guide, i()o3 (F.ng. cd.), |>. Ma:
Journal d'enlree du Musee, 11° 3o3oo (?).

33200. Small male head. —Plaster. — Height o in. 1 85 mill., breadth

in. 1 3 cent. (pi. XXVIII).

Impression of cloth round inside of neck, but not on inside of face.

The hair is brushed forward in slight!} curving lines. Dimple in chin. Prominent eyes,

composed ol opaque while material with black iris. Surface colour worn o(T; traces

01 black on hair, and black line round eyes.

An Egyptian wig hangs down on each side of neck and covers back of head, curving

forward over the lop. There are traces of red stripes down the sides, but the

representation on the back is almost complete!} obliterated.

Piieskiivation : Broken round back of head and through front of neck; surface worn.
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33201. Small male head. — Plaster. — Height o m. 18 cent., breadth

o m. 1 55 mill. — Balansourah, i8<)3 (pi. XXVIII).

Impression of clotli ;ill over inside of piaster.

Hair is brushed over forehead in straight lines; straight eyebrows ; sharp nose. The eyes

are merely painted, and their inner corners are placed very low. Flesh yellow; hair

black ; eves white and black.

The back of head has been painted in the Egyptian manner; fragment of winged disk

in pink and blue upon a while ground, outlines and inner markings being in black.

Preservation : Broken round chin and lop of head.

ISiui.. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n' 3o548.

33202. Mask of a man. — Plaster. — Height o m. 295 mill., breadth

o in. 1 55 mill. — Balansourah , i8o3(pl. XXVIII).

Fare of a bearded man; arch of fairly thick hair round forehead; downward-curving

eyebrows; hollow between forehead and top of nose. Flatter than usual. Flesh pink.

hair and eyebrows black, eves white with black iris, eyelashes represented l>\ black line.

Preservation : Broken all round; large break on each side and mended break through

top of face; slightlj worn.

I'iri.. : Notice, 1895-1897, 11" i.°>i(i: Guide, 190a, p. 978; Guide, igo3 (Eng1

. ed.), p. o I » 5

:

Journal (Ventree du Musee, 11" .*ic>.">.
r
i 1

.

33203. Mask of a man. — Plaster; remains of stuccoed cloth on inside. —
Heipht o m. 20 cent., breadth o m. 17 cent. — Balansourah (Notice)

r »1. XXVI

Short hair, low forehead with horizontal wrinkles, short beard and moustache. Flesh

light red, lips pink, hair black, eyes white with black iris. The hair is modelled, but

the heard is merely represented by black cross-hatching over the red surface;

eyebrows and eyelashes rendered h\ black strokes; faint line round lop of eyeball.

There is a hand of light purple over top of head and beyond this a yellow background

on which is a fragment of some representation painted in various colours with black

outlines. The border is of this form
\ \o] |o .'{

•

Preservation : The head is broken oil' from rest of mask; worn in places.

Bim.. : Notice, 1895-1897, if i3i6; Guide, 1900, p. 078: Guide, 190.'! (Eng. ed.), p. 365.

33204. Mask from a mummy. — Plaster. — Height in. 225 mill., breadth

0111. 1 h cent. — Meir, 1896 (pi. XXVIII).

Marks of culling on surface; impression of clotli all over inside. Apparently the head

of a woman. The hair is parted in the middle and brushed to each side, and there
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has been a wrealli over lop ol head; remains ol Ion;; Iress on right side of neck (?).

Eves have been inlaid; remains of glass eyelids. Incised line on eyebrows. Hair lias

been black; trace of gilding on llesh.

PitKSKRVATiON : Broken a\va\ round lace and top ol head; e\es have fallen out; colour

worn oil.

Bibl. : (jiuilc , i <}(>'_>
, p. 278 : Guide , i f)o3 ( Eiijj. cd.), p. 365 : Joiiriml d 'entire du Music , n° 3 1 5 7/1.

33205. Head of man. — Plaster. — Height o in. 2!) cenl., length o in. 3 i cent.,

breadth o m. 2 3 cent. — Balansourah, 1 8
« ) 7 (pi. XXVIII).

From a narrow bust of thick plaster wilh marks of cloth all over inside; front part of

head apparently solid.

Mead of bearded man with lliick curl\ hair; beard and moustache slighll] modelled:

eyebrows rendered by broad blue-black lines. Inlaid eyes of opaque white material;

the right iris is inlaid, the left is mercl) painted. Black line round eve and vertical

strokes for lashes. Draper] round back of bead.

Hair black; traces ol brown on ears, lips and nostrils; rest of surface ulule, whether

originally so or weathered.

PiiDSKiivATioN : Broken off short across neck: perhaps touched up.

Iiiri.. : Journal a entree du Musee, n" oi-lji.

33206. Bust of young man. — Wood and earth, stuccoed.— Height o m. 3o c.

length in.58 cenl.. breadth in. ->o cenl. — Meir, January, i<Si)3.

according to Journal; Bala 11sou rah according lo Notice (pi. XXIX).

The right hand holds a rosc-wrealh against breast, the left lies Hal a little lower down;

nails indicated but not finger-joints. He wears while chiton and while mantle draped

round back of head and fastened together on breast, covering part ol leftside; there

is a lilac stripe down each side of chiton with a row of while strokes across lop and

some wav] while lines above left hand; lefl side of mantle decorated with a lilac

swastika. Short hair; slight beard and moustache, mereh painted; small tuft of

hair below lip; rather Hat eves; slightly hooked nose.

Comstruction : The lower part consists of several boards pegged together; the hands

are made of wood, attached separately, but the rest of the modelling on the chest

is done in sandy earth. The head is large!] made ofwood, like that of n" 33?>07, but

a good deal of t lie modelling is done in sandy earth, especially on the back portion:

it is hollow and there is an opening below. The hands and face arc covered wilh

tightly stretched cloth, and I lie whole surface (including under-side) is coaled with

stucco, on which the colours are applied.

Coi.oun : The llesh is gilded, the gold leaf being applied over a red ground which shows

through in places, especially about ears, eyes, nostrils, lips and round outline of
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nock and hands. Hair black; white of eye while, pupil black, iris grey with black

outline; eyelashes represented by vertical strokes. For drapery see above; wreath

pink, green ends with pink bands round them and two yellow lines below.

Prkskkvation : Complete, but surface is broken a good deal all over; traces ol rlolh

attached round the edges.

BitiL. : Notice, 1890-1897, if 1^17: Guide, 1 <)o>
, p. -278; Cuide, 190.I (Eng. ed.), ]>. 36G;

Journal d'enlree du Muscc, n* 30997.

33207. Bust of man. — Wood, cloth and stucco. — Height o m. 965 mill.,

length o in. 60 cent., breadth in. •>•> cent. —• Balansourah (Nolice)

(pi. XXIX).

Bust of a young man lying with bead propped up. His right band holds a roll against

bis breast, his left lies Hat a litlle lower down; nails indicated but not finger-joints.

He wears a chiton, and a mantle is draped round back of head and over left side of

bust, the folds of ibe drapery being rendered. Beardless face with short hair, rather

low forehead, and no mark in middle of upper lip.

The chest is made of live strips of wood pegged together, the hands being added

separately. The head is hollow and is composed of several thick pieces ol wood

neatly joined; there is a round opening in the boards at the base of neck. The

mantle round back of head is also made of several pieces, the lowest part consisting

of a quite thin strip curved into a semi-circle.

The modelling is done almost entirely on the wood itself. After the modelling the

greater part of surface has been covered with a tightly stretched cloth: hair, ears

and part of mantle behind are, however, left uncovered, and so also bands and

roll. The surface then 11 ived a coal of stucco, both upper side and under-side with

exception of the hair, anil on this the painted decoration was finally applied. The

llesh is gilded; traces of red below the gilding here and there, especially on ears and

hands. The roll is also gilded in the same way. The hair is painted black, the colour

being applied directly to the surface of the wood; eyebrows and eyelashes black

(over gilded surface). Colours of drapery scarcely recognizable, but chiton seems

to have been lilac with a pink stripe down each side. Inlaid eyes of opaque while

material with ins of black glass.

PitK.sniiWTioN : In wretched condition; surface broken, rotten, and rubbed bare in

places; pieces wanting from back of head and both sides ol bust; lell eye gone

(remains of {due in the cavity ).

Bibi.. : Notice, 1895-1897, 11* i3i8; Guide, 1902, |>. -178: Guide, 1903 1 En;;, ed.), p. 365.

33208. Bust of a man. — Wood and plaster. — Length o m. 72 cent., lioighl

o in. 26 cent., breadth in. 3o cent. (pi. \.\l\).

The lower part, which is of the usual convex shape, is made of boards pegged together,

the hands and drapery being modelled in plaster in low relief. The surface along
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the middle is of stuccoed canvas, but there are no traces of canvas at the sides.

The hoards are of irregular length and breadth. There are two holes on each side at

the lower end. The head is made of blocks of wood pegged together and covered with

a thick coal of plaster on which all the modelling is executed; the wood is merely

a rough core.

The head is raised; right hand lies on breast, holding a wreath (?); the left is lower down.

Drapery consists of chiton and mantle. The chilon is while with a pink stripe

down each side; round the top are hvo reddish lines (with two vertical pink lines

between them at right side), and lower down is a similar hand with reddish edges

(crossing the pink stripe on the right side); traces of wavy red lines on right side

below end of mantle. The mantle is draped round back of head and hangs down on

each side. In front it is white with reddish edges; along right side are traces of

three gilt letters (CAP?), and lower down are two horizontal pink stripes, dark-

edged, with a pink swastika between them. A portion of the mantle preserved on

right side of head has a reddish brown surface covered with black dots, and in one

place is a small yellow circle surrounded by yellow spots. He wears a gilded laurel-

wreath on his head.

Poor style. Long narrow ear; short black hair; slight beard and moustache, not

modelled but merely painled in black and brown lines on a slightly darker surface

than rest of face. Light pinkish flesh-colour. Straight lips with red line between, and

red on nostrils. Eyelids coarsely modelled and eyes merely painted; white with black

pupil and black and reddish iris; pink at corners; black line (with reddish shadows)

round about , and eyelashes of same colour; eyebrows also similar, rendered by cross-

hatched and curving lines. Hands of same colour as face, with red outlines. The object

in right hand is red, covered with spots of gilding and of black; green lines on one

side (leaves?).

Pbeservation : In very bad condition ; left side of head and shoulders and lower part of

back of bead broken away; small board on right side of head disjoined; left eye, left

band and part of right hand gone; cracked, broken and worn all over.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree ilu Musee, n° 3Ga/ii.

33209. Bust of a woman. — Wood and earth, stuccoed and painted.— Length

o m. ki cent., breadth o m. 38 cent.; length of face o m. i 5 5 mill.,

breadth across shoulder-tresses o m. 26 cent. — Balansourali , 1 8
( )

7

(pi. XXIX).

The bust is convex and seems to have formed the upper part of the collin-lid. ll is

composed of fairly thick boards (seven of which are preserved) pegged together at

both ends by wooden pins driven diagonally. The upper end of the boards has been

fastened down (on to rounded end of coffin) by a row of pins. The head is carved of

wood and pinned on, the pins being sharp-pointed and projecting on the under-side.

The lower parts of the modelling (drapery and ends of hair) are merely applied in

Catal. tin Musee, n° 33ioi.
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sandy earlli. The whole surface has llien received a linn coat of stucco over which

the colours liave been put on.

The arrangement of the drapcn is dillicult to follow. There is a sort of arch round hack

of head, purplish-coloured with black outline, which perhaps represents a mantle;

it seems to have been drawn over the shoulders, covering part of leftside; on the

left side is an ornament (see illustration), pink with black outlines. The drapery in

front (chiton) is pink with black outlines, and there has been a blue, black-edged

stripe down each side. Outside the drapery the surface of the boards is painted light

red, and the upper end of the lid is coloured yellow.

The head is carved in a rather barbarous style; smiling mouth without any division in

upper lip; roll of fat below chin. The eves are modelled and painted. The hair is

parted in the middle and waved to each side, covering ears and hanging over shoul-

ders. Bar-earrings with two pendants.

Flesh creamy while with light pink shading round outlines, round eves, and on wrinkles

under chin; mouth, nostrils and dimple in chin light red and pink; hair black with

while parting and row of black dots round outlines; eyebrows represented by thick

black lines and eyelashes by narrow strokes; iris black, and black line round eye;

earrings yellow with creamy white pearls.

Preservation : Hoards broken off on both sides; drapery badly injured.

Bibl. : Guide, 1909, p. 270; Guide, »<)o3 (Eng. cd.), p. 356; Journal d'enlreedu Musee, 11° 3 1 ydf*.

33210. Bust of a man. — Plaster. — Height o m. 3^ cent., length o in. bg c.

— Kom-el-Ahmar, igo3 (1) (pi. XXX).

Of same type as n" 33i/i5, made entirely of plaster; inside of neck closed over; hole

on each side.

The deceased reclines in the usual altitude, with hands laid on breast, right above left.

The lingers arc straightened and (he thumbs extended; nails modelled, but joints

not represented. The right hand holds a rose-wreath (made in usual way of small

twisted sheets of plaster), and a small branch, painted merely, lies above left hand.

He wears a while chiton with yellowish stripe down each side and yellowish brown

edging at top, and a white mantle with similar edging in front is draped round

back of neck and shoulders; the mantle is decorated with a yellowish <-' swastika on

each side, and there is a large representation behind (see below).

The head is well executed. He has short hair, slightly modelled, and slight beard and

moustache, merely painted. The bead is very broad behind the ears; lower part of

face is narrow; small closed lips, dimple in chin. The eyes, which are not inlaid,

have impressed pupils.

"' N" 33aio-33ai3 are said in Ihe Journal to como from Sheikh Ahndeh (Antinoopolis). The provenances

(jiven above, Kom-el-Ahmar (near Minieh) for n" 33aio-33ai9 and Tounah for n° 33ai3, were noted

down by me when ihe objects were brought to the Museum and are probably correct.

(!
' Slight Irares also of pink; not certain what Ihe original surface colour lias been; so also in case of stripes

mi chiton.
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Flesh reddish brown; red between lips; hair painted black; beard and mousLache in

black lines over llesh colour; iris black and eyelashes represented by black strokes

on a while ground; black line round top of eyeball; for drapery see above; the

wreath is yellowish, with traces of pink which may originally have been the surface

colour; remains of blue also at lower end; the branch is in white and yellowish tones.

The representation on the mantle behind neck consists of a bird with Ion;' erect

neck standing lo front with wings outspread and head turned lo right. It is

painted in dark brown lines, not in the conventional Egyptian style. Indistinct object

or ornament below in brown and red. The scene is bordered by two red lines,

following curve of mantle round top; on the inner side of these again is a chain of

carelessly sketched festoons in red. The surface on which the bird is drawn has

been prepared with a light-coloured, brownish wash, and there is a similar wash

about the festoons and between the border lines.

Preservation : In comparatively good condition; break through corner below lingers

of left hand; surface a little worn in places, especially round foot of mantle, and

the colours here and there are worn or faded.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musk, if 36/179.

33211. Bust of a boy. — Plaster. — Height o m. 33 cent., length o in. 60 c.

— Kom-el-Ahmar, 1903 (pi. XXX).

Of same type as n" 332io, made entirely of plaster; inside of neck closed up; hole

on each side.

Broad, boyish face, well modelled, with short hair and turned-up nose; the head is

very short and Hal behind; the e\es, which are merely modelled in the plaster,

have impressed pupils; the hair is rendered by short impressed strokes; line across

throat. He wears a laurel-wreath round his head, painted merely. A chlamys, which

is fastened against right shoulder by a large brooch 1 ", covers his chest and is

draped round his head in the usual way; the arms are not shown. The brooch consists

of a large disk, in the centre of which is the bust of a youthful god, lo front, with

curly hair, indistinct crown and chlamys; impressed line round edge and ring of

small holes on inner side of this; below, a row of three round studs.

Colour : Flesh pink; red between lips and on nostrils; remains of pink on hair and of

darker colour above; brown line round top of eyeball; colour of wreath not clear

(green?); the drapery has probably been white for the most part, hut there are

traces of pink in the loop below brooch; brown spots behind neck, probably the

remains of some representation. The brooch is gilded; gold leaf over yellow ground;

traces also of pink?

Preservation : Drapery much broken but nearly entire; colours hadly preserved except

the pink on llesh.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musce, n° 36/i8o.

1,1 The broocli had not been stuck, on when llie photograph was made and is unfortunately not shown in

tlic illustration.

9-
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33212. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — IIcij'-liL o m. 2 A cent. Kom-cl-

Ahmar, 1908 (pi. XXX).

From a bust of same type as the preceding; opening 011 inside of neck with remains of

two hands of line cloth crossing at right angles.

The hair is parted in the middle, drawn to each

side in narrow ridges and furrows, leaving the

ears free, and fastened in a ilal coil round back

of head; there is a fringe of tiny tresses round

forehead, and three rather larger ones hang in

front of each ear. The face is fairly well model-

led : the eyes are not inlaid, the pupils being

rendered by slightly impressed marks.

Earrings consist of small ring with indistinct pen-

dant (like n° 3 3 1 5 ? ) ; necklace of broad gold chain with disk and round stud in

front. .Mantle round back of head with hawk behind in black lines as sketched.

Colour : Remains of yellowish flesh-colour on right ear and here and there on face;

hair black, fringe round forehead yellowish brown; traces of black on eyebrows and

iris; eyelashes rendered by black vertical strokes; remains of pink round eyes and

on lips; chiton pink; remains of gold leaf on necklace.

Preservation : Broken across neck; surface cracked and in poor condition.

Bibl. : Journal d 'entree flu Musee, n°3G'i8i.

33213. Head of a woman. — Plaster. — Height m. 22 c. , breadth m. 1 9 c.

— Tounah, 1903 (pi. XXX).

The hair, which comes down low over the forehead, is parted in the middle and

drawn down on the cheeks, ending in a small curl on each side; behind, it has tiling

in a mass over neck, leaving the ears free; slight (lutings down back. The eyes

are of opaque white glass with black iris. The modelling of nose and mouth is very

wooden.

Colour : Hair and eyebrows black; lips and nostrils red; traces of pink here and there

on flesh.

Preservation : Hroken round outline of face and through back of head; top and back of

head plastered on; perhaps touched up here and there (?); in poor condition.

ISiiil. : Journal d'entree tin Musee, n" 30'i8a.

33214. Mummy of a boy with portrait painted on canvas.— Length m. 83 e.,

breadth o in. 22 cent. — Fayoum (pi. XXXIII).

Covered with tape bandaging arranged in a rhombic pattern with the usual gilded studs

in the middle of the lozenges. Portrait painted on a sheet of canvas fastened over the

head of the mummy. Hemains of stuffing visible at feet.
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Portrait
:
Head of young boy will, face turned lo front from Ins right; wears white

drapery with purple stripe down right shoulder; short hair; pink complexion. Light-
coloured background.

Pbesebvation
: Bandages all loose and scarcely any left round portrait. Portrait itself in

very bad condition; large tear on left side of forehead, colours largely gone and
details indistinct.

Bin.
:
Notice, .8<j5-,8<j7, „» 334; Guide, 1902, p. a 7 a; Guide, i 9o3 (Eug. ed.), p. 359 .

33215. Mummy of a boy with gilded plaster covering and painted portrait. —
Length 1 111. 08 cent., breadth m. 38 cent. (pi. XXXI).

The front and sides of the wrappings are covered will, a layer of stucco, and on the
front of the head is an open space in which a portrait, painted on a thin panel of
wood, has been inserted. The stucco was first painted red all over and the front
was then gilded (with gold leaf as usual). Anns and upper part of drapery are
modelled in low relief, while back of head and lower part of body are covered with
impressed ornamentation, chieflj in the Egyptian style.

Almost nothing of the panel portrait is left; remains of the usual light grey background;
corners rounded.

The anus are laid against the breast; the right is sharply bent and the hand holds a
bunch of grapes (rendered without detail); the left hand, which lies lower down,
holds a small bird; neither band is closed. The drapery is modelled naturalistically

and does not cover the arms.

Imposed ornamentation round head : The portrait is framed by a laurel-wreath , bordered
on the outside by a plain line, beyond, a zigzag line between two plain ones. Beyond
tins, on lop and back of head, is a female deity kneeling lo right, with wings
and arms outstretched and a plume in each hand/ She wears disk, short coiffure,

and necklace; the drapery is not indicated. Inner part of wings cross-hatched,
outer part consists of three rows of leathers. There is a vertical band above
each wing; the one on the right is filled with a zigzag line, the other
contains a few indistinct signs. Bemains of lines above right wing,
but this part is broken. Bemains of a floral device at each end

Impressed ornamentation on rodv : Below left elbow is a similar floral device and below
right a cup with horizontal bands. There have been other designs beyond, but the
plasler is broken. The space below is divided into friezes, each of which is bordered
above and below by two impressed lines. The subjects are as follows :

1
.

In the centre a female figure like the one above, kneeling to right with wings extended
and plume in each hand. Her headdress is of this form g, ; hair and necklace as

on the other figure; long garment with shoulder-straps. The wings have two rows of
feathers and curve upwards at the ends. Above each wing is a vertical band filled with
a zigzag line. A cup stands on ground below each wing; the one on the left has hori-
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zontal lines on it. Beyond on tlie left is n jar (horizontal lines) and beyond that are

remains of a standing mummy-figure as in next frieze.

•>. In llic centre, standing to right, is a hier of the ordinal1

} lion-type, on which lies

a small niinninv wearing wig and cross-hatched wrappings. Behind tlie hier Anubis

stands to right, laying right hand on mummy and holding out a cup in left; lie wears

disk, wig, necklace, and drapen (see illustration). Below hier stands a high jar.

Above on the left is a vertical band of bieroglyphics (indistinct). On left of couch a

mummv-figure stands to right, holding Ion;; papyrus-sceptre erect in front of him;

lie wears disk, wig, and wrappings with flap in front; pendant lines on body and

lines round ankles. To left again are remains of a similar figure holding some object

with three long hanging ends. On right side of bier there has been a similar figure

with sceptre.

.'3. In the middle two figures stand facing each oilier, holding a large object, apparently

in the folds of their drapery (see sketch). On the left

side a man stands to right holding long was sceptre

erect w ilb both bands; bis drapery is fastened round bis

waist in the priestly manner. Beyond him is a lotus or

papyrus, erect; an uraeus is twined round the stem, its

neck rising above the top and its head stuck forward.

Remains of another similar figure on rigbt side.

The feet are shown below the friezes; bare; nails and joints

indicated. Between them is a curving spray with leaves

and twigs. The part on each side of the feet is broken.

Preservation : Almost whole of panel destroyed; stucco much broken, especially round

tlie sides.

Bibl. : Maspeho, Gvide, i88!>, p. i^d, n" 56o8.

33216. Mummy of a girl with gilded plaster covering and panel portrait. —
Length i m. 07 cent., breadth o in. 3y cent. — Hawara, Petrie's

excavations, 1888 (pi. XXXI).

Tlie wrappings are covered with stucco, fairly thick in front where tlie modelling is. The

surface was painted red (or red in front and pink behind) and the front was then gilded

all over. Panel portrait inserted as on n" SSaiB. Until lately tlie body was covered

with canvas wrappings : these have now been removed (i()o3) in order to show the

designs on the stucco. The decoration is of the same type as on n" 33a 1 5 but more

careful ami elaborate. The mythological scenes arc not merely drawn in impressed lines

but are modelled in low relief, and the surface is ornamented with incrusted gems.

Portrait.

Painted on a thin panel of wood which is rather warped; otherwise in fine preservation.-

The head is to front, more of left side being shown. She wears fairly light purple
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draper) nidi black gold-edged stripe down right side. Earrings consisl of two

pearls, one above the oilier, with gold connection. Elaborate necklace in several

rows : 1. pearls with small jjolil squares between; a. squares ol dark green stone

with gold setting; in the middle ol llns row an ornament <J _ 1> . purple wilh gold

selling, surrounded by pearls uilli gold links; 3. small gold squares, touched uilli

purple; h. dark green beads connected by small gold squares; while pearl below

in the middle. Below necklace bangs a large chain, gold and purple, with a round

pendant in tbe middle consisting of a gold rosette surrounded by gold lozenges.

The back hair is confined b\ a broad gold diadem, the two ends being connected in

front by a chain (gold and purple) with ornament in the middle as shown; dark

green and purple gems with gold setting', gold dots in ihe corners. There is a fringe

of curls round forehead and below left ear is a lult ol hair from which hang two

purple ribbons. Thick arching eyebrows; nose somewhat curved; rather fleshy throat.

Technique and colouring : The usual wax medium is employed. The colours are put on

thick, presenting a rough, broken surface, and are worked up here and then' wilh

hard point. Warm brownish flesh with lights on middle of face and dark shadows

below mouth and chin. Hair black, with brown shadows on forehead. Brown eyes;

purple shadows round about; upper eyelashes rendered by short strokes emphasized

with hard point. For drapery and jewellery see above; purple shadows aboul neck-

lace, pink on earrings. Gilded background.

Gilded stucco ornamentation.

The arms lie against bosom, hands flat and lingers slightly apart : in the right is a

wreath and in the left a bunch of three ears of grain. The modelled drapery consists

of a fringed mantle with knot between the breasts and probably a chiton underneath

;

no sleeves apparent. The panel portrait is framed by a laurel-wreath, bordered on

outside by two raised lines and on inside by a raised line and dot moulding. In the

middle of wreath, just above lop of head, is a small lsiac crown, corn-ears (?), cow's

horns, and plumes; tbe disk is represented by an elliptical glass gem, convex-laced

and with red, white, black strata. Gems of glass and stone (green, blue, black, red,

variegated) arc inlaid at intervals round the wreath ; Hal or convex, elliptical or rectan-

gular with bevelled sides. The lowesl on the left side of head (elliptical, flat-faced

red stone) bears an intaglio design : youthful head to right wilh fringe of curls and

indistinct emblem like pshent; apparently holds up right hand towards face; uncer-

tain object behind : perhaps a bead of Harpokrates. The armlets arc rope -shaped

and have had elliptical gems in front. Similar bracelets with various glass gems

inlaid in front : in the middle a blue lozenge; at each end an elliptical gem with

red, while and black strata; on each side two small globes of transparent green.

Ring on (bird finger of right hand with convex blue gem; rings on third and fourth

of left with gems of red, white and black strata, the one on the third linger being

worn above the joint. Below bosom is a large elliptical blue gem with flat face and on
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each side of il a green, pear-shaped one. On (he right side of bosom beyond llic arm

is a figure of Osiris sealed on a throne lo right and holding scourge in each hand; head-

dress nl ram's horns and tall cap with disk in front: drapery cross-hatched round shoul-

ders; lines round breast; loiij; plinth with impressed vertical lines. Above his head is

a convex, elliptical gem of transparent green glass. On the left side of breast, which is

much broken, are remains of a corresponding plinth and a foot; ahove the foot is a lotus-

shaped vessel on a stand. There is a selling for a square gem (lost) below left elbow.

Three friezes of mythological scenes below breast, bordered by horizontal bands :

1. In the middle a winged goddess kneels lo right, with wings and arms stretched

straight out, lioldinga plume in each hand; short coiffure, necklace and usual drapery

fastened below the bosom; crown of cow's horns and disk (?) surmounted

by "^^. The disk is Idled in by an engraved gem of red stone, llat-faced and elliptical :

in the centre a vessel or table ^^ , surmounted by two erect corn-ears with a

twig (?) standing slantwise on each side; on each side of this a bird stands (in profile

inwards) on the top of a rnnntropiar. On the left side of the scene a male figure stands

to right, one leg advanced, holding out hands (one raised and the other lowered)

:

lie wears disk, short wig, loincloth, perhaps also drapery on chest. There was pro-

bablj a similar figure on the other side, but this part is destroyed. Below the wings

are four lotus-shaped vessels, the two outer ones on rectangular stands. Above the

wings four vertical bands with zigzag lines for hieroglyphics.

2. Iii the middle a bier of the usual lion-form, to right, and a small mummy lying

on it. Behind, Anubis stands to right, holding up vessel in left and touching mummy

with right band : he wears disk, wig, chest-drapery and loincloth. At head and

foot of couch stand Horus and Thoth, holding out bands like the figure above : the

former wears crown of two plumes and the latter ram's horns and tall cap; wigs

and drapery like Anubis. On the left side a mummy-figure stands to right, wearing

disk, wig and wrappings with (lap in front. Between him and Thoth is a vertical

band with indistinct strokes. On each side of the head of Anubis a llat-faced gem,

the elliptical one blue, the square one dark red.

3. In the middle two figures as on n
n 33s tf> with similar object between them;

above, a white elliptical gem, convex. On each side a figure as on n" 33 a t 5, holding

was sceptre. On the left again a hawk-beaded mummy, wearing pshent, wig and usual

drapery, stands to right; the right side is broken.

Below the mythological friezes the feet are represented in plain sandals and rope-shaped

anklets with blue gems in front, elliptical and llat-faced. Between the feet a spray

as on n° 33a i 5. Beyond right foot a standing mummy of usual type, wearing disk,

and remains of a similar one on the other side. The whole of the gilded decoration

is surrounded by two impressed lines.

At the lower end of the mummy a disk of thin bronze has been inserted among the

outer wrappings; no design apparent on the side exposed; rather oxidized; dia-

meter o m. o55 mill.
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Preservation : Much damaged on lel'l side, the stucco being broken offand the wrappings

worn; broken elsewhere also round the sides; in front many small pieces of plaster

have llaked oil and some of (lie gems are lost: gilding injured 1>\ resinous matter

Ironi the outer wrapping; panel portrait in very good condition.

Bibl. : Presumably Ihc mummy which is described in Petrie, Hawara, Bialimu mid Arsinoe, i>. 17

;ni(l said to have been left at Bulak; pari of jewellery sketched on pi. XI , AB. Notice, 1892-1 80,7,

n" 337; Guide, 1902 , p. 9.7.
1

), 11° 337; Guide, 1903 (Emj. cd.), p. 3Gi,n* 337; Journal d'entrec

ilu Musee, n° s8436.

33217. Mummy of woman with portrait painted on wood.— Length 1 m. 58 c,

breadth om. fricent. — Hibeh, i9o3 (l)
(pi. XXXII).

Sheeted in clolh like n" 332 18; llie top is almost flat and the whole figure rather

square-cut; feet slick up as usual; opening with doubled-over edges for insertion

of the wooden portrait.

On the front of the canvas covering is a representation of the deceased lying outstretched

;

the rest of the surface, round hack and sides, is painted red. The head, which is

painted on the inserted panel, is stretched forward from her right. With her right

hand she holds against her bosom a partly gilded wreath (pink, red and whitish?)

with light-coloured ribbon-ends, the fingers being rather loosely spread; the left

lies farther down and holds a light-coloured hunch of stalks with some gilding above

the hand; the fore and second fingers of this hand are not closed. The hands and

feet are light-coloured with dark red or purple outlines.

Her dress consists of chiton and himalion , apparently of purple hut the colours are

not well preserved. The chiton has a stripe down each side with gilded pattern

and a border of gilded lozenges along the foot. The himalion , which is draped

over left shoulder and across front of body, has a similar border along fool and a

plain gilt edge on 1*1 the upper part. From beneath himalion hang two narrow,

light-coloured hands W with gilded lozenges and fringed ends. The feet are surrounded

by a light-coloured 11)1 background and the toe-nails are gilded; gilded sandal-straps

with knols and tags, the gilding being applied over black lines; row of large gilded

lozenges between feet.

Her head is encircled by a gilded wreath with TlfP in the middle. The earrings consist

of three pearls pendant from a horizontal bar which is surmounted bv a fourth

pearl. Necklace of dark rectangular stones sel in gold and connected by large

pearls. Gilded bracelets with dark square stone set in gold. Rings on third linger

of right hand and third and fourth of left, the latter having stones sel in them.

Anklets consist of two rows of gilded rectangles. Gilded strips across upper pari of

right arm, apparently over I he drapery.

The head and neck, including top of drapery, are painted in wax-colours on a wooden

*'! From the excavations of Grenfell and Ilnnl. Another mummy found close ljy was dated hy a papyrus to

the reijjn of Trajan.

Catal. du Musce, u° 33iol. 10
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panel. Flesh light brown will) high lights down fronl of face, especially on right

side of nose; dark red shadows ahout eyes and nose; brown cross-hatching on neck.

Black hair with small curls round forehead and In fronl of cars; rendered by

black and slate-coloured lines against a dark ground, with mixture of lighter lines.

Brown eves; dark line round upper lid; lashes represented by short strokes. Bars ol

earrings white in light and dark red in shadow. The background is gilded , the gilding

covering pari of the surrounding canvas.

Preservation : Covering torn here and there and mouldy in places; painted surface ol

the cloth discoloured and dingy; wooden panel in fairly good condition.

Bibl. : Eg. Expl. Fund Report, ujo3, |>. a; Journal d'entree du Musk', n" 3G6As.

33218. Mummy of woman with portrait painted on wood. — Height 1 m. 78c,

breadth m. ^17 cent. — Fayoum (pi. XXXIII).

Covered over with sheets of cloth glued (1) together (fairly fine linen behind, coarser

material over front and sides); marks of tape bandages below, horizontal and

diagonal. Oval opening, with doubled-over edges, round portrait. Front of

covering painted purple (with black stripes?) to represent drapery ; feetalso

represented, white against a lead-coloured background; rest of surface of

covering painted red. Right forearm and left hand are shown, painted white;

the right hand is lifted to bosom (holding wreath?), the left is farther down and

holds a bunch of stalks; bracelets indistinct. The fingers of both hands are only

slightly bent. Feel in formal position, side by side, outlined in brown; sandal-straps

painted black : see sketch.

Portrait : Head of a woman slightly lo right, the left car not being visible. Purple

drapery, fitting on lo the painting on the canvas cover; hoop-earrings of gold

with two pearls and a gold bead attached; two necklaces, upper one of white beads

(pearls?), lower one of oblong, dark blue stones with round gold beads between.

Hair arranged in round arch over forehead, concealing lop of ears, and coiled

round crown of head. Rather lean and narrow face; long nose, small square chin.

Clear brownish complexion, black hair, brown eyes. Lead-coloured background.

Technique of portrait : Colours applied in wax medium. Light falls on front of face;

shading on left side of nose. Hair, drapery and jewels put on very thick. Cood deal of

light slate-colour in hair (partly accidental?). Some details emphasized with hard

point. Dark line round rim of upper eyelid, but eyelashes not indicated separately.

Surface of background rather rough.

Preservation : Canvas covering torn here and there; painting on canvas very dark

and discoloured. Panel uncracked, but dirty and slightly smudged.

Bibl. : Notice, 1 S r>
5 - 1 8

fj 7 , n" 36i.

"' Sowed, arronlinj; In Xnlice and Guide; perhaps slilclied al places, llioiijjli lliere are no clear marks of it.
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33219. Mummy of a man with panel portrait. - - Length 1 in. 80 c, breadth

in. 45 cent. (pi. XXXIII).

Covered with sheets of clolh glued together. In front one large sheet extends from

shoulders to feet and is decorated with mythological scenes painted on a thinly

stuccoed surface. Panel portrait inserted in the usual way. Foolcase of stuccoed

canvas.

PORTRAIT.

The head is that of a young man with short hair brushed down on forehead and with

slight beard and moustache. It looks to front, stretched slightly forward from left

corner of panel. No drapery is shown. The lace has a serious expression; there is a

line across forehead, the eyebrows are arched and the c\es seem to he looking up.

Brown complexion.

The face is surrounded (except at lower end) by a thin, round-arched strip of carved

bone or ivory attached tightly to surface of panel : it has a vine-spray pattern in

relief and is gilded all over. Usual technique, with wax-colours. Hough, broken

surface, probably worked up with bard point. Rather dark portrait, relieved by

touches of light down middle of face. The hair is rendered by black strokes on a

deep brown ground. Whites of eyes bluish; eyelashes not represented by separate

strokes; purplish brown shadows. Grey background, very dark on left side of panel.

Painted ounamentation on body.

This is divided into several friezes. The background is light red; the outlines are drawn

in black; and the inner markings are usually black also. The topmost frieze is

bordered above by a band of gilding, each of the others by a row of white stars on

a band of blue; below each frieze again is a yellow band with metope-like pattern

in black lines
|[|H|1| 1||||[||

and above this is a black line on which the figures

stand. Down each side is a border of horizontal zigzag lines, blue and yellow

alternately, with while dots at the apices, and a line of each colour is continued

across the lower end of the ornamentation. The designs on the friezes are as follows,

beginning from the lop :

1. In the middle a necklace with several rows of jewels, each divided from the other

by two lines of green or blue 1", the whole painted on a yellow ground :
1" row,

lotus petals, green and pink alternately; a"
J
row, lotus flowers in green or blue and

pink, with a small bud (outlined merely) between each pair; 3
rd

,
pink rosettes

with white radii and green rosettes with pink radii; /1"', round-lipped pendants,

green or blue. Metope-like border along top of necklace; in the semi-circular space

in the middle a small mummy-figure is seated to right, holding something above

knee; wears blue plume on head and blue wig; face and drapery yellow. At each

end of necklace a hawk's head wearing yellow disk with uraeus along top; face

(,) Wliere llie colours are not well preserved , il is difficult lo distinguish between green and blue.

10.
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white with black and red markings; wig blue with white stripes. While line like a

festoon above middle of necklace. On the right side of necklace stands Nephthys and

on tlic left Isis , cadi in profile inwards, with long wing drooped in front, one hand

raised in adoration and the oilier drooped, holding plume and long white

flabellum (?). Each wears the usual crown, wig and drapery. Crown, flesh and

drapery yellow with Idack markings; wig blue; inner end of wing yellow with black

cross-hatchings, feathers (in three rows) blue with white lines and pink with black

lines: plume in band, bine with white markings.

•>. In the middle a yellow human figure (details indistinct) stands to right. On each

side is a deity in profile towards him, holding up both bands and pouring water

over bis bead. The beads of both are obliterated; the one on the right wears tall

cap and plumes, the other the psheul; flesh blue, crowns yellow and blue, wigs

yellow, drapery from breast to knee yellow and blue; white lines between legs of

one figure, representing pari of drapery; water rendered by zigzag while line with

ankh at the end. At the left side of this scene Osiris is seated on a throne to right,

holding white scourge and crook and wearing yellow cap and blue plumes; llesh

yellow, drapery yellow with black scale pattern, throne blue with while markings

and yellow border, corner of throne pink with black markings, pedestal blue with

frieze of white lotus buds and yellow lilies connected by arcs and with yellow border.

In front of Osiris is a table holding tall vessel and round objects; the leg is in the

form of. a column with calyx capital, with lotus flower and bud on each side; the

colours are yellow, blue and white. At the oilier end of the scene is a hawk-headed

Sokaris, seated on similar throne and with similar table in front of him; he holds

scourge and crook and wears yellow disk with white uraeus along top; his lace is

white; otherwise same as the Osiris.

3. In the middle is a large pair of scales, supported on a column with calyx capital

standing on a heart-shaped base; each end of the beam ends in a lotus flower and

there is a small indistinct figure seated above the middle of it; the pans are each

attached by three strings (white); colours are blue with white markings, yellow with

black markings, and white. Below on right side Anubis stands to "right, touching a

string with one hand and holding up the other towards middle of beam ; llesh black;,

wig yellow with black lines, drapery (from breast to below knee) white with black

and red markings. On the other side the hawk-headed Horns stands in a corresponding

attitude, wearing yellow disk with while uraeus along lop; lace while with black and

red markings, wig blue with white lines, llesh blue, drapery (from breast to knee)

yellow and blue. Facing Horus, on the other side of the scale, stands Tboth; one

hand is raised and holds an arrow or pen, the other is drooped and holds a while

roll; he wears tall cap and plumes, yellow and blue, yellow wig, and drapery like that

of Anubis; bead black, llesh blue. On the other side, facing Anubis, stands a mummy

of ordinary type; face yellow, wig blue, drapery yellow with blue flap in front.

k. In the middle a mummy (yellow with black markings) lies on a lion-shaped bier

standing to right (bead, legs and tail yellow, wig blue with « lute lines, Hal part
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blue with white dots , feet-supports blue); on the lion's head is a crown of plumes and

disk, yellow and Mue with while lines. Behind the bier Anubis stands lo right,

holding up a vessel in one band and touching mummy with the oilier; be wears a

yellow disk; flesh black, wig yellow, drapery from breasl to below knees white (?).

Four blue cups stand beneath bier. Al the head of the bier stands Nephthys and at

the foot Isis; with one hand they each hold up a small blue vessel; with the other,

which is drooped, they hold the ends of a long white arc of this form ^tttt^ stretched

over the central scene: crowns and flesh yellow, wigs blue, drapery while with black

and red markings.

5. The boat of the dead crossing the water lo right; it has erect prow and stern in the

form of lotus (lowers on each of which a hawk stands in prolile inwards (indistinct

crown on one of them in black outline) ; boat, and hawks yellow with black markings

,

flowers blue with while markings; blue water at each end of boat. In the prow stands

Anubis (?), wearing crown of Lower Egypt and working a long punting-pole; colours

are blue, black, yellow, while, with red and black markings; pole white. In the stern

Ilorus stands to right, holding an oar in front of him in each hand; yellow disk,

yellow wig, and long drapery; face and drapery white with black and red markings,

flesh blue; the oars, which are blue, are surmounted by hawks' heads to right wearing

disk and wig (yellow, white, blue). In the middle of the boat is a shrine in which a

mummy (yellow against blue background) stands to right holding white was sceptre

in both hands; hangings in front of bis legs; shrine yellow with black details (indi-

stinct); base blue with row of white dots between two white lines. Nephthys stands in

front of shrine and Isis behind, each in prolile towards it; one hand is raised in

adoration, the other holds an erect white rod, the end of which curves over top of

shrine; dress and colours as in the frieze above.

G. Four figures standing in prolile inwards, each holding an erect standard in front of

him with both bands, the near arm being stretched out straight from shoulder. The

inner standards are surmounted by standing jackals, the outer on right by a hawk

and the outer on left by an ibis. The figures have each short blue hair, encircled by

a while band with banging ends, yellow llesb, and a white garment with black and

red markings reaching from breast lo calves. Standards blue or black; while on bodv

of ibis.

Between the painted scenes and the fool-case is an unpainted strip, perhaps covered

over originally.

Foot- case.

The feet, which are in relief, wear plain sandals; gilded against red background. Hound

about is a chequer pattern in white, black, blue, green (?), yellow, pink and red,

bordered on each side by a strip of yellow; usual black outlines. Below, round the

edge, is a metope-like border of various patterns separated from each other by vertical

bars (two blue and one red, each with a while line down the middle) on a yellow

ground. The central metope is filled by a lotus flower with a bud on each side
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cliiefly pink and blue , white markings
,
yellow ground ); next on each sid«? is a mystic

eye (indistinct colouring on pink ground) ;next,__^ again a rosette (pink circle with

(lozenge pink, lines black, ground

hvo bearded Syrian captives are

)ge

black radii, on pale blue ground); next again ¥&$

light blue). <bi (be underside of the loot-case

represented in contorted attitudes with arms bound together and heads turned inwards

:

details are indistinct and lower part is quite obliterated; flesh light red, hair pale-

coloured with black markings, background yellow. The figures are divided from

each other h\ black lines with tendril pattern in the middle; blue band across top;

metope-like border roundabout, blue and red rectangles alternately, divided by black

lines on a white ground.

Preservation : Firm and solid, though topmost wrappings arc rather loose and ragged

behind; portrait in good condition; painted representations on front of body worn

and discoloured; fool-case much broken and discoloured.

33220. Mummy of a man with panel portrait. — Length 1 m. 78 c, breadth

om. 63 cent. (pi. XXXIII).

Same type as n" .">.'!>
1 g. There is a row of gilded stucco studs across front of shoulders

with a tape on each side : one of the studs is on a separate, small square of canvas

and perhaps some others of the same sort have fallen out.

PoitTItAlT.

Head of a young' man with white drapery round shoulders and purple stripe down right

side. His face is to front, stretched forward from left side of panel. He has short

hair, encircled by a gilded laurel-wreath, and slight growth of hair on face. Angular

exebrows, wide open eyes and full, slightly parted lips. Brown complexion.

Colours applied in usual wax medium; rough surface with marks of hard point. Lights

on nose, forehead and cheek-bones. Eyebrows much lighter than hair; eyelashes not

rendered bv separate strokes. Drapery put on with long brush-strokes. Usual grey

background. Wreath made of gold leaf.

Painted ornamentation on isodv.

Divided into friezes like n" 3 3 2 1 rj . Background light red; outlines and most of inner

markings in black. Above each frieze is a row of stars, white with red centre, on a

band of blue. The border below the friezes consists of a metope-like pattern like that

of n" 33qiq. The ground-colour is yellow, the metopes are red and blue or green

with a white spot in the centre of each, and there is also some indistinct colouring

on the vertical hands (red and green?). Instead of this pattern the lowest frieze is

bordered by a yellow band on which is a wavy black line between two straight ones.

Zigzag pattern down each side of front exactly as on n" 3,')3 1 q. The subjects of the

friezes are as follows :

1. At the right end an Osiris is sealed on a throne holding white crook and scourge :

he wears blue cap, with white-outlined plumes, and necklace; colour of face indistinct
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(greenish yellow), drapery yellow with cross-hatched lines; throne green (?) with
scale pattern and yellow border; throne-hack outlined in white; in corner of throne
a while slur on red ground; plinth red with yellow border and row of white dots
along the middle. Towards Osiris approaches a man carrying

a large yellow jug with uraeus-handle as sketched, a stream of

w hite water falling from the spoul ; he wears long u bite drapery

covering shoulders and arms, with an end banging clown below
the jug; close-cropped hair, pinkish flesh. At the left end of the

inezc Sokaris sits on throne to right in llie same attitude as

Osiris; yellow disk and blue wig with white lines; face while,

eye red, drapery pink with while cross-hatching, throne similar

to the other one. A worshipper approaches holding out a white-outlined cup in one
hand and holding the other hand above; yellow drapery from breast to calves; close-
cropped hair, pinkish flesh.

•2. In the middle a man stands lo right, the arm in front being slighlh bent; close-
cropped hair, yellow necklace, pinkish flesh, white drapery from breast to calves
Ilorus stands in front of him and Thoth behind, pouring water over his head as on
n° 33 2 i 9 ;

the former wears crown of Lower Egypt and the latter the crown of
Upper Egypt, both crowns resting on rectangular bases. Ilorus wears wig and
drapery from breast to knee with scale pattern on upper part; crown and drapery
yellow, the latter touched with red, flesh and wig indistinct greenish colour. Thoth
wears similar dress and red wig will, white lines; head black, flesh blue. At each
end of the scene a Soul stands on a corniced pedestal in prolile inwards, holding out a
while rod and wearing yellow disk and short blue coiffure : Soul yellow, pedestal
yellow, blue and red with black and white markings. Above are four vertical bands
(not inscribed) with blue, while-edged borders.

3. At the left end is a shrine in which a mummy stands to right holding while ws
sceptre: blue wig and white drapery: shrine yellow will, black pattern round

about,
J

,
and while lines to represent cornice; yellow hangings in front of lower

part of mummy
;
yellow plinth. Farther lo right are three figures. The central one

is a man (similar to the middle figure in a»
d
frieze) standing to left. In front of him

stands Anuhis, holding him by the hand and raising his other hand towards the
shrine, his head being turned in the same direction; his llesh is black, yellow disk,
red wig with while lines, yellow necklace and yellow drapery of usual type with scale
pattern on upper pari and front and red border round hip. On the other side Horus
stands to left, pointing lo the shrine will, hand outstretched over the man's shoulder;
yellow disk, blue wig, while (?) drapery with scale pattern; face white, llesh yellow!

A. In the middle, a ded symbol, the lower ends of which are upcurled in the form
ol uraei, surmounted by bust of Osiris lo front, with head lo right, holding while
scourge and crook and wearing plumes with disk in front, short wig and necklace;
crown and drapery yellow (the latter cross-hatched), wig blue with black lines,

llesh indistinct; symbol yellow will, indistinct colouring in the middle. On each side
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a pillar with cornice Yl on which m yellow hawk stands in profile inwards; colour of

pillar indistinct (yellow?) with wavy black lino down the middle, cornice represented

liy while lines, \hove, two vertical hands as on 3. On each side a human figure

(same as in a and 3) stands holding a white standard with ^ top, in profile in-

wards, the near arm heing stretched straight from shoulder.

5. The mummy lies upon a lion-hier standing to right, the tail of the lion being

curved downwards; face of mummy pink, wig blue, drapery yellow with red spots

and black markings; wig of lion and Hat part of bier blue, the rest yellow. Behind

the hier Anuhis stands as on n" 33a 19 (A), wearing yellow disk, red wig and long

white drapery; flesh black. Isis stands at the head and Nephthys at the foot of hier;

each has one hand raised anil holds with the other band the ends of two while lines

whicli form an arch over the central scene; drapery like folded wings; much

discoloured. Beside each a vertical band as above.

6. Occupied by a yellow boat with tall erect prow and stern in the form of lotus flowers;

above each a mystic eye (discoloured). In the middle of boat the mummy stands to

right in a shrine, holding while was sceptre; white wig, yellow, cross-hatched body;

shrine yellow, cornice and top in white outline, yellow hangings in front of lower

part of mummy. In the prow of the boat stands Anuhis, with head turned back,

working a long while punting-pole; pink wig, short yellow drapery Irom breast

to knees, and white or yellow necklace; flesh black. In the stern Horns

stands to right, holding out a while oar in each hand; yellow disk and

white drapery with scale pattern on upper part; wig indistinct (pale

/S \ blue'.'), Ilesh yellow or green , facewhite. Strip of green (?) water below

( | boat.

7. In the middle a funerary monument as sketched, yellow with hie-

roglyphics in black. On each side a man, similar to those in the upper

friezes, stands in profile towards centre, holding a standard erect

with both hands, the upper one being turned inwards : the standard

on the right is surmounted by a standing jackal, the other by a

while-bodied ibis.

Slits in lower edijc of outer covering, just above foot-case, lo allow for the curve.

VOOT-CASli.

a chequer(,

eel like those of n" 33aiq with while line round the outside. Below,

pattern in while, black, red and other indistinct colours, bordered

above and below by a yellow strip, the upper one of which is deco-

rated with a row of black dots; plain black lines on a yellow ground

at each end of chequer pattern. Below, a metope pattern; triglyphs

as on n" 33aiq, but without while lines; in the central metope a

lotus flower as sketched (pale blue and pink on yellow ground);

in the next on each side a mystic eye (green, black, while on pink ground);
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next again a pink rosette as on n° 33aiy, on a green ground (?); next, a jackal,
black, King on pedestal, black and red, with scourge and crook over p^
his back (?), fragmentary; next, a rosette as above, pink and white
on green ground. On the underside of the fool-case arc two rapines ''ROQEZH

painted on a yellow ground ; usual black outlines. The on
the left is a Syrian as on n° 33 a i 9 ; head turned lo right,

elbows lifted behind head and wrists bound; perhaps knee-
ling; light red flesh and blue hair asonn" 33 2 19. The other
caplive(see sketch) is of a different type with pink flesh and
stubbly chin; arms and ankles seem lo he attached to the

central pattern by horizontal chains. The two are separated

by a vertical green hand with black edges, decorated with
a wavy vine-spray in black lines and dots; black line on
each side. Remains of metope border round about ; metopes

probablj red and blue; triglyphs composed of two green

and one pink hand on a yellow ground.

Puskhtation
: Id much the same condition as n° 33 9 io; panel warped but not cracked,

and a k^v pieces of paint flaked off; loot-case much broken , especially on underside.'

33221. Mummy of a woman with portrait painted on wood. Length
1 111. 63 cent, breadth m. AG cent. — Hawara, from the finds of
Mr. Petrie, 1888 (pi. XXXII).

Sheeted in canvas with elliptical opening for panel, the feet projecting in the usual
way. The canvas is coated with stucco, the surface of which is painted pink in front
and light red behind. The front again is covered from head lo feet with gilded stucco

ornamentation in low relief, the gold leaf being applied over the pink ground.

Portrait.

Face to front will, more of right side showing. Purple drapery. Earrings consist of two
pearls (white with slate-coloured shadows) one above the other with gold connection
(indistinct); three necklaces, the two lower of gold, the upper one of dark rectan-
gular stones set in gold; in the centre of the latter is a star-shaped ornament
ol dark green ^gj0 and purple stones set in gold with ring of small pearls

round the middle
j|||g • Black hair, brown eyes, light-coloured background.

Colours applied in OP&% usual wax medium. Marks of hard point on flesh. Eye-
lashes slijrhtlv indicated.

Ornamentation in relief.

Wreath over top of panel, with a pair of vertical lines in the middle and another paair
below on left hand side; studs round rest of panel.

Below panel is a necklace consisting of four rows of ornament bun;; from two hawks'
Ctital. du Mush, n" 3i(ioi.
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heads (see pi. YWll ); lowest row against a pink, the others against ;i gilded bark-

ground. The hawks wearpshenl; impressed circle on crown of Upper Egypt, impressed

dots on that of Lower Egypt; details on hawks' heads in impressed dots and lines.

Above middle of necklace is a squatting mummy-figure to right, wearing disk on

head and holding plume above knees, and below on each side is a similar

figure of larger size, in profile inwards : all three wear wigs and indistinct drapery

(horizontal lines round chest and ankles, vertical hands down body, ^ on the right

figure, [R on the others).

Below is an inscription in one horizontal line : e6PMOY9APIN 6Y+YX6I.

Below this is a series of scenes bordered by horizontal lines, i. The mummy lies on

a lion-shaped bier; above the bead of the lion a tall wig surmounted by disk and

plumes. The mummy'wears wijj, lines round chest and cross-hatched wrappings

round rest of body. Behind bier Anubis stands to right, laying bis right hand on

the front of the mummy and holding up a vessel in his left : he wears disk, wig,

necklace, short sleeves and drapery descending from chest to ankles. Two narrow

jars stand below the bier. At each end is a female figure, in profile inwards, wearing

disk, wig, necklace and drapery (fastened round waist and leaving bosom bare); in

the outer hand each holds a rod; the inner arm is raised, the fingers being extended

horizontally in the one case and upright in the other : Isis and Nephthys?

a. In the centre stands a post surmounted by disk and plumes and encircled by bands

with large symmetrical knots. On each side of this is a small column with base

and calyx capital surmounted by a cone (altar?); bands round top of stem. From

the right side approaches Tholh holding up both hands : disk, wig, short sleeves

and loincloth. From the other side a hawk-headed Horus approaches in a similar

attitude, wearing disk, wig, necklace and loincloth. On each side of the plumes

is a vertical band with a broad stripe down the middle (not inscribed).

3. A hawk-headed mummy, wearing wig, necklace and cross-hatched wrappings, lies

front downwards on a couch in the form of a jackal to right; the upper part of his

body is raised, his head is to right and his chest to front with both hands laid against

it. The jackal wears wig and the tail is curled upwards. Overhead is a vertical band.

h. A human-headed bird standing to front with wings outspread and bead to right.

Below appear the feel of the mummy wearing sandals. Between them is a curving

serpent with disk on head.

Preservation : Covering broken in places but not badly; j;ood deal of mould on rijjht

side; some fragments of gilded stucco broken off. Portrait badly smudged and details

indistinct.

Bibl. : Notice, 1 8r) 5 — 1 897, p. 107, 11" 36o; Guide, 1902, p. 276, 11° 3Go; Journal d'entree du

Mtisee, 11° 2843i; Petrie, Uawara, Bialwm andArsinoe, p. 18, pi. XI (sketch of upper necklace).

Found in a tomb along with two other mummies decorated in the same way (Petiue, lor. cit.).

The mythological scenes are explained thus in Aolicc, 1 8 <) 5 - 1 8
f) 7 , p. 107 : 1. represents the

corpse 011 the bier, 2. Thoth and Horus bringing about the resurrection of the soul, 3. the dead

rising from the bier, 4. the lli|jht of the soul to another existence.
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33222. Mummy of a woman with portrait painted on wood. — Length

i in. ()•> cent., breadth o in. 3y cent. — Fayoum (pi. XXXIV).

The front is covered with lapes arranged in t lie ordinary lozenge pattern. In the centre

of each lozenge is a slud of stucco painted red with a patch of gold leal' on the

top : the studs are slack upon small squares of stuccoed canvas which are fastened

in by the lapes. The hack ol (he mummy is covered h\ plain sheets glued on.

Across top of chest runs an ornamental hand containing a row of glass heads : it

is bordered on each side by two tapes, white and light greenish; the background

is stucco painted red; the beads are inserted in the stucco and surrounded bv a

strip of gilding as if set in gold, and between each pair of real beads is a stud of

stucco in low relief with a gilded lozenge on the top. The beads are light and

dark green, blue, red and whitish, fairly transparent for the most part; with the

exception of one, which is circular and flat, they are elliptical and more or less

convex.

The portrait is surrounded by an octagonal arrangement of tapes. She is looking to

front from her left, showing rather more of the right side of face. Lilac-coloured

drapery. Bar-earrings of usual type with three pendant bars; gold and white pearls.

Necklace in three rows : i. white pearls; q. green stones with gold bead between

each pair; 3. elliptical stones, green, pink and purple, in gold selling, and round

the middle stone a circle of pearls with touches of gold. The hair stands up in front

in a high erection, forming a pointed arch round forehead, and is coiled round back

of head; a tress hangs down in front of each ear; two dark hair-pins behind. Rather

angular eyebrows and long booked nose. Fair pinkish complexion, black hair, dark-

eyes, grey background.

Painted on a vertically grained panel in the usual wax-colours. Great deal of light on

the face, brightest down nose and upper lip where it is represented by a projecting

line of while; shadows, not very deep, beneath eyes and chin; red shadows round

upper eyelids and about nose, mouth and ear. Flesh rendered by a rough broken

surface, fairly thick. Hair rendered by short, broad strokes ol black on a dark

ground and emphasized by narrow strokes of bard point. Eyebrows merely broad

bands of black; upper eyelashes indicated by short strokes. Gold parts of jewellery

gilded (gold leaf on yellow ground); dark red shadows about the gold; purple

shadows about I he white pearls; touches of light green on the bigger stones.

Drapery and background put on with long free brush-strokes.

Foot-case as on n" 33a in, made of pulp with thick layer of stucco on outside; the

feet are modelled, the resl merely painted. Feet flesh-coloured, with gilded nails

and blue outlines; sandal-straps red, with gilded slud at the point of intersection;

background red. Round about, a band of yellow with black outlines and black dots

along ibe middle. Beyond, a chequer pattern in while, black, green, red, blue.

Beyond, round upper edge, a band of yellow with black outlines. Metope-like band

of ornament, as on n° 33 210, round front and sides; usual black outlines; the

vertical bands are blue, red, blue with yellow intervals, a white line down each
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band and a black one down the yellow. The patterns between are as follows:

i . In the middle a lotus flower with small hud on each side; blue, pink and green

on a white "round. 2. Next, on each side, a mystic eye: black, white, blue and green

on a lilac ground. 3. Next, a rosette with zones of colour and black marking's; pink,

green, white, pink on a green ground. The rest of this border is destroyed. The

underside of foot-case is very much damaged. Round about runs a border of long

rectangles, red and blue alternately, with small while circle in centre of each;

divided from each other by black lines on a white ground
1 1

1. There have been two

captives in the central space. The one on the right is an Asiatic; his bead is to

right, his elbows are raised high up behind; flesh red, hair and beard blue. Only

the upper part of this figure is preserved; the other is completely obliterated.

Yellow background; rectangular black line round eacli figure; broad vertical band

between them (pattern obliterated); along the top a horizontal blue hand with one

while line and one line of white dots along the middle.

Preservation : Panel well preserved, though slightly warped; wrappings solid, but much

incrusted and discoloured; fool-case badly broken and mouldy.

Bint.. : Notice, 1892-1897, n° 33y. Guide, 190a, p. 270; Guide, 1903 (Eng. ed.), p. 356.

33223. Mummy of a woman with panel portrait. — Length 1 in. 55 cent.,

breadth m. '18 cent. — Fayoum (pi. XXXIV).

Of same type as n" 332 2 2. Bandages arranged in front in the ordinary lozenge pattern

with usual gilded stud in the middle of each lozenge. Row of similar studs across

top of bead; there has probably also been a row of them across breast, but two

at each end are all that is left of it. Small fragments of foot-case preserved : made

of cartonnage , canvas and stucco; remains of lilac, pink and gilding on right foot;

below, traces of chequer pattern; below, traces of vertical bands and rosettes; yellow

background, black outlines and various colours.

The portrait, which is surrounded by an octagonal arrangement of tapes, is painted

on a vertically grained panel. The face is to front, rather more of the left side being

shown. Lilac drapery with black stripe down right side. Gold ball-earrings. Her

hair is arranged in a thick round arch of small curls, coming down over the

ears and rather low on forehead. Face of pointed oval form; light pinkish complexion;

brown eyes.

The colours are applied in the usual wax medium. Traces of an outline sketch in black

on the surface of the wood where the paint has peeled oil". High lights down front

of face and on earring's and eyes; shadows, not dark, about nose and chin. Flesh-

colours worked into a rough, minutely broken surface. Hair rendered by thick

curly lines; uniform black all over; marks of hard point. Eyebrows somewhat lighter.

Dark, vague outline round upper eyelid, hut not round lower; eyelashes not

rendered by separate lines. Drapery put on with long brush-strokes. Grey hack-

ground.
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PnESEnvATiON : Wrappings encrusted with dirt here and there and discoloured; some of

topmost bandages loose: foot-case almost all broken away; several cracks and

breaks on portrait; some of the paint lias flaked olT.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musee , if 3osQ3.

33224. Mummy of man with painted portrait.— Length 1 m. 75 cent., breadth

o in. h 7 cent. (pi. XXXIV).

Bandages arranged in usual rhombic pattern; in the centre of each lozenge a stucco

stud backed by a square of canvas (the latter being covered by the lapes); the studs

are painted red with a large gilded square on the lop and the canvas is also red.

Horizontal row of similar studs below portrait with plain band on each side. Bandages

form octagonal frame round panel. The top of this frame is composed of black tapes;

there is a good deal of black among the lozenges also, but owing to the condition of

the surface no regular pattern can be followed. Sheets round back, glued on. Feet

have been covered by a case of cartonnage and stucco of which only a fragment

remains on lei t side : feet apparently gilded against a red background; below,

chequer pattern; below, metope border; red, while, black, pale blue, grey, gilding;

outlines in black.

Portrait : Head of young man nearly to front but showing more of left side. No drapery.

Black hair hanging' over forehead, slight growth on lip and chin, downward-slanting

eyebrows, slightly hooked nose, lips a little apart, lull rounded underjaw. Brown

complexion and brown eyes. Whitish background with red tinge in places (accidental?).

Technique or portrait : Vertically grained panel; colours applied in wax medium.

Light falls on left side of face ; shading on right of nose. Flesh cross-hatched and

fairly rough, hair a uniform black; black line round rim of eyelids but lashes not

rendered separately. Rather soft outlines.

Preservation : Foot-case almost entirely gone; bandages incrustcd with dirt, and worn

in places, especially on left side of head and of body. Panel badly broken on left

hand side; good many vertical cracks.

Bibl. : Notice, 1 8 9 5 - 1 8
<) 7 ,

11" 867 : Guide, 1902 , p. 376, 11" 267; Guide, 1903 (Eng. cil.), p. 303,

if 357.

33225. Mummy of a child with portrait painted on wood.— Length m. 88 c,

breadth om. 29 cent.— Hawara, Petrie's excavations, 1 888 (pi. XXXV).

Tape bandages arranged in the usual rhombic pattern but without studs; horizontal

band a little below panel; bandages round panel arranged in long-sided, octagonal

frame. The back is covered by sheets glued on as on n° 33 2 2/1. Feet stick out and

are bandaged like rest of body. Many of the tapes are black and these are arranged

with a certain amount of regularity, every rhombus being edged with black and

black spaces occurring every here and there.
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Head of young boy with face nearlx to front but showing more of right side than of

left. WVars purple drapery with dark gold-edged stripe down each shoulder;

earrings in the form of small gold hoops; necklace of round heads, green and while

(emeralds and pearls?). Short hair. Eyebrows thick, lips slightly parted, line across

throat. Brown background.

Teciiniquk : Painted on vertical^ grained panel with dark surface; colours applied in

usual wax medium. Paint thick and rough all over, even on drapery and background.

Streak of light down nose and shading on left side. Shadows on flesh in brown.

Upper eyelashes rendered by vertical lines. Drapery done as usual with long strokes

of brush.

Preservation : Bandages fairlj well preserved; slightly torn and worn in places; surface

of panel rather dirty and paint peeled here and there.

Bibl. : Notice, 1895-1897, n" 335: Guide, 1902, p. 979.; Guide, 1903 (Eng. ed.), p. 359; Journal

d'entree du Musee, n" 28437.

33226. Mummy of a girl with portrait painted on a wooden panel. — Length

1 in. to cent., breadth o m. 3i cent. — Fayoum (pi. XXXV).

The front of the mummy is covered by tape bandages forming a system of sunken

lozenges; round the hack are sheets of line and coarse cloth inserted between the

various layers of tape. The tapes have been arranged in an octagonal frame round

the portrait. The middle of each lozenge is occupied by a rather flat gilded stud

of stucco upon a small square of canvas painted red, the innermost tapes passing

over the corners of the canvas backing. There is also a horizontal row of similar

studs glued on immediately below the panel, with another stud just above at each

end of the row. Traces of light red colour on many of the tapes, and several of them

are black. The feet of the mummy, which stick up in the usual manner, are covered

by bandages in the same way as the body.

Portrait : Face to front, rather more of left side shown. The drapery is hidden by the

bandages except, a strip round neck (lilac -coloured, whitish on left shoulder). She

wears gold earrings, in the form of a large ball below a small one, and a gold

necklace, a thick chain with a pendant of green stone in gold setting. Her hair is

frizzed round forehead and surrounded above by a circlet of gold studs on a black

band. Childish face; fair complexion, brown eyes and brown hair. Lead-coloured

background.

Technique : Colours applied in wax medium, directly on the panel apparently, as a strip

of hare wood shows through between left shoulder and drapery. High light on

jewellery and down middle of face (brilliant white on end of nose); warm yellowish

tone on forehead and nose. The way in which the flesh is rendered and the lints

blended is very pleasing; soft outlines. Paint put on thick on earrings, nose and

diadem. Hair rendered by small curly strokes varying from black to some very light

tints.
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Preseiwation : Top layer of tapes loose and more or less damaged; final slieel round

back wanting; bandages round lop of head in rotten condition and thickly incrusted

with dirt. Panel uncrackcd, hut paint rubbed off here and there.

Bibl. : Notice, 1895-1897, n° 3ij8; Guide, 1902, p. -.277, n" 3(j8; Guide, igo3 (Eng. ed.),

p. 303: Journal d'entree 1I11 Musk ,
11" 3o2()3 (?).

33227. Mummy of boy with portrait painted on wood. — Height 1 m. 32c,

breadth in. 3 7 cent.— Hawara, Petrie's excavations, 1 888 (|>1. XXXV).

Bandages arranged in the usual rhombic pattern with studs of stucco in the centres of

the lozenges; the studs are painted red with a gilded square on the lop. Here and

there are two lengths of tape sewed together. Round the portrait the bandages form

a round-arched frame with chevron pattern in the middle and plain strip on each

side; black chevrons at regular intervals and stud on lop in the centre of a black

lozenge. The feel slick out and are bandaged in same way as body. The back is covered

by sheets glued on.

Poutiuit : Head of a hoy to front. He wears while drapery with light purple slnpe

on right shoulder. Small gold ring on right ear and behind this a black knol of hair

with two ribbon -ends hanging down; necklace consists ol a black band with spots

of gold at intervals dotted with red and white. High-arched, rather angular eyebrows.

Fair complexion, black hair, dark eyes. Dull-coloured background.

Technique : Thick, vertically grained panel with dark preparation on surface; colours

applied in wax medium. Fairly strong light on face; shading on left side of nose

and of throat. Flesh rendered with a great deal of white hatching in lighter places.

Hair rendered as a plain mass wilhout detail; grey in front and black round top.

Dark line round upper eyelid but lashes not represented separately. Drapery done

with long brush-strokes. Small gaps here and there between background and out-

line of head.

Phkskrvation : Bandages in fairly good condition; good many sluds wanting; coverings

rotted away from left side of head. Panel somewhat worm-eaten.

Bibl. : Notice, i8f)5-i8r)7, a" 3g6; Guide, 1902, p. 27O, 11° 3gG; Guide, 190 3 (Emj. ed.), p. 30 2,

11° 3gG; Journal d'entree du Musee, n° 28635. Necklace in I'etrie, Hawara, Biahmu and Arsinoc,

pi. XI, E(?).

33228. Mummy portrait.— Wood.— Height m. 33 cent., breadth in. 2 o5 mill.

— Fayoum, 1888 (pi. XXXVI).

Comparatively thick, vertically grained panel with upper corners cut away.

Subject : Head of elderly man; face to front, stretched forward a little from left side of

panel. He wears a light grey or white chiton with narrow black border and a black

stripe down each shoulder. Alert, clean-shaven face; plentiful grey hair; black

eyebrows; whiles of eyes shot with red; cheeks rather deeply furrowed; tight-closed
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lips willi conspicuous droop in the middle; prominent chin with small notch

untlerneatli. Complexion fair, eves In-own. Grej background.

Tfxiinique : Face of panel coated with a while wash, on which llie portrait lias been

painted in distemper. High lights on eyes and nose (onl\ a narrow line of white

down latter). Shading on flesh done willi red lines: black below underlip. Hair

rendered by wav\ white lines, interspersed with dark lines of similar shape, over a

grev ground; the shaded locks on forehead arc in red. Thick black lines round rim

of eyelids. Black stripes on chiton put on over a dark red ground.

Preservation : Vertical break through middle of panel; paint a good deal worn; right

hand bottom corner stained; marks of glued cloth round edges.

Bini.. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n° 28189.

33229. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height m. 385 mill., breadth om. 1 h c.

— Fayoum, 1888 (pi. XXXVI).

Vertically grained panel with carefully rounded top.

Subject : Head of young man with lace to front; left shoulder slightly the nearer. He

wears white chiton with dark lilac stripe down right side and white himation along

top of right shoulder. His head is encircled by a gilded laurel-wreath. He has thick

hair, and there is a dark shade, as of incipient beard, on upper lip and chin; eyebrows

arched, so as to form wrinkles on forehead, and upward-turned eyes; full but firmly

closed lips. Complexion brown, hair black, eyes brown. Light grey background with

strip of gilding round head.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wax medium and probably laid directly on surface

of panel. Face rather dark with strip of light down front of nose. Hair rendered by

lustrous black lines over a dull background. Eyelashes indicated by separate lines.

Drapery done with thin, broad strokes and put on before flesh. Background put

on before head, but gilding afterwards; the latter probably after the portrait bad

been bandaged up.

PntSEiivATioN : Badly broken, right hand side and part of face being destroyed; traces

of rosined cloth and red paint here and there (l)
.

Bjri.. : Journal (Vcnlri'C tin Music, 11° 38191.

33230. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. 3 9 cent., breadth

o m. 1 8 5 mill. — Akhmim (pi. XXXVI).

Vertically grained panel with rounded top; unpainted below.

Subject : Head of young man with face stretched forward from right side of panel. He

wears a white chiton without the usual stripe. His head is encircled by a gilded laurel-

wreath with a star in the middle. Oval face, broad across forehead and rather

(l Perhaps from a painted covering like Mini of n" 33217.
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narrow below, lliick black liair, slighl moustache, lips a Utile apart. Light brown

complexion and dark brown eyes. Whitish background.

Technique : Colours applied dirccllj on surface of wood in usual wax medium. The

light lalls on lefl side of lace; high light on nose and mouth, and shading on right

side of nose: hatching in lines of light lilac on left side of forehead. Hair rendered

by black lines on a surface of duller lone. Dark line round rim of eyelids; upper

lashes indicated by separate strokes. Drapery done with a few brush-strokes (very thin).

Preservation : Broad vertical break, passing through left cheek; many oilier cracks ami

breaks; the surface has been smudged and dirtied while the wax was soft, though

not necessarily al the time of painting; remains of glue and red paint round edges,

no doubt from a painted cloth as on n° 33a 18 (probably painted alter the portrait

bad been li\ed into its place).

Bibl. : .Journal d'entree du Muscc , n° oooily bis.

33231. Mummy portrait.— Wood. — Height om. 38;"i mill. , breadth m. 2 1 c.

(pi. XXXVI).

Thick vertically grained panel with upper corners cul away; on the original board the

shape of the panel required has been marked out by an incised line, but this has

not been very closely followed.

Subject : Head of a man to front. He wears while chiton with broad, light purple stripe

on each shoulder; line of while dots between two while lines across lop of each

stripe. The face is thai of a man of mature age; short hair and beard, vertical lines

above nose and horizontal lines across forehead, upward-slanting eyebrows, narrow

eyes, pointed nose and thin firm lips. Complexion brown, hair dark, eyes brown.

Whitish background.

Technique ; Dark priming on surface of panel; colours applied in usual wax medium.

Slight line of light on nose; shading deepest on left side. Hard point much used,

both on flesh and hair, bolb of which are laid on thick and rough-surfaced. Good

deal of yellow on I lie flesh. Shading on righl temple done with a few dark yellow

lines. Zigzag line of bard point along the painted line winch represents fold of upper

lid round top of eyeball. Drapery put on as usual with broad brush-strokes. Strip of

dark surface shows through 111 places between outline ol bead and background.u

Preservation : Few small cracks al lower end: surface ilirlv: marks ol bandaging round

edges and remains of cloth on back.

33232. Mummy portrait. — W I. — Height '\ 1
•"» mill., breadth

o 111. t 71") mill. ( pi. XXXVI).

Vertically grained panel with rounded lop. Curving pink line, with traces ol gilding on

outer edge, down righl side, probably remains of bandaging as on n° •'>•'>.!
1 7.

Subject : Head ol' a youth with face turned to front From Ins left. White drapery,

Calal. du Muse'e , a° 33ioi. ia
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chiton and himation over left shoulder. Thick curly hair; soft pink skin hclow eyes;

full lips, slightly parted; down on upper lip. Light, pinky complexion, black hair,

brown eyes. Background of whitish hue.

Technique : Dark priming on lace of panel; colours applied in usual wax medium.

High lights down nose and on right cheek, lower lip and chin; shading on lell side

of nose and under mouth and chin. Flesh colours worked on with unusual minuteness;

treated with hard point a good deal, especially the lines about lower jaw. (!ood deal

of grey round edges of hair. Upper eyelashes rendered by small horizontal strokes.

Drapery put on with Ion;; brush -strokes; light blue and light yellow tints. Hack-

ground done with broad strokes except round cheek, where it is dabbed about, the

outline of the flesh appearing very soft.

Preservation : Left hand side broken oil'; vertical break through middle; surface much

damaged, especial!} hair; conspicuous traces of bandaging.

I?ini.. : Gayet, L'Art copte, p. a5r).

33233. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o m. 36 cent., breadth

o m. o/iT. mill. — Fayoum, 1888 (pi. XXXVI).

Thick panel, vertically grained; upper corners cut away; has had an octagonal frame.

Subject : Head of a man, almost full to front, lie wears white chiton with pink stripe

down each shoulder; white lines and rows of white dots across top of each stripe.

Broad face with thick hair and short beard , hooked nose and full underlip. Complexion

fairly light, hair black, eyes brown, drey background.

Technique : Painted in the usual wax-colours. The light -coloured background has in

this case been put on over the face of the whole panel and the bead painted over

it. The portrait appears to have been first sketched out in reddish brown lines (over

the above-mentioned background) of which there are many distinct remains where

the surface paint has flaked. Traces of bard point here and there. The bead is in

a fairly strong light with bright spots on nose and left eye; shading deepest on

left side of nose. Hair and heard put on with curly black lines, the former directly

on the background, the latter over the llesh colour. Upper eyelashes rendered by

separate lines. Drapery done hastily with a few strokes. Line of light grey here and

there round outline of head. The picture has been fastened into its place before

being completely finished.

Preservation : Vertical break, passing through right eye; smaller crack on left baud

side; marks of bandaging round edges: surface rather worn.

Iimt.. : Journal d'eniree du Music, n" aSnjo.

33234. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. 36 cent., breadth

o .n. i85 mill. (pi. XXXVII ).

Rectangular panel with upper corners cut away; vertically grained and comparati-

vely thick.
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Subject : Head of a man in prime of life; lace to front showing both ears. He wears

while chiton with pink stripe down right shoulder. Rather long face with square

forehead, straight eyebrows and a heard. Ruddy warm complexion, dark hair, hrown
eyes. Background a light bluish grey.

Technique : The face of the panel has been coaled with a while wash on which the

colours have been applied in the usual wax medium; paint put on fairly thick. High

lights on eyes and nose; shading strongest on left side of nose. Flesh colour worked
on in (he usual way, leaving a rough surface; outline of nose done with long brush-

strokes; pink shading under eyes; broad hrown line down each side of neck. Hair

done in slate-coloured strokes over a dark green ground; dark purple round fore-

head; heard not so green. Drapery done with broad strokes; shading in grey,

background put on in the ordinary way round outline of head (before the latter

was painted in).

Preservation : Several vertical cracks; paint has linked off in places.

33235. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. 29 cent., breadth

in. iG cent. (pi. XXXYII).

Small, vertically grained panel, rounded at both ends; small holes at top and bottom

and at each side.

Subject : Head of girl, almost full to front. Purple chiton with white border round

lop; black stripe on each side with narrow gold borders and with horizontal row of

white dots between two white lines across top. Gold earrings, hoop-shaped, with

three round grains attached to lower end: necklace of round heads, gold and dark

green alternately. Arrangement of hair not distinct. Demure face with thick, slightly

arched eyebrows and firmly closed lips; ears drawn loo high, giving an appearance

01 bareness to the cheeks. Fair complexion, black hair, brown eyes, background grey.

Teciimque : Colours applied in the usual wax medium. High lights on eyes and down

middle of face. Red shading on left side of nose, about eyes and under chin; lighter-

coloured strip down each side of neck. Marks of hard point on surface, especially

distinct on eyebrows. Hair done in dark green and black. Eyelashes rendered by

short strokes; black line round iris.

Pbesebvation : Surface is badly damaged and has been rcwaxed; edges broken here

and there.

33236. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. 385 mill., breadth

o in. 20 cent. — Hawara, from the finds of Mr. Petrie (pi. XXXYII).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cut away; unpainted strip along lop. lias

probably had an octagonal frame.

Subject : Head of man with face turned to front from his left; not much of left ear

visible. Only a small pari of chest shown; no drapery. Massive, bearded face; hair
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has receded somew Ii.it from abo\e temples. Dark com |>li.'\ ion ,
black hair, brown

eyes. Background whitish.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wax medium. Surface rather dark, and the whites

of the eyes grey; light down middle of face; shading deepest on left side, (iood many

marks of hard point. Flesh colours worked on fairly thick and surface left rough.

Hair and heard also thick; black with lighter tinge round the edge. Background

put on with broad brush -strokes round outline of head; hair and flesh have been

painted over it here and there.

Preservation : Several vertical cracks; paint peeled o(T a good deal; remains of resin

round the edge.

Bim.. : 1'ktrif. , Hawara, Biakmu and Arsinoc; illustration on inserted plate between ]>ls. X and XI.

33237. Mummy portrait.— Wood. — Height o m. 38 c. , breadth o in. 3ic.—
Hawara, from the finds of Mr. Petrie (pi. XXXVII).

Vertical!} grained panel with roughlj rounded top; unpainted strip below.

Subject : Head of a lady to front. Purple chiton with black stripe down right side and

purple himation draped round back of neck, over left shoulder and along top of

right. Her earrings consist of three pearls hanging on j;old bars from a horizontal

bar of gold with a pearl in the middle; her necklace is composed of three rows,

gold in the middle and emerald beads above and below. Bound arch of hair round

forehead concealing upper half of ears and consisting of several rows of tiny ringlets;

large coil behind, through which is fixed (from right side of head to left) a long

gold pin with hook-shaped lop. Bather broad, oval face, lips just a little apart,

line of fat below chin, complexion fair, hair black, eyes brown with black pupils.

Grey background.

Technique : Dark coat on face of panel, over which colours applied in usual wax

medium. High lights on eyes, nose, mouth and jewellery. Flesh colour worked on

in the usual way; warm yellowish tinge on forehead and nose. Hair rendered by

black lines on a dull dark ground, curly above forehead and straight on the coil with

spots of slate colour here and there to represent the play of light and brown shadows

round forehead; eyelashes indicated. Drapery done with broad brush- strokes; so

also background, the brush following the outline of head.

Preservation : Large dent in middle of neck, from which the paint has sprung; some

glue and cloth in left hand bottom corner; strip broken olT on right hand side.

Bim.. : Pktrie, Hawara, Biakmu ami Arsinoe, p. 19 , 20; portrait reproduced on inserted plate between

pis. X and XI, jewellery copied on pi. XI.

33238. Inscription from same mummy as n° 33237. — Stuccoed canvas. —
Length o m. '17 cent. — Hawara, 1 888 , from the finds of Mr. Petrie.

The inscription is on a strip of canvas which lav across the breast of the mummy,
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outside of llic bandages. The stuccoed surface of the canvas is painted a brick red

and the letters are gilded.

AHMGJCLKAAIMNHCTOC

Preservation : In good condition; surface worn here and there.

Bmi.. : Petrie, Hawara, Bialimu and Arsinoe, p. so and pi. VIII, U (facsimile); Journal d'entree du

Musee, n" 28677.

33239. Painted strip of canvas from mummy. — Length o in. 45 c. — Hawara,

1888, from the finds of Mr. Petrie.

Divided into squares, eacb separated from the oilier by three black lines. The squares

are painted different colours over a stuccoed surface, and there lias originally been

a gilded stud of stucco in the centre of eacb. The two middle squares are yellow,

and those on eacb side are red, green, pink, grey and red. The two yellow squares

have a pattern in black lines round tbe central stud j^j .

Preservation : Surface damaged, one of tbe squares being almost entirely destroyed;

only four of tbe studs are left.

Bun.. : Journal d'cnlrce du Musee, 11° 28677 (
2 )-

33240. Mummy portrait.— Wood.— Height m. 3o c. , breadth o 111. 1 55 mill.

— Hawara, from the finds of Mr. Petrie (pi. XXXVII).

Vertically grained panel with roughly rounded top.

Surject : Head of a boy (found with n° 3 3 9.37 and probably her child) with lace to

front showing both ears. He wears a lilac-coloured chiton, with black stripe bordered

by yellow lines on right shoulder, and a while himalion draped round back of neck

and over left shoulder. Round the top of the chiton is a necklace of pendants hanging

from a pink band, consisting apparently of two gold medallions in the middle and

O shaped ornaments on each side; the latter are either of gold or of gold and

silver (l)
. Broad face, short hair, rather fleshy throat; upper eyelids come down rather

far over the eyeballs. Fair, pinky complexion , dark hair, brown eyes. Grey background.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wax medium (directly on the surface of the wood

apparently). High lights on front of face. Flesh colour worked on as usual. Hair

rendered by black lines on a ground of lighter colour. Dark line round rim of upper

eyelid. Drapery done in broad brush -strokes; so also background, tbe brush

following outline of head.

Preservation : Strip broken off on left band side; a few vertical cracks; paint much

damaged and surface rewaxed.

Hibl. : Petrie, Hawara, Biahmu and Arsinoe, p. iq; illustration on inserted plate between pis. X
and XI; necklace copied on pi. XI (incorrectly).

(1) One is painted yellow, llie other two while.
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33241. Mummy portrait.— Wood.— Height o m. 33 cenl. . breadth o m. 9 i 5 m.

— Hawara, from the funis of Mr. Petrie (pi. XXXVII).

Vertically grained panel with roughly rounded top; unpainted strip along foot.

Subject : Head of a woman; face almost full to front. She wears purple chiton and

himalion, the latter draped over left shoulder and along top of right; hlack stripe

with gold edges down right side. Gold hall -earrings; necklace with two rows of

heads, pearls above and dark green and blue stone below, set in gold. Round thick

arch of tiny ringlets, concealing upper part of ears, and probably a coil round crown of

head; silver diadem consisting of a narrow circlet with small pendant, disks or halls.

Warm complexion, hlack hair, dark eves. Lead-coloured background.

Technique : Black priming on lace of panel; colours applied in usual wax medium.

IIi;;h lights down middle of lace and on jewellery; shading rather deeper on left

side. Flesh colours worked on pretty thick, leaving rough surface; warm tones ol

pink, yellow and purple. Hair rendered by small blue-black curls on dark ground,

relieved by touches of lighter colour; lighter hue along top. Great deal of dark

purple about eyes, mouth, nostrils and earrings. Drapery put on with long brush-

strokes. Background as usual, painted over here and there by outline of head.

Preservation : Strip broken oil' on left hand side; vertical crack through top of head;

scratch on left cheek.

BiBt. : Petrir, Hawara, Biahmu and Arsinoe; illustration on inserted plate between pis. X and XI:

jewellery given on pi. XI (P).

33242. Mummy portrait.— Wood. — Height o in. 3o,5 mill., breadth o in. ^3 c.

(pi. XXXVIII).

Vertically grained panel with roughly arched lop; unpainted strip along foot, lias had

an octagonal frame.

Subject : Head of bearded man with face to front from right side of panel; right ear

not shown. Wears white chiton with lilac stripe on right side and while himalion

drawn round back of neck and over both shoulders. Thick, curly hair; bushy,

arching eyebrows; full lips and curly beard. Reddish complexion, hlack hair, brown

eyes. Light grey background.

Technique : The colours are put on quite thin, and the surface is slightly lustrous;

probably some liner medium than wax has been used, and certainly at least a great

deal ol the painting has been done without wax-colours; grey ground. High lights

on eyes, nose and upper lip; shading on right side of nose, about eves and below

beard. Painted to a large extent by means of narrow lines, specially noticeable on

eyebrows, lips and heard. Eyelashes rendered by separate strokes. Flesh warm red;

whites of eyes bluish; drapery greyish while, with green shadows.

Preservation : A good many vertical cracks; small break on left cheek and another on

beard; painl peeled olf here and there; remains of cloth and glue round edges and

red stains on surface (from a painted covering?).
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33243. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o m. ta cent., breadth o m. a3 c.

— Hawara, from the finds of Mr. Petrie (pi. XXXVIII).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cul away.

Subject : Head of a lady; shoulders in lliree quarter view, the left being the nearer;

fare turned to front; head slightly bent over to her left. Purple drapery, apparently

chiton together with himation draped round front of bosom. Earrings consist of a

vertical bar of gold with a pearl at each end; necklace of rectangular grey stones with

a round gold bead between each pair. Her hair is parted in the middle, waved loosely

down each side, concealing the ears, and coiled rather high up round hack of head.

Long, melancholy lace, arched eyebrows. Pale complexion, black hair, dark brown

eyes. Background varies from light grey to brown (discoloured).

Technique : Face of panel covered with dark priming; colours applied in usual wax

medium. High lights on eyes, nose and drapery; shading on right side of nose, chin

and throat. Surface of llesh not so thick ami rough as that of drapery; yellowish

tinge here and there. Hair done with long black strokes on grey ground; brown

shadows below round forehead. Dark line round rim of eyelids; lashes not rendered

by separate strokes. The stones of necklace are painted grey with black or dark

brown shading. Drapery rendered with thick sweeping strokes of dark brown and

purple. Broad band of grey across lower end of panel.

Pheservation : Several vertical cracks; narrow strip broken oil' each side; fragments

of paint worn off here and there; back covered with doth and glue; marks of

bandaging in front but not clear what the arrangement has been.

Rim.. : Petrie, Hawara, Biahmu and Arsinoe; illustration on inserted plate between pis. X and XI;

necklace given on pi. XI (W), but with the gold beads omitted. Also figured in Gavet, L'Art

cuplc
, p. 2G0.

33244. Mummy portrait. — Wood.— Height 111. 3 1 cent. , breadth o m. 22 c.

(pi. XXXVIII).

Painted on a vertically grained panel with roughly rounded top. Has had an octagonal

frame.

Subject : Head of a woman with face to front showing both ears. Drapery purple, with

black, gold-edged stripe down right side. Gold necklace with ring or crescent-shaped

pendant in the middle; earrings composed of two pearls hanging from a horizontal

gold bar which is surmounted in the middle by a third pearl; the vertical bars are

also of gold. Thick arch of curly hair round forehead, concealing upper part of ears.

Pale complexion, black hair, black eyes. Background has apparently been light-

coloured, but is much injured.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wax medium. High lights on eyes and jewels and

down nose, lips and chin; shading on right side of nose and under chin. Flesh

colours worked on as usual, with aid of hard point in several places. Hair rendered
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by black , dark brow n and slate-coloured curls on a more or li'ss dark ground ; brown

shadows round forehead; worked over considerably with ibe hard point. Eyebrows

done by zigzag motion of hard point over a thick line ol black. Brown shadows on

earrings, dark yellow on necklace.

Pbkskhvation : Injured a good deal l>\ the bandages, lop of hair and part of drapery

being obliterated; paint worn thin over a large part of surface and graining ol

wood shows through; fragment broken olT at top; several vertical cracks and one

horizontal one: strip of cloth adhering along foot of panel.

33245. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o m. 35 cent., breadth o in. 2 i c.

(pi. XXXVIII).

Rectangular panel, horizontally grained, with upper corners cut away.

Subject : Head of a ho\ with lace to front, showing both ears, and right shoulder

turned slightly away, lie wears white chiton, with broad lilac stripe down right

side, and white himation round shoulders and back of neck. Broad face with fairly

short hair, brushed forward, level eyebrows and rather small mouth. Light, pinkish

complexion, hair dark, pupil of eye black and iris dark brown. Background brown.

Technique : Face of panel coaled with dark-coloured priming, of which a broad stripe

remains uncovered at the fool of ihe picture. Traces of black outlines where the

paint is worn off. Colours applied in a medium of liquid wax : they are put on

fairly thick and the surface has a wrinkled appearance all over; marks of hard

point here and there, High lijjhls on pupils, nose, underlip and chin, and below

righl eve. Light shading about eyes and nose and under chin, deeper below lip.

Hair rendered by curving black strokes over a ;;re\ ground. Dark line round edge

of upper eyelid; whites of eves in light jjrev ; no precise outline for under-lid. Dra-

pery rendered in a skelrhy manner h\ hroad downward strokes of white over grey

surface.

Preservation : Horizontal break right across panel, passing through both eyes: paint

worn oil' at end of nose and on left cheek: otherwise m good condition.
6

33246. Mummy portrait.— Wood. --Hei^hl o m. 3i5m., breadth o m. i25m.

— Fayoum, .888 (pi. XXXIX).

Vertically grained panel; upper corners cut awa\ : un painted strip along loot.

Subject: Head ol a young woman or girl with lace in front; right shoulder the nearer.

Purple drapery wilh gold-edged, black slnpe on right shoulder. Gold earrings

consisting of large ball hanging from a smaller; indistinct necklace with round gold

pendant m the middle
( row ol dark red dols on lighl red ground w ilh yellow shad-

ing on each side). Pointed arch of frizzed hair round forehead, largecoil round

crown ol head and small tresses in front of ears: a large-headed gold pin (dark

yellow spots on dark purple ground) is stuck through coil in the usual wax. Arched
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eyebrows, small straight nose, corners of lips curve upwards. Complexion lair, hair

black, eyes brown. Lead -coloured background.

Technique : Colours applied in wax medium. Bright light on lace, highest on eyes and
down nose. Yellow-toned shading on left side of nose, and under hair, mouth and
lower jaw; lilact-oned under eyes. Hair rendered by thick black curls on a dark
grey ground. Dark brown line round rim of eyelids, with some pink on lower lid;

eyelashes indicated b\ short lines. Drapen and background put on in the usual \va\

with broad brush-strokes.

Preservation
: Vertical strip broken off from right hand side, horizontal strip from

foot of panel; several vertical cracks; lop discoloured h\ bandaging.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musce, if 28192.

33247. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height 111. 3 1 c. breadth m. i/(5 111.— Fayoum, In. unlit 1889 (pi. XXXIX).

Vertically grained panel with rough!} rounded top; unpainted strip below.

Subject : Head of boy looking to front; right shoulder the nearer; left ear scarcely

visible. Wears white drapery (with purple stripe down left side?); black band
round neck with round gold pendant in front; gilded wreath roundhead. Below-

right ear is a knot of hair from which hang two purple ribbon- ends. Childish

face; black hair and brown eyes. Light brown background.

Technique : Dark preparation on surface of panel; colours applied in usual wax medium.
High light on e\es and down nose, with shading on left side. Traces of hard point

here and there. Hair a uniform black. Eyelashes separately rendered; iris and pupil

brown with black batching. Lips gilded, and also the pendant on neck. Drapery

done with downward strokes of brush; green shadows.

Preservation
: Strip broken oil' from left hand side; several vertical cracks; surface

scratched, paint flaked in places; good deal of the gildingig gone.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Musce, 11° i>i572.

33248. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height m. 35 cent., breadth

in. uj5 mill. — Fayoum (pi. XXXIX).

Thick panel, vertically grained; upper corners cut away.

Subject
: Head of a woman with face to front. Wears dark red chiton; black stripe

down each side and white lines across lop of each stripe. Dark red hoop-earrings

with Ihree pearls attached. The hair is parted in the middle and waved to the sides,

concealing most of ears. High triangular forehead; long narrow nose; upper lip

finely curved, lower one full; small pointed chin. Warm brownish complexion,

black hair, brown eyes. Grey background.

Technique : The surface is lustrous, but the pigments are thin and smooth compared
Calal. du Musee, n° 33oo 1

.

, ;;
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with the ordinary mummy portraits; probably painted with some liner medium;

like n" 33a/i2. The colours appear to have been applied over a white ground. High

lights down nose and front of lace; shadows in dark red and brown; good deal of

hatching on flesh. Hair rendered by black lines on a dark ground, interspersed with

narrower lines of while. Eyelashes, both upper and lower, rendered by separate lines.

Presekvation : Large break on one side of panel; surface rather worn.

Iinu.. : Journal d'entree du Musee, n" 007 15.

33249. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o m. 3G c, breadth o in. l>o e.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XXXIX).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cut away; left side curved.

Subject : Head of old man with face to front showing slightly more of right side than

of left. Wears white drapery (chiton and himalion over left shoulder?) with light

purple stripe on right side. Top of head bald; short heard; eyebrows meeting in the

middle; firm, shut lips; erect neck. Deep brown complexion, hair more or less

white, eyebrows black, eyes brown with black pupils. Whitish background.

Technique : Dark, bluish priming which shows through a good deal; usual wax-colours.

Lights on nose and hair; broad lines of shadow on throat and left of nose. The flesh

is rendered with longer and simpler brush-strokes than usual, especially the shaded

parts. Beard done very boldly in broad zigzag strokes varying from light grey and

whitish to dark green. Drapery rendered with broad brush-strokes, the shadows being

in grey between streaks of while. Background put in with long strokes round outline

of head (before completion of latter).

Prksehvation : A few vertical cracks, one broad one passing through right ear; some

dirt and cloth-marks on forehead, and glue here and there about the edges.

33250. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o m. 075 mill., breadth

in. 2^5 mill. — Fayoum (label) (pi. XXXIX).

Vertically grained panel; upper corners roughly cut away; unpainled strip below.

Suiukct : Head of \oung man with face nearly to front, showing both ears; the right

shoulder is the nearer. White drapery (chiton and himation over left shoulder?)

with light purple stripe down right side. Short black hair, slight beard leaving chin

nearlv bare, full lips; some red at inner corners of eyes. Complexion brown, eyes

the usual colour. Grey background.
*

Technique : Surface of panel coated with a wash of while which shows through in many

places; colours laid on over this in usual wax medium. The light falls on front ol

right side of face; shading chiefly in brown. The hair is a rather uniform black,

though lines of deeper hue stand out here and there; beard dabbed on over flesh

anil background. Dark purple line round upper eyelid, short vertical strokes round
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lower. Drapery not rendered by the usual straight strokes. Background as usual, the

white surface colour showing through in places between it and the outlines of head.

Preservation
: Edges broken; several vertical cracks and breaks; paint peeled here and

there; good deal of red on surface (slain from painted cloth?).

33251. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Heighl o in. 3y cent., breadth

o in. i 7 r> mill. — Fayoum (label) (pi. XL).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners ml away; unpainled strip below.

Subject : Head of old man; face to front, showing right ear only. He wears white

drapery (badly preserved and indistinct). Bald bead with some curly white hail-

above ears; short white heard; two wrinkles across forehead and deep lines below

eyes and nose; angular eyebrows; eyes blood-shot at inner corners. Complexion rather

light and ruddy, hair white or grey and eyebrows dark brown, eyes dark brown.

Grey background.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wa\ medium; laid on fairly thick, llesh and

hair showing a wrinkled surface; good many traces of bard point. High lights here

and there, especially on eyes and down nose; dark reddish shading on left side of

nose, lace and neck as well as about eyes. Hair rendered by curly lines above car

and short straight lines on lip and chin, emphasized by hard point. Eyebrows

rendered by zigzag lines impressed with hard point over a thick strip of paint. Dark-

line round edge of upper eyelid; eyelashes not rendered by separate strokes. Drapery

painted with broad brush-strokes.

Preservation : Strip of panel broken away on left band side; good many vertical cracks;

there is a broad strip on right band side which is very much discoloured; paint on

lower part of panel much injured and partly rewaxed; cloth-marks and glue here

and there.

33252. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. h i cent., breadth

o m. a 1 5 mill. — Fayoum (label) (pi. XL).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cut away. Unpainted strip below. Has

probably had an octagonal frame.

Subject : Head of a man with left shoulder turned away and face turned lo front

showing more of right side than ol left. White drapery. Thick curly hair and beard

in the Antonine fashion; prominent eyes; full, curving lips. Brown complexion, black

hair, brown eyes with yellow light-reflexion. Cre\ background.

Technique : No appearance of dark priming, and here and there the surface of the wood

shows through between two lines of paint. Colours applierl in usual wax medium.

High lights on eyes and front of face. Brown, rather greenish sbading below hair

and beard, about eyes and on left side of nose. Flesh colours put on thick and

boldly; traces of hard point here and there, especially in the lines below eyes; streak

i3.
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of red on right cheek. Hair rendered by small curly strokes or black and grey applied

on a dark ground and worked over rather closely with hard point. Black line round

run of uppereyelid. Drapery put on in broad brush-strokes, rather lliin. Background

similar, with brush-strokes round outline of head, put on before completion of latter.

Preservation : Two fragments broken off from foot and from right hand side; several

vertical cracks; cut along outline of left shoulder; remains of glued cloth on lower

part.

33253. Mummy portrait.— Wood.— Height o m. lis 5 mill., breadth o m.21 <\

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XL).

Vertically grained panel with roughly rounded lop. Unpainted strip below, lias

apparently had an octagonal frame liken" 3393a.

Subject : Head of woman with left shoulder slightly turned away and face to front,

showing a little of left ear; seems looking upward to her right. She wears purple

chiton with broad black stripe down right shoulder and purple himation draped

across bosom and over left shoulder; earrings in the form of a gold hoop strung

with pearls; gold necklace, apparently a chain. Her hairis drawn back from forehead

and coiled round crown of head; a brown pin with large round top is passed through

the coil from right to left. Oval face with thick, round-arched eyebrows and large

eyes. Light complexion with rather pink cheeks, black hair, brown eyes with black

pupils. Grey background, darker on right side of bead than on left.

Technique: Dark brown priming: wax-colours; put on fairly thick, especially on hair and

jewellery. High lights on eyes and jewellery and down front of face; dabs of grey here

and there, especially on hair, eyes and chin. Shading on left side of nose, about lips

and below chin; darker under eyes. Softly rendered outlines and contours. Hair done

with fairly Ion;; black strokes on dark brown ground. Irregular line round upper

eyelid, giving the effect of eyelashes. Drapery rendered as usual by long brush-

strokes, varying from dark purple to light pink. Gold yellow with dark red shadows.

Preservation : Several vertical cracks; fragments of paint sprung in places; surface

scratched here and there; remains of bandaging round the edges.

33254. Mummy portrait. --Wood.— Heightom. 4o5 mill., breadth o m. sk c.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XL).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cut away; unpainted strips at lop and

bottom.

Subject : Head of a man; lefl shoulder turned slightly away; left ear not shown. He

wears white chiton with narrow purple stripe down right shoulder and white hima-

tion draped over lefl shoulder; small dots across lop of stripe. Fairly youiijj face

with beard, rather sparse on chin, and thick curly hair; slightly slanted eyebrows;

booked nose(?); rather narrow, firm lips. Brown complexion, black hair, brown

eyes. Lead-coloured background.
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Technique
:
Dark preparation on (ace of panel; colours applied over this in usual wax

medium. Rather dark surface with light falling on front of face: shading deepest on
left side of nose and neck. Flesh colours worked on will, rough, wrinkled surface.

Hair rendered by wavy black lines over a dark ground. Dark lines round rim of eye-
lids, and upper eyelashes represented by short strokes. Drapery done with long brush-
strokes; blue and yellow lints. Background fairly light on leftside of head but darker
farther out; thicker and rougher than usual.

Preservation
: Several vertical cracks through face, injuring the nose rather badly;

large smudge above right ear; fragments of painl peeled here and there; some
cloth adhering on left hand side.

j ill.
33255. Mummy portrait. —Wood. — Height o in. ho c, breadth o m. i8i— Fayoum (label) (pi. XL1).

Vertically grained panel with rounded top; unpainted strip below. Remains of light red

paint round about, no doubt from a painted cloth as on n° 33 2 18.

Subject
:
Head of elderly man with shoulders in three quarter view, the left being the

nearer, and face to front showing a little ol right ear. He wears a white chiton with

purple stripe on left side and a white himation drawn round both shoulders. Clean-
shaven face witli rather wavy hair coming down over forehead, wrinkles on forehead

and deep lines below corners of nose, lips closed. Fair ruddy complexion, black

hair (touched with grey?) and brown e\es. Background of the usual grey colour.

Technique
: Colours applied in usual wax medium; no surface preparation visible.

High lights down front of face and shading deepest on right side. Flesh colours

laid on fairly thick, leaving a rough surface; probably worked over with hard point.

Hair rendered by thick wavy black lines, interspersed with light grey ones, on a

dark grey ground. Slanting strokes on eyebrows; both upper and lower eyelashes

represented by short lines. Drapery executed with broad downward brush-strokes;

greenish shading. Background as usual, thinner than the oilier parts.

Preservation
: Vertical crack down left side of lace and small one above middle of

head; paint peeled in places, especially on left side of face and right side of hair;

remains ol bandaging round edges.

Bibl. : Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1905, pi. XIII.

33256. Mummy portrait. —Wood.— Height o m. 39 c, breadth 111. ao5 mill.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XLI).

Vertically grained panel with rounded lop; unpainted strip along fool. Has probably

been surrounded by oval frame like n° 33a 1 8.

Subject
: Head of a woman; face slightly to spectator's left, the right ear not being

shown. Purple drapery with black stripe, bordered by narrow gold lines, down right

shoulder. Gold ball-earrings; details of necklace indistinct, but probably a row of
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pearls and emeralds alternately between two rows of gold, with (j shaped gold

pendanl in the middle, the dark red dots being merely shadows. Hair arranged in

curly lines round forehead half concealing ears; angular eyebrows, high at the

outer ends; round chin. Fair pinkish complexion, black hair, In-own eyes. Light

grey background.

Technique : Face of panel covered with black priming; colours applied over (bis in

usual wax medium. High light on eyes, nose, chin and jewels; yellow-toned shad-

ing, about enuallv dark on both sides of nose, also about eyes and under chin. Flesh

tints worked on very rough and lliick. Hair rendered by thick zigzag lines of black,

interspersed with grey spots, over a grey ground; marks of hard point on hair, as

well as on llesb. Drapery and background as usual.

PnESEUVATiON : Broad vertical crack down left cheek; narrower one below; paint has

peeled a good deal; remains of bandaging round edges.

33257. Mummy portrait.— Wood. — Height o in. -*5q cent., breadth o m. 18 c.

— Fayoum (label) (|>l. XLI).

Vertically grained panel with rounded top. Has been framed ovally by a red cloth

(cf. n- 33a 17).

Subject : Head of man, slightly li> left. He wears while chiton and there is a trace of

purple stripe on right shoulder; over his left shoulder appears a dark -coloured

mantle and a belt passes over bis right, red with large spots of yellow (partly gilded)

and light blue or grey (jewels?). Hound his head is a gilt laurel-wreath with a six-

raved star in the middle. Beardless face with short hair brushed down over forehead,

llesln, hooked nose with deep lines below the corners, and loose lips. Black hair,

greyish eyes, some red about cheeks. The background is gilded.

Technique : The surface is lustrous and the colours seem to have been partly mixed

with wax, but the treatment is different from that of the preceding portraits. The

face of the panel has first been covered with a while wash. Surface rather dark,

relieved by touches of light about left eye and down nose. Flesh rendered by a

multitude of lines and cross hatchings, hair by long black strokes interspersed with

grey. Eyelashes indicated hv strokes; dark line round iris. Laurel -wreath made, as

usual, of sharp-cut gold leaf. The background has not been gilded until the portrait

was bandaged up.

Pnr.sKnvATioN : Strip broken off from left, hand side; several vertical cracks; good deal

of paint peeled off; remains of red-painted bandaging round edges.

33258. Mummy portrait. — Wood.— Height o m. 34 cent., breadth m. 2 1 c.

( P l. XLI).

Thick, rectangular panel, vertically grained.

Subject : Head of a young man, to front, showing rather more of right side of face;

wears white drapery ; short hair and slight heard (?).
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Technique : The colours are obliterated, almost beyond recognition, leaving marks

where they have been; perhaps melted oil'. The preliminary sketch of the bend,

however, is well preserved ami distinct, ll is done in black lines with a good deal of

cross hatching. The lines on upper lip and underjaw may perhaps he merely

shading (cf. n° 33257), ^ul '' ' s more probable that they represent a short growth

ol hair.

Preservation : See above; straight vertical split, passing through right eye; scratch

across luce; remains ol bandaging round edges.

33259. Mummy portrait.— Wood. —- Height o m. A3 cent., breadth o m. a:> c.

— Ilawara. from the finds of Mr. 1'eli'ie (pi. XL1I).

Vertically grained panel with roughly arched top; unpainted strip below. Has probably

had an octagonal frame.

Subject : Head of a man with face turned to front from his left; left, ear shown. While

chiton with pink or light purple stripe down right side and while himation over

left shoulder. Thick curly black hair and short beard; fair, rather pink} complexion;

eyebrows slightly curved; brown eves. Grey background.

Technique : Dark preparation on surface of panel; colours applied in usual wax medium.

Hard point used a good deal, especially on beard and neck. The head is in a rather

height light, brilliant in eyes and down nose. Pinkish shading on left side of nose;

yellow lone in the lighter shadows on flesh, brown about chin and on throat. Hair

rendered by curly black strokes, relieved by grey. Eyelashes indicated by separate

lines. Drapery done with long, downward brush -strokes; various tints in shadows.

Background as usual, the edges of hair being painted over it; good deal lighter on

left side of face.

Preservation : Strip broken off from left, hand side; one or two short cracks; remains

of glue and cloth round edges.

Bihl. : Petrie, llamara, Biahmu and Arshioe , illustration on inserted plate between pis. X and XI.

33260. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. 355 mill., breadth

o in. 1 65 mill. — Fayoum (label) (pi. XLII).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cut awaj ; unpainted strips at top and on

both sides, and large unpainted piece below. Has probably bad an octagonal frame.

Subject : Head of boy with face to front showing both ears. He wears white drapery,

chiton with narrow purple stripe on right side and himation drawn over left shoulder.

His head is encircled by a gilded wreath. Oval face, short hair, thick eyebrows,

rather chubby nose and mouth. Light complexion, dark hair, brown eyes. Grey

background.

Technique : Colours applied in wax medium, and probably laid directly on the panel
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as ihe surface of the wood shows through in one or two places between two brush

strokes. Ilij;li lights on front of faro. Greenish tone in tlie shaded parts. Flesh colours

worked on thick and rough, and hair done in a similar wax; marks of hard point.

Upper eyelashes rendered l>\ short strokes. White parts of draper} dabbed on thick,

shaded parts in green. Background thinner and smoother than the rest.

Preservation : Several vertical cracks; gilding rubbed slightly.

33261. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. A-> c, breadth o m. 33 c.

(pi. XLII).

Vertical!} grained panel with roughh arched lop; unpainted strip along foot.

Subject : Head of a man with face turned to front from his left; left ear scarcely visible-

He wears while chiton with purple stripe on right side and while himation over left

shoulder, lie is bearded and has thick curly hair with three locks on forehead; rather

Ion;;, serious face: narrow eyebrows. Brown complexion, black hair. Lead-coloured

background.

Technique : Dark preparation on surface; colours applied in usual wax medium. Marks

of hard point here and there. Light in eyes and down nose, not strong; shading on

left side. Hair done with thick, sweeping strokes. Dark line round eyelids but lashes

not rendered separately. Draper} as usual, with long, downward strokes; greenish

shading.

Preservation : One or two vertical cracks; a few scraps of paint flaked off; slight marks

of glue and red paint.

Dim.. : Journal of Hellenic Studies, igo5, pi. Mil.

33262. Mummy portrait.—Wood.—Height m. 365 mill., breadth in. 1 8 f> in.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XLJT

Vertically grained panel with roughly rounded lop.

Subject : Head of elderly man with face to front showing both ears; left shoulder the

nearer. White drapery (chiton and himation) with purple stripe down right side.

Thick wav\ hair; short, rather stubbly heard; four wrinkles across forehead; open

look; lines across throat. Ruddv, rather fair complexion, grey hair, brown eyebrows,

brown eves. Gre} background.

Technique : Traces of the original drawing in black lines visible here and there where

the paint has peeled. Colours applied in wax medium (directly on the surface ol the

panel as far as can he seen). High lights on left eye and nose, shading on right side

of nose ami of throat. Flesh surfaces rather minutelv wrinkled with brush-marks. Hair

rendered h\ light gre} and slate-coloured curving lines over a darker ground. Broad

line round rim of upper eyelid, with short vertical strokes to represent lashes; pink
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line round lower lid. Drapery pul on in hid, id brush-strokes thinning towards lower

end.

Preservation : Large piece of chest broken off: good manj vertical cracks: paint peeled

in places: remains of cloth here and there.

33263. Mummy portrait.— Wood.— Height o in. 335 in., breadth o in. 16 c.

— Fayouin (label) (pi. ALII).

Rectangular panel; unpaintcd ships al top and bottom; vertically grained.

Subject : Head of a girl or young woman, of unusually small size; right shoulder the

nearer. She wears purple chiton with black stripe on right side and purple himalion

over left shoulder and along lop of right. Earrings of three small pearls on a gold

hoop: necklace with three separate rows of jewels (gold beads in lop row, gold

and emerald in the others?). Her hair is drawn upwards, forming a pointed arch

round forehead, and fastened in a large plaited coil round the crown of her head;

an oval-headed gold pin is stuck through the coil (from right side of head to left);

a small tress hangs down in front of each car. Slightly arched eyebrows, large eyes,

parted lips and pointed chin. Complexion fair, hair black, eyes brown. Greyish brown

background.

Technique : Face of panel covered with dark priming, almost black ; colours applied

over this in usual wax medium. High lights on eyes and jewellery and down nose;

shading deepest on left side of nose. Flesh colours worked on thick and rough. Hair

rendered by black lines over dark grey ground, and eyebrows by slanting strokes

over a dark band. Black line round rim of upper eyelid. Drapery done, as usual,

witli longer strokes of the brush; broad dark band across foot of it. White patch on

left side of neck. Surface colour shows through in places between background and

outline of bead.

Preservation : In good condition: one or two slight vertical cracks; a few lragmcnts of

paint peeled off.

33264. Mummy portrait. — Wood.— Height o in. 33 cent. . breadth o in. i 9 c.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XLII).

Vertically grained panel with upper corners cut away.

Subject : Head of a man with face to front, right side slightly nearer. He wears while

drapery with light pink stripe on right shoulder. He has a beard and thick curly

hair; his brows are contracted and the corners of his lips drawn down; hooked nose.

Ruddy complexion, black hair, brown eyes. Light-coloured background.

Technique : Slight traces of original sketch. Colours applied in wax medium. Marks of

hard point in places. High light down nose and shading on left side. Flesh worked

on in the usual way, fairly rough-surfaced. Hair a rather uniform black. Line round

Catal. du Musee, 11° 33 101. l ^
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rim of upper eyelid, bui lashes nol rendered separately. Drapery and background

as usual.

Preservation : Several vertical cracks; horizontal dent passing through nose; surface

much damaged, drapery and background having partly disappeared.

33265. Mummy portrait.—Wood.— Height o m. 36 c, breadth o m. £>oo m.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XLIII).

Vertically grained panel with rounded top; unpainted strip below.

Subject : Head of a woman with face to front, looking to her left; left shoulder slightly

nearer. Purple drapery (chiton and liiniation) with black stripe on right side. Gold

earrings, consisting of large round head surmounted by a smaller; gold necklace with

pendant like a horse-shoe in the middle. Rather curly hair parted in the middle and

waved to each side, concealing most of ears; eyebrows rather high at inner ends;

lips slightly parted. Light complexion, hair black, eyes brown. Grey background.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wax medium. High lights down nose and in hair

and earrings; shading strongest on right side of face and throat. Flesh colours put

on thick and rough, with marks of hard point in many places; yellowish tinge in

shaded parts. Hair rendered by thick black strokes, rather short, on a grey back-

ground, with streaks of while here and there. Dark line round rim of upper eyelid;

lashes not rendered by separate strokes. (iold dull yellow with greenish shadows.

Drapery done with broad brush-strokes. Background as usual.

Preservation : Horizontal crack through middle of face and several vertical cracks; panel

broken at right hand upper corner; paint peeled in places; surface somewhat scratched.

Bibl. : Journal of Hellenic Studies , 1900, pi. XIII.

33266. Mummy portrait.— Wood.— Length o m. 38 c. , breadth o m. s35 mill.

— Fayoum (label) (pi. XLIII).

Horizontally grained panel with upper corners cut away and unpainted strips along

top and bottom.

Subject : Head of man, almost full to front. He wears while drapery (chiton and hima-

tion draped round back of neck, over lefl shoulder and along top of right) with

narrow violet stripe down each side; white dots across top of stripe. Clean-shaven

face with short, rather wavy hair coming down over forehead. Brown complexion,

black hair and brown eyes. Grey background.

Technique : Colours applied in usual wax medium; as the surface of the wood shows

through in places between two lines, they seem to have been painted directly on

the panel without any priming. Surface has a wrinkled appearance all over,

including background. The tone of the head is dark; lights on eyes and nose; shad-

ing on both sides of nose and under chin, flair rendered by rather narrow lines of

black over a dark ground. Dark line round eyelids; upper eyelashes further rendered
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l>y four vertical strokes; dark circle round ins. Shadows on drapery in green, and

greenish linge over ihe whole of it.

Pbeservation : Several horizontal cracks, one of ihem right through mouth; paint

peeled olT here and there, especially on hair.

33267. Portrait of two brothers. — Wood. —- Diain. o in. (>i cent. — Sheikh

Abadeh (Antinoopolis), From the finds of M. Gayet, 180,0, (pi. XLIII).

Large, perfectly circular panel, vertically grained; made of two vertically divided halves

jointed together; fairh thick in the middle but quite thin round edges.

Subject : Busts of two youths side by side with faces to front, showing rather more of

right side. They are very like each other and are evidently brothers. The elder is to

spectator's right, his right shoulder being hidden behind his brother's left. He wears

white drapery with purple stripe down left side. He has thick curly hair and a slight

downy growth on upper lip and lower jaw; bushy eyebrows, broad nose and thick

lips'". Brown complexion, black hair, brown eyes. The younger wears white chiton,

with purple border along top .... and purple swastika on right shoulder, and also a

purple chlamys fastened on right shoulder by a brooch consisting of an oval green stone

set in gold with a border of round gold studs. His skin is much lighter in colour than his

brother's anil there is only the slightest trace of down about his face. Grey background.

Above the outer shoulder of each figure is a golden statuette on a small base. The one

above the elder brother represents Hermes advancing to front with right leg drawn

hack, kerykeion held downwards in right hand, and chlamys banging from left side;

he has wings on his ankles and an indistinct attribute on his bead. The other statuette

also represents a youthful god (Alexander?), standing to front with left leg drawn back

and head half turned to bis left, right hand raised to hold a long spear or sceptre and

left arm hanging by his side; he is naked, has curly hair and wears on bis head an

Egyptian crown with three upright projections. A dale is painted in black above

shoulder of younger brother :
— nAxcun

Tg.

Technique : Face of panel prepared with a coat of whitewash; colours applied in wax

medium. High lights on eyes and down front of faces; shading deepest on left side

of nose. Flesh rendered by strokes of thick paint over a yellowish brown ground

which shows through. Hair done with curly black and slate-coloured lines over a

dark ground. Eyelashes indicated by short strokes or dots. Drapery rendered as

usual with long brush-strokes. Statuettes sketched in with broad lines and spots in

various shades of yellow. Background as usual, edges of hair being painted over it.

Presehvation : Wood in a rather rotten condition on right hand side, face and drapery

of elder brother being much broken; several vertical cracks; white film here and

there ; small blisters on drapery of younger brother.

Bibl. : Journal d'entrie du Musk, n" 88789; Annates du Music Guimel, XXX, pt. 3, pi. XI (descri-

bed as "Portraits byzanlins, peints a la circ sue Lois et signcs Pakhomo).

''' For llie type of. Ilie bronze portrait-head from Cyrenc in llie Liri lisli Museum.

4.
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33268. Mummy portrait.— Canvas. — Height o m. 'io c, breadth o m. 33 c.

— Fayoum (label); from Petrie's excavations at Hawara (pi. XLIII).

Subject : Head and shoulders of a woman to front. She wears a dark green chiton with

red stripe down each shoulder and earrings consisting of a gold hoop on which are

fixed three pearls (white in light, dark red in shade). Black hair waved to each side,

with small bunch above car; full, slightly parted lips. Fair complexion, brown eyes.

Background seems to have been light -coloured originally.

Technique : Details not clear owing lo bad state of preservation. High light on eyes

and jewellery and down front of face. Shading yellowish for the most part; deepest on

left side of nose
;
pink surfaces below the eyes. Good deal of hatching on llesh. Hair

rendered by grey lines on black surface. Dark line round upper eyelid and lashes

slightly indicated. Drapery put on with long brush-strokes; shadows almost black.

PnESEnvATioN : Surface in poor condition, much of colour being gone; canvas torn here

and there; marks ol glue about edge.

BinL. : Notice, 1895-1897, 11° i2(J0; Pbtme, Hawara, Biahmu andArsinoe, p. 17: Journal d''entree

(lit Musee, n° 28877.

33269. Portrait of a girl in a small aedicula on a plinth. — Wood. — Height

o m. o85 mill. , breadth o in. sh cent., depth o in. 1 5 cent. (pi. XLIII).

The aedicula consists of a board at the back, on which the portrait is painted, a Hat

roof with cornice along front and sides, and two columns in front with mouldings at

top and bottom, an incised line round the middle and another near the top : the

right hand column is much less carefully finished than the left. The plinth is a rec-

tangular box which was originally covered in above; it has mouldings along top and

bottom, in front and on the sides; and it stands on lour short feet with upper edges

bevelled; the front feet are broader than the others. The various pieces are fastened

together with wooden pins. The back consists of a stout board, cut away below so as

to lit into the sides of the plinth , while the middle portion of the top projects and fits

into the roof. Cornice attached and pinned on from above; mouldings round plinth

are mere strips of wood pinned on. The top of plinth has bad a projection round its

lower edge to lit into slits in the sides. The shape of the whole article is not quite

symmetrical, one column being higher than the other.

Willi the exception of back, top of roof, inside and underside of plinth, the whole sur-

face is painted. The colours seem to have been applied in distemper over a thin coat

of white.

The face is to front and the upper part of bosom is shown; no drapery. Hair hangs

looselv over shoulders and there is a light- coloured band round lop of head;

the line of hair recedes on each side of forehead. Angular eyebrows, full, curving

lips, wide-open eyes. Flesh rendered mainly by close hatching and cross-hatching,

but rather broader patches of colour on bosom; yellow the dominant tinge; a
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good deal of pinkish brown on breast; touches of bright light all over and no
deep shadows. Hair represented b\ black lines on a brown ground. Brown eyes;

separate strokes for upper eyelashes. Usual grej background, rather darker below

the bust, [n the field to right is an open diptychon, black with yellow border

and white mark on upper half. To left a papyrus manuscript rolled round a

reel-pen; papyrus while, pen yellowish grey, shadows brown. The portrait is

encircled by a wreath with border of bead moulding round inside; light yellow

with while lights, darker yellow background, and brown outlines and shadows. In

each ol the corner spaces outside die wreath is an ornament of this form *<lL

pink, white, light-coloured, and brown, on a light blue hackground surrounded

by a black and a white line.

Cornice pink. Below, a black band with white spols; below, a strip of white; below,

squares of pink and light blue with a square of white or yellow between each

pair and black outlines. Top of columns lighl red, upper half of shaft white (?),

lower ball black; light red line round middle and traces of light red and other

colours (indistinct) on the base.

The designs on the ceiling are divided into tbree parts and are painted on a brown
background. Along the top is a row of white dots, below this a yellow line. In

the middle is a yellow elliptical ring, the ends of which scarcely meet; below are five

pendants, the middle one ending in a disk, the others with pointed, outward-

curving ends; middle and end pendants yellow, the others blue with black outlines;

above are two festoons, yellow lines with border of while dots below; below, a

line of white dots; on each side a yellow line; beyond, a border of pinkish white

leaves p between yellow lines; beyond, a line of while dots and a yellow line. Each

of the side divisions is occupied by an altar with two-step base and projecting

lop, white wilb dark outlines; on top of altar a white and pinkish mass with black

markings; yellow line along foot.

The mouldings round top of plinth are light red, those round the foot arc pink.

Paintings on a white ground in front and on the sides. The front is filled with

a row of various objects (cf. the banquet-scenes in the funerary stelae of this

period). In the middle an amphora in a stand; while lights in front, shadows

brown. Below on each side a bunch of grapes; pink and white, brown shadows

with yellow dots. Above on each side a kanlharos: white, with black outlines and

dots, pink on the lop, bluish at the sides. Beyond on each side a basket (while

and pinkish in front, brown shadows, black lines and dots) containing a bunch

of leafy stalks, blue with black shadows, over which is a pink wreath with

white lights and black outlines. Beyond , a brown vessel with variegated spots

containing fruits, pink with dark shadows. At each end a curving branch, blue and

black. The scene on each of the sides consists of two hirds confronting each other

and holding in their beaks the ends of a wreath which hangs between them; bodies

and tails light green with black markings , heads and wings black with white markings

and touches of lilac, beaks and legs brown, wreath pink with touches of white and
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red. Sketchy plants in the field, light blue and pink. Background white, surrounded

l>y a Mack line. Feel oi' plinth light yellow. Top of plinth lias been painted; band

of light bine round edge; beyond, a band of pink on a white background.

Preservation : Top of plinth broken oil'; board at the back cracked; mended here and

there with nails. Surface in fairly ;;ood condition for the most part, but rubbed and

incrusted in places, especially on right side.

Bibl. : Notice, 1896-1897, n" i36o; Guide, 1902, [>. 076, n° i3(5o; Guide, igo3 (Eng.ed.),

p. 36a , a" 1 36o.

33270. Mummy-case of a woman.— Cartonnage and stucco, gilded and painted.

— Length 1 in. -i5 cent., breadth m. 45 cent., depth al head

o in. k8 cent. — Akhmim (pi. XLIV).

Upper half of anthropoid mummy-case. A strip round the fool, about o m. o5 cent, deep,

with a projecting ledge above, has lilted into inside of under-half. The figure is

modelled in pulp and only small details such as the jewellery are added in stucco

in relief. Coat of slucco on surface of cartonnage inside and out. Inside and also

strip round foot of outside are left unpainted. The gilding consists of gold leaf over

a yellow ground.

The ligure lies with arms against her sides, the fingers extended and a little separate

from each other. The drapery is treated so decoralively that the details are difficult

to follow. A mantle with fringed edge is knotted between the breasts and covers

front of body. There is presumably also an undergarment, as sleeves appear on the

arms below ends of mantle and a broad vertical stripe is painted above left breast;

the rest of bosom, however, where not covered by mantle or necklace, is painted

pink and the breasts are gilded. The general pattern of the mantle is shown in the

illustration. The stripes are dark gold, purple, pink, white, light green, black, and

whitish grey (arranged as a rule in the order named); the gold and grey stripes are

usually the broadest, while the black is merely a narrow line. Several of the stripes

have designs running along them. On the dark gold bands are lines of wavy ivy-spray

in red, green and black, and also rows of blue dots. Some of the pale grey stripes

have a continuous pattern of this form C^^^^C^M^ ' ll' 1 ' lines are greenish,

dots round the edges white, small dot in centre black, dots at side white, pink and

light green, circles tilled with yellow and light green. There are also rows of

greenish dots on some of the grey stripes and of white dots on some of the pale

green ones. The fringe of mantle is in black lines. Stripe above left breast and

stripes across arms in while and pale grey, separated by narrow black lines; the

stripes on sleeves arc decorated with rows of while and greenish dots and also with

this pattern -v^v^ in the same colours. On the breasts are gilded rosettes in

low relief. Stripe of pink with black edges on each side of each arm.

The earrings are of hoop form with animals' heads. For shape of necklace see illustration :
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the lop row, together witb pendant, is gilded; ?.'"' row black, pale green and

gilded; 3
rd

row pale green and gilded; the torque round the foot is dark; lower

pari of necklace stands out against a purple background. Gilded armlets with

purple strip on each side. Gilded bracelets mSi against purple background.

Ring on second linger of right band, gilded, with ornament in front

All I lie jewellery is modelled.

Face and ibroat are gilded and surrounded by red outline. Poorly modelled face witb

sharp-bridged nose. Eyes white and black; blue line round about and blue lines

for eyebrows (in imitation of glass?). She has bad black artificial hair like n° 33i2Q,
but the surface is now almost bare; it bangs down to below ears and is arranged on

back of bead in a figure of tins shape <-Tj with black zigzag line round the edge;

pink background. Above forebead is a large pink wreath (see illustration); the narrow

bands are light green witb stripes at intervals in white, red and black. The arms

are white witb black outlines; spaces between fingers light green; brown markings

on nails, finger-joints and wrists.

On each side of back of head are three mythological figures on white panels, separated

from each other by vertical strips of the pink background. The outlines and markings

of tbe figures are in black and there are also black lines round the panels. The

figures are all in profile inwards.

Tbe three on left side of bead are :

i. Anubis advancing, draped from sboulders to knees, holding out ws sceptre in one

band; the other arm bangs behind : bead black witb white on eye, wig and rest of

flesh dark green, drapery dark yellow and pink, sceptre dark yellow.

'.!. Ape-headed mummy standing, holding band (?)W in both bands; bead yellow,

wig dark green, drapery pink (two black bands ^ with banging ends round

sboulders) with light greenish flap in front, band reddish brown.

3. Hawk-beaded mummy exactly like 2. Above on right a vertical band of reddish brown.

The three figures on right side of head are :

i. Tholh in same attitude and costume as the Anubis opposite; flesh pale green, wig

dark green, drapery dark yellow and pink, sceptre dark yellow.

2. Human-beaded mummy like those on the other side; flesh yellow, wig dark green,

drapery pink with light green flap in front, band brown. A vertical brown band above.

3. Jackal-beaded mummy exactly like 2. Vertical band above.

Along underside of right arm (left side is broken away) is a frieze of figures and

ornaments; pale yellow background; usual black outlines. Four mummy-ligures are

squatting in a row to right with a tall upright object on knees (plume?); between

each pair 1 and at each end of the frieze are three kliaker ornaments, blue with

red disks |[ . The figures are :

i. Jackal- beaded; head yellow, wig blue, drapery pink (black bands with hanging

ends round shoulders); object on knees red.
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2. [ndistinct head surmounted by crescent horns; head, horns and drapery yellow, wig

blue, object on knees red.

3. Ibis-headed; wig blue, drapery pink, object on knees red.

h. Hawk-beaded; bead and drapery yellow, wig blue, object on knees red.

Between frieze and arm is a pink stripe with black edges; below frieze a yellow stripe

with black edges. Below ibis is a band of \S^y in red and blue against a white

background: black outlines. Below, a stripe ol pink.

Preservation : Lower part of legs broken off; large bole in front of body; left side

broken, including part of left arm: hair worn off; bracelet broken; surface worn,

especially round edge of upper part, all the ornamentation below the figures on back

of bead being obliterated.

film.. : Guide, 1902, |>. 272: Guide, 190)1 (Eng1

. ed.), p. 358: Journal d'entrce du Musk,

n° 2 Of)

3

h.

33271. Mummy-case of woman or girl. — Cartonnage, canvas and stucco,

painted and gilded. — Height 1 m. 38 cent., breadth across shoulders

o in. h'i cent., depth at head o in. a a cent. — Akhmim (pi. XLIV).

Upper half of anthropoid mummy-case like n° 38270. Same sort of ledge for fitting on

to rim of lower hall. Inside and space below ledge stuccoed but not painted. Modelled

in pulp like n" 38270, some of projecting details being added in stucco. That part

of mantle which bangs over left shoulder is made of cloth; there are likewise traces

of cloth between the breasts, and perhaps it may have been used in other places

also though not recognizable now.

The figure is of a coarse, essentially Egyptian type, with deep navel and flaccid body;

short legs; fleshy throat. She lies with arms close against sides, palms open and

lingers a little apart. Her bead is slightly turned to her left, but this was probably

unintentional.

Drapery : Consists of tunic reaching to ankles, with sleeves down to elbows, and a

mantle which is knotted between the breasts, covering right shoulder and lower part

of body, while a loose end is drawn over left shoulder from behind. The drapery

clings (lose in the Egyptian manner. Both tunic and mantle are covered with

stripes like n" 38270. Those on tunic are light vellow with black borders, white,

green, and pink; there is a wavy black line round the foot; round the top is a dark

yellow or golden band with vertical rows of red and green dots (three red and

two green rows alternately). The stripes on the mantle are gold (painted; rather

resinous appearance), dark red or purple, pink, white, green, light mottled yellow

with black or dark green borders; the gold slripcs are as a rule the broadest, and

the rectangular one below the breast is ornamented with a wavy spray-pattern in red

and black (see illustration); the green is sometimes used as a row of dots bordering

the stripes of white. The breasts are emphasized by rosette patterns in green and
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pink on a white ground; nipples dark red and dark red line round about; surrounding

background pink (as though the tunic did not rover litis part). The stripes of

drapery behind lower pari of anus curve outwards to suggest outline of hips. Pink

border round edge and also round neck.

Feet : Dark red or purple boots with ornamentation in front as sketched <^i

in yellow, white, green and pink; black outlines; yellow background with

dark stripe between feel; broad pink black-edged hand round about.

Jewellery : Hoop -earrings of elaborate but indistinct form; gilded, with touch of

green at thick end; punctured dots where the ring begins to narrow. Necklace of

round beads, gilded. Plain armlets, gilded, on dark red ground shading into pink.

Bracelets consist of two rows of round studs on similar ground. On first finger of

right hand a ring, with small a disk in front, gilded; on third linger of same
band a ring with elaborate frontW consisting of two leaves hack to hack. No rings

on left hand or else broken oil'. W
Arms : Flesh white; dark green or black outlines round hands, fingers and nails, rather

carelessly executed; light green background between lingers; nails not modelled

and finger-joints not shown.

Head : Very narrow nose; long eyebrows almost meeting in the middle; eyes modelled

and painted; rather deep modelling round mouth. Flesh white; mouth dark red;

curving red lines round nostrils, ends of lips, and chin, and dot on each side of

chin: iris black; black lines round eyes (prolonged at outer corners in Egyptian

style); eyebrows represented by long black lines; red lines above eyelids and

eyebrows and on ears and throat. Face surrounded by pink border with red line

on inside. The hair lies low round forehead, forming an obtuse angle in the middle,

and hangs down on each side to below the ears, leaving them free; it is similar

behind lo that of n" 33970, with a broad stripe hanging down: ihe surface, which

is black, has originally been covered with artificial hair like n"33i2Q; pink

background round about; below on each side a horizontal stripe of light yellow,

bordered by black, in the middle of a stripe of green. Thick pink wreath (made of

greyish plaster) round upper part of head, similar to that of n° 33270; the cross-

bands are yellow and green.

Representation on rack of head : On each side there has been a painted figure in a white

panel with dark green border, but only the one on the

right is preserved. It is a rudely drawn Anuhis ( see sketch).

Outlines and inner markings in dark green; wig and arms

dark green; head and upper part of body yellow; loincloth

yellow behind and pink in front; rectangular object yellow;

pink background round the panel. On each side of the

hanging stripe of hair is a white space bordered on outer

side by two vertical dark green lines.

Preservation : Left side of back of head broken offand lower

end of case also much broken. The surface has peeled off in places, especially about

Catnl. du Musee, n° 33ioi. !5
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bosom, round back of bend, and along edges. Wreath, bracelets and necklace more

or less broken; hair worn off; cracks on lace and neck. Though somewhat worn all

over, (be case is stdl sound and the colours bright.

Bun.. : Guide, 190a, p. aGg; Cuitfe, igo3 (Eng. ed.), p. 355; Journal d'entree du Musee , n" a6g33.

33272. Mummy-case of a child. — Cartonnage, stuccoed and painted.— Length

i metre, breadth o in. 3o cent. — Akhmim (pi. XLV).

Upper part of anthropoid mummy-case, modelled in cartonnage. Stuccoed all over

and painted on the outside. Studs on diadem added in stucco. Arms merely painted

and not in rebel.

The deceased, clad in chiton and himalion, is represented lying with left band against

breast and right on thigh, the lingers being closed. The chiton is dark red or purple

and has short sleeves; stripe down right side, the left side being bidden, in lines

of black, red, pink, white, pink, red, black; two similar stripes across right sleeve

and another visible across left. The himalion, which is draped across waist and

over left shoulder, is white with stripes or folds in green of varying tint; inner

border of red and pink and outer border of pale blue or green with

dark edges; dark red stripe on left shoulder with notch at each end,

and another beside right hand, black boots with ornaments down

front, as sketched, in yellow, green, red and white with black out-

lines and markings; yellow background round about. Rody surrounded

from shoulders to feet by yellow border with black edges.

Face and arms in natural flesh-colour with dark red outlines and markings. Eyes white,

touched with red; iris brown with black outline and black pupil; brown, black-

edged stripe round about, and strokes to represent lashes; red lines round the

eyelashes. Eyebrows rendered by brown, black-edged stripe (with black markings)

surmounted by cross-hatchings which are bordered above and below by a narrow

red line. Mouth pink with red outline; red markings on nostrils and upper lip (see

illustration); line round chin, the upper part being

dotted, and two dots in the middle. Red lines on ears,

throat, wrists and finger-joints.

There is a pink background round throat and back of head.

The hair is represented by a dark stripe above forehead

and a dark segment on top of head (surface rough,

perhaps originally covered with artificial hair); these

are separated by a diadem of pink and green rosette-

shaped studs on a gold -coloured band in low relief.

Behind each ear is a dark green patch with a yellow

rectangle in the middle; usual black edges.

On each side of back of head are two mythological figures painted on white panels.

Those on the left represent a mummiform jackal-headed figure seated in prolile

inwards and holding up some object in his hand. For colours see sketch; the

QjJ RED |§D<«), C-HCtN gJYELLmv
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oulcr one has dark green draper} and the object in his hand is red, ihe inner

our lias red drapen and dark green object in hand; usual black outlines; vertical

green borders (except at outer side of oulcr figure); between the two panels is a

broad vertical band, pink with black edges; similar band at inner end. The two

figures on the right side are hawk- beaded but otherwise similar in every respect to

the other pair; same colours and same distinctions between the two panels; vertical

green borders and vertical pink bands. The space between the two pairs of panels

has no remains of decoration; surface somewhat rough like that of the hair.

Traces of metope border round the sides of the li;;ure f^JJjSJ in dark ;;reen or blue.

red, while and green; black outlines. Nothing left below this.

On the lower end of the figure are remains of two gold-coloured soles, surrounded by

pink border; beyond this a stripe of dark green or blue between the soles and of

red on each side, with black cross-lines (on a white ground) above and at the sides;

beyond this is a metope border, same as above, with a stripe of pink on each side;

black outlines between all the different colours above mentioned.

Preservation : Feet broken off but preserved; much broken all round the edge; surface

soiled and eaten away in places.

Bibl. : Journal d'enlrce du Musee , n" a6g35.

33273. Mummy -case of a small girl. — Cartonnage and canvas, stuccoed and

painted. — Length o in. 7 1 5 mill., breadth o in. a 5 cent. — Ahousir

elMalak, from Rubensohn's excavations (pi. XLV).

Upper part of anthropoid mummy -case like the preceding, pressed into shape out of

a layer of pulp, covered with canvas on inside, and coaled with stucco inside and

out. It is somewhat twisted to one side, and there are marks of external pressure here

and there and some remains of fibre. The main part of the modelling is done in

pulp, but the details have been added in stucco.

The deceased lies with arms against sides, the fingers being extended. Her dress appa-

rently consists of a yellow mantle, knotted together between the breasts and covering

mosl of body, and a pink tunic visible above the breasts, below the knees and on

the arms; but it is not quite clear. There is a stripe down front of drapery, composed

of two lines of purple on a white ground bordered on each side by a line of green.

There are four green lines down the pink drapery above the breasts and a green

line above and below the pink drapery on the legs. Above each elbow is a band

of green, white, purple, white and green lines bordered above and below by a

yellow line in relief. She wears necklace and bracelets of round green and yellow

beads, painted merely.

Her hair, which is painted black and covered by curls in low relief, hangs down a short

distance on each side, leaving the ears free. The flesh is white, the eyes and eyebrows

painted in black. Short nose, straight lips, dimple on chin. The body is rather

coarsely modelled after the Egyptian type, the drapery clinging close to the form.
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Schematic folds on drapery, rendered in low relief. The loos are defined by |>ink

lines, the fingers slightly modelled. Green stripe between feet and another on each

side; horizontal green stripe below, extending right across. The space below feet is

occupied by green and pink stripes, black-edged, on a yellow ground, the yellow

showing between each pair; black lines above and below and along top below the

horizontal green stripe. On left side is a line of yellow which has run down during

painting of draper}

.

Preservation : Slightly cracked, soiled and indented, but in good condition; colours

still quite bright.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Mitscc , n" 3G->58; Zeitschvifl Jur Acg. Spracke, n" fti, p. i3, lift. 1 1.

33274. Mummy and mummy -case of a child.— Cartonnapo and canvas, stuccoed,

pill and painted. — Length o in. 8h cent., breadth o m. 82 cent,

(pi. XLV).

The mummy is still inside the case, wound up tightly with cloths and tapes (see

illustration).

The upper part of the case is anthropoid, of the same general type as the preceding;

the lower part is shallow and Hal underneath. The lower part is covered with canvas,

and there is a strip of canvas round edge of upper part also. Both are coated with

stucco inside and out.

The two parts are fastened together by strips of wood driven through the two edges and

secured above and below by nails of iron and bronze. Tbere are also two pairs of

small iron rings on each side, one in the edge of the upper part and the other

immediately below in the lower pari, and each pair has been fastened together with

string : the rings are of this form
J=Q , the ends being bent at a right angle on the

inside.

OllNAMENTATION OF TOP PART.

Modelled in the form of the deceased lying with feet together and right hand on thigh;

left band has lain on breast (cf. n" 33272); the fingers arc closed. Arms as well as

feet are in relief.

The dress consists of chiton and himation. The chiton is dark red and has short sleeves;

there is a stripe down each side (lines of black . red
,
pink , white, pink, red, black),

and there are two similar stripes across the sleeves. The himation, which is draped

across waist and over left shoulder, is white, with stripes or folds ol blue and pink;

dark red line down front as on n" 33272 ; inner border of pink, red and black, and

outer border of green between black lines. At the end of each sleeve is a gold-

coloured band like an armlet with stripe across middle (red, pink, white, pink, red).

Black boots against gold-coloured background; of same type as those of n° 33272,

the ornamentation being in yellow, black, red, white and green.
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Face gilded, with (lark red outline; eyes white and black, touched with red; eyebrow
rendered by plain black lines; ears white on inner pari; arms flesh-coloured will

red outlines; red lines between fingers and on joints. The outline of body i

surrounded b\ a pink, black-edged border, and the same colour serves as background
to ornamentation on lop and back of head. The hair is represented by a dark
stripe above forehead (against the pink background) and by a duck segment on
top of bead; between the two is a diadem, rosette-shaped studs of stucco, pink and
green alternately, on a gold-coloured band. Behind cad, ear is a red, black-edged
patch as on n° 08272 with a yellow, black-edged rectangle in the middle.

Hack of head is surrounded by a row of six mythological figures painted on while

panels with black edges (against the pink background). The three on the left are

jackal-headed, those on the right hawk-beaded. They are all in the same altitude,

kneeling (in prolile inwards) with one hand raised and (he other held to breast.

The accompanying drawings show the

two types. The middle figure on the

left has a black bead, the eye and ear

being in black and yellow, and the

middle figure on the right has a green

rectangle above its head ; otherwise each

three are exactly alike. Coloursas show n;

outlines and markings in black, rather irregularly applied.

The pink border round outline of body is surrounded by a yellow, black-edged strip

which is continued round back of head. Below this a metope border exaclly similar

to that of n" 33272. Below this again a strip of pink.

On lower end of upper part of the mummy-case two soles are painted in gold colour

with black outlines; bands across middle of each, in green, white (?), pink, red,

pink, white (?), green, with two black lines above and below; pink, black-edged

border round about. The background is blue between the soles and red at each side.

Borders below and round about same as those round bead and body.

Ornamentation of lower part.

A border as sketched runs right round; red, blue, yellow,

pink and white with black outlines. Strip of pink above

and strip of yellow below. Underside plain white.

Preseiivation : Large hole in top; surface much worn.

33275. Mummy-case of a man. — Cartonnage, canvas and stucco, gilded and

painted. — Length 1 m. 5o cent., breadth m. 4 2 cent. — Akhmim
(pi. XLV).

Upper half of anthropoid mummy-case like n°* 33270-3327/1, with ledge to fit on to top

of lower half. Remains of canvas on head and feet and round the edges, but not clear
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how much of the surface was originally covered with it. Stuccoed all over, hut inside

ami strip round loot of outside not painted. Modelled in cartonnage and small details

added in stucco. Iron rings round outside, a little aliove ledge, for tying the two

halves together; they are of the same shape as those on n° 3 3
-^ 7 '1

.

Body and draper} are of the same stiff type as n ' 33272 and 3 3
> 7 A ,

with very little

modelling. The arms are in relief; the right hangs down in front, hand dosed; the

left hand lies against waist, and a large hole is pierced through it for holding some

object with a thick stem.

The drapery consists of a close-fitting chiton with long sleeves and a mantle, probably

arranged like that of n° 33272. The latter is while, with green stripes or folds, and

has a border of yellow, dark red, pink, white and black-edged green. The chiton

appears to be dark gold; there is a stripe down right side, line of white between

two of green; stripes round arms, green, white, black, pink, gold and dark red above

elbows and dark red, pink, white round wrists. Arms painted dark gold from elbow

to wrist, apparently sleeves; slight mouldings above the elbows. Sleeves and bands

are bordered by dark red lines; stripes of pink along outside. The lower end of

chiton is shown below the mantle; bands of yellow, pink and gold with black and

dark red edges; vertical lines of various colours on left side.

Boots black; same pattern in front as on n° 33272, in gold, white, green, dark red,

pink, with black outlines; lotus (lower above in dark red lines; dark red border round

outline of feet; legs above boots flesh-coloured. Background pink; dark green or

blue band below; below this again a white, black-edged band with three rows of

round dots, green along top and bottom and dark red and blue along the middle.

Beyond the left boot is a band of pink rosettes against a dark green

ground; the rosettes have white centres and there are white notches along

the edges of the dark hand; black markings and outlines.

Gilded necklace with dark red border; three rows of ornament : 1 . rosettes with green dot

in centre and dark red dots round about; two small studs between each pair of roset-

tes : 2. vertical beads or shells (with slit down middle of each) : 3. studs with green

dots. There is also a ring on left hand.

The right hand is llesh-coloured with dark red markings; the left is gilded and

the fingers are not indicated. Flesh of head gilded; eyes while and black with

touches of red and pink; eyebrows black; dark red border round the gilding. On fore-

head is a frontlet of uraei wearing disks, gilded. Above, a diadem of rosettes (same

as top row of necklace), gilded. Hair probably black, but surface destroyed. Below

on each side of neck is a rectangle of blue(?), in the middle of it a smaller rect-

angle of light yellow and in the middle of this again a smaller one of dark red; black

outlines. Pink background round sides and back of head.

Representation on hack of head in verv poor preservation. In the centre is a hawk

standing with head turned to right, wings outspread and legs apart ; the feathers are

vertical, one row of short and one of long; long slanting object against left side; the

colours are yellow, blue, green, dark red; black outlines and while ground.

Vertical hand above left wing (yellow, pink, dark red, with black outlines). On each
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side of the li;i\\ k there have been two figures standing in profile outwards; one on

the right has the head ol a hawk, llie others are less recognizable (probably a hawk-

headed and a jackal-headed figure on each side); one hand hangs in front of body,

the other behind, and one leg is advanced; they wear wigs and are draped from

shoulders to below knees; the colours are yellow, dark green or blue, light green,

dark red; black outlines and white ground; over each head a horizontal band of

dark red.

There is also a rudely painted frieze down each side of body : on right side it reaches

from shoulders to feet, but on left side stops short for want of space. For the pattern

sec sketch (the arrangement of the details varies a good ileal); painted in dark red

and dark blue or green, on a yellow ground; no

outlines; black line above and another below.

Below this is a narrower frieze, continued round

back of bead, of lotus petals, green, blue and

red on a white ground; black outlines. The two

friezes are bordered above and below by pink

bands with black edges. Above each shoulder is a triangular pattern in yellow, dark

<S& red, while and blue; pink ground and black outlines. The design is not

[•v:j distinct; one corner looks like a hawk's head, the rest is merely geometric.

On the lower end of the case are two sandal-soles with pattern, as sketched,

in green, yellow, red and some dark colour on a white ground. Horizontal

and vertical bands between them at the ends, in red and blue (?) on a yellow

ground. The background is partly red and partly blue. Strip of white across top and

yellow segment above.

Inscription : There is a fragment of demotic writing on the lower part of the mantle

(see illustration). The first line contains part of the date, — Year 90.

Preservation : A great deal of the stucco surface has flaked off, and what remains of

it is fragile and apt to break away; the carlonnage is sound.

Biui.. : Guide, 1902, |). 272; Guide, igo3(E!ng. ed.),p. 358; Journal d'entric da Musee, 11° 29020.

33276. Mummy of a man with painted covering of stuccoed canvas. — Length

1 in. 70 cent., breadth o m. '10 cent. (pi. XLVI).

For the general shape see pi. XLVI; feet stick out in the usual way; shoulders not indi-

cated. The outer sheets are sewn together, and rather coarse tape bandaging is visible

below . The upper part of front is covered with a representation of the deceased on

stuccoed and painted canvas : here and there round the edges are traces of a border

of much finer cloth (not continuous right round). The painted covering has been

stitched on to the wrappings below ; no glue has been used. The head is modelled,

the projecting parts being entirely of stucco, but over the rest of surface the stucco is

merely applied as a while ground for painting on.

The modelling of the face is very simple and rude. The flesh is painted pink , with darker

spots on cheeks and chin and darker lines down nose and round forehead and throat;

Kl^V
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lips dark red, hair black, eyes black and white. He wears a narrow beard and

moustache, with a small tuft below underlip, beard, moustache and eyebrows being

rendered bv bands of black with serrated edges : small studs round forehead to

represenl hair. Mis head is encircled by a broad wreath (see illustration); the leaves

are white, willi traces of yellow across inner ends, the small berries are mostly light

reddish (one above left ear is white and another above middle of forehead has been

bine
1

), the round objects are while with bine and light reddish centres alternately,

and at each end is a patch of bine striped with black. A black space on each side of

neck seems to represent hair.

The whole of the painted canvas is surrounded by a plain border of dark reddish brown

ed;;ed with black on the inner side. The space above shoulders is filled in with a

pattern in yellow lines on white ground; the circles along the borders are alternately

red and dark-coloured, with while centres and black edges.

The hodv of the figure is defined by a black outline with slate-coloured edging. He

wears a while tunic with square-cut neck and Ion;; sleeves. On the right of this is

a dark brown vertical band, on each side of which are several faint lines (repre-

senting folds?). Down the left side arc two sets ol1 slate-coloured lines with a dark

brown swastika (1) between them (possibly a mantle). The hands hold attributes against

front of hodv, and the ends of the sleeves are shown; they are outlined in slate

colour and crossed by a diagonal line of the same hue and also by faint wavy lines

(folds?). The right ends in a broad black hand with a fringe of white lines, the sha-

dows of which are represented on the hands; the left ends in a bracelet- wreath

,

reddish brown with while and pink dots and with blue, black-outlined leaves round

about. The hands are pink, with brown and red outlines and inner markings and

while on nails. The right holds a tall, two-handled cup; dark red with pink stripe

down front, two white lines across upper part, handles and rim blue with black outlines.

The left holds a wreath, similar to the bracelet-wreath but without any white spots

and tied at intervals with white strings. From the small linger of the same band

hang two yellow cyathi (apparently of gold). Above the right hand there is repre-

sented against the white tunic a small, dark brown amphora with a pale -coloured

stopper on which is a row of white dots. A large pendant in the form of two out-

spread wings hangs from his neck on a white, yellow and brown band (golden?),

« hich casts a shadow on his throat : the outlines and inner markings ol the wings are

black, the border of zigzags and dots is done in brown, the outer zone of feathers

is blue with black and while lines, and the two semi-elliplical bands are filled in with

red and ornamented with while spots.

The lower pari of the painted canvas is covered with horizontal hands of ornament.

Immediately below the hands is a white spiral spray upon a dark red ground with

black edges. Below this, and between two black lines, is a thick wreath in black,

grej and white with half-red, half-yellow spots at intervals, below this again is a

while spray like the one above.

' The four limbs of tbe swastika are separated from each oilier by very narrow wliile lines, scarcely recogni-

zable in 1 It o illustration.
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The lowest zone is occupied by a mythological scene. Three sloping-sided pedestals,

yellow with Mack outlines and inner markings, stand in a row along the bottom.

On the central one, which is the highest, stands a boat in n hich is a shrine surmoun-

ted by a hank's head (?) : the lines of the boat and shrine are yellow in the middle

of the design and half yellow, half black at the sides (representing gold in light

and shadow?) ; the hank's head is in black, slate-colour and white. Over the left

end ol (he boat is a Ion;; curving object, light red with black outline below; it

passes immediately over the hank's head and at this point is surmounted by a small

disk of the same colour. .Above and belon the boat are four pairs of li;;bt red vertical

strokes. On each of the other pedestals a jackal (dark slate-colour with black

outlines) sits looking towards the boat and wearing a large key, black edged with

yellow, attached to his neck. At each end of the scene stands a lotus llower between

two lotus buds, painted in pink, vellon and slate-colour with black outlines.

Preservation : Outside sheets worn and lorn: painted covering torn round the edges

and surface rather worn and discoloured, though the colouring is still bright as a

whole; wreath broken in one or two places, otherwise the head is well preserved.

33277. Mask of a man from a mummy.— Canvas and stucco. — Heighto m. 3 1 c.

breadth o in. .->() cent. (pi. XLVI).

From a mummy -covering of same type as if 33 a 76. The lace, which is modelled, is

composed of plaster with a thick backing of pressed canvas : it is hollow behind.

The surrounding parts are merely painted, over a Hat stuccoed surface. The plaster

is grey and gritty. The canvas seems to have been stiffened with a mixture of earth

(or else has become clogged with it while underground). The piece preserved is

circular and it looks as if that had been its original form.

Rudely executed face with prominent nose and dimple on chin. The flesh is pink with

darker patches on cheeks, chin and nostrils, and darker lines down front of nose

and round forehead; lips dark red; hair black; eyes black and while. He has a

narrow beard and moustache with a tuft of hair below underhp. The hair on face

is merely painted; it has a sort of serrated edge, and the eyelashes are represented

by strokes. Hound forehead the hair is modelled, and there is a black patch on

each side of head. He wears a wreath as shown in illustration, the colours being

red, blue and pale whitish yellow.

There is a red border round the canvas with a black edge on the inner side. The space

between hair and shoulders is filled in by an indistinct pattern in deep yellow lines

and dots on a pale yellow ground. The drapery, which has a square-cut neck, seems

to have been while with dark brown outline, and there are some deep yellow dots

on right shoulder. There is a band round his neck as on n° 332 yG ,
painted in pale

yellow with deep yellow and brown edging.

Preservation : Surface worn a good deal.

Dim.. : Maspero, Guide, i 883 , p. 877; Notice, 1892-1897, p. 116-117; Guide, 1902, p. 271;

Guide, igo3 (Eug. ed.), p. 357.

Catal. du Musec, 11° 33 101

.

1

6
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33278. Mask of a woman from a mummy. — Canvas and stucco. — Height

o m. 3o cent., breadth o m. 3 h cent. (pi. XLVIV

From a mummy-covering of same typo as that of n" 3 3 l> 7 G . Tlie head is modelled

in plaster and canvas, the projecting parls being entirely of plaster; the rest of the

covering is merely flat canvas with a stuccoed surface for painting on. There is a

fragment of tape at the upper end for tying on the covering.

Rudely modelled bead with narrow, projecting nose and dimple 111 chin. The flesh is

painted pink with spots of darker hue on cheeks, chin and nostrils and darker lines

down nose and round forehead; dark shading about eyes; lips dark red; hair black,

the eyelashes being represented by strokes; eyes while and black. The hair is parted

in the middle and arranged in ridges and furrows, while a broad mass appears

behind on each side of neck. Site wears a wreath on her bead like those of

n°
! 33276-30277, painted red, green and white. The earrings are of this form ijW

the pearls being white and the rest dingy yellow (representing gold).

The canvas is surrounded by a reddish brown border with a black edge on inner side.

The space between hair and shoulders is filled in by an indistinct pattern in pale,

originally yellow, lines and dots on a white ground.

The tunic is dark purple, and on each shoulder are two white lines bordered by wbite

gj-20 dots (seams?). The top of it is covered by a large necklace in four rows;

©'•'•"•_
the small round stones in the second row are red, the rectangles in the

JzL.
t
^s

>
third row are black and grey, the fourth row consists of elliptical red

stones in gold setting and lozenge-shaped black and grey stones also in

gold setting, all the other details are yellow ft. e. gold).

Preservation : Broken off short just below necklace; lop of head badly broken; cracks

and incrustation on face; Hat part of canvas much worn; colours faded in places,

especially the yellow.

Bicl. : Same as 11° 33277.

33279. Mask of a woman from a mummy. — Canvas and stucco. — Height

o in. 'ih cent., breadth o in. 35 cent. (pi. XLV1).

Of same type and technique as the preceding. The hair is arranged round forehead in

ridges and furrows and sticks out behind on each side. The wreath is painted in red,

blue and light yellow. Earrings of gold and pearls like those of n" 33278, light

yellow and while.

Usual border round canvas. Space between hair and shoulders covered by a pattern in

deep yellow lines and dots on a light yellow ground. The chiton is dark purple and

the top of it is concealed by a necklace, of which only the upper two rows are

preserved. (<ajfc!S<flS»V The top row is gold, deep yellow edged with light yellow,

and the second row consists of red and blue stones alternately in a setting of
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gold, deep yellow relievo 1 by a circular strip of light yellow. Traces also of a third

row, lilue sloncs with dark edges on a while ground.

Preservation : Head in fairly good condition, only the wreath being slightly broken;

canvas broken olf short a little below neck and surface very much worn.

Dim.. : Same as n" 33-277.

33280. Covering from the mummy of a woman 1
'

1

. — Cloth
(i> and stucco,

painted and gilded. — Length 1 m. Go cent., breadth about in. 52 c.

— Saqqarah (pi. XLVII).

The wrappings are covered in front with a sheet of fairly line linen on which is a

picture of the deceased lying with her hands laid against front of body. There are

traces of strings along the edges, which were probably sealed with lead (cf. n" 33 28 1).

The design is partly painted on the flat cloth and is partly modelled in stucco.

The hands and the arcade round the head were roughly modelled, then covered

with cloth, and the surface details added in stucco : the less prominent parts were

modelled entirely in stucco. There is a great deal of gilding on the parts in relief,

consisting of gold leaf applied over a red ground; and they are surrounded as a

rule by dark brown lines. The surface of the cloth before being painted was probably-

covered with a wash of while.

The face is merely painted : it is formal and lifeless compared with the earlier portraits.

Pinkish llesh with brown outlines; strongly marked division in middle of chin;

eyes done in black and brown, with shading underneath; eyelashes represented by

separate strokes. The hair, which is rendered by black lines on a dark brown

ground, is waved to each side of forehead, leaving the ears free, and some loose

curls are shown behind right side of neck. Earrings in relief; gilded crescent at

the top; below, an oval bead, light red with black line; below, a round bead,

yellow with black ring. There is a similar round bead (with white centre) in the

hair beside each ear. The head is surrounded by a wreath in relief, bluish grey

with white and black markings and pink with while and red markings (lights and

shadows); at intervals a black square with white strokes round about and gilded

rosette in the middle; centre of rosette consists of a painted stud, red and dark

blue alternately with while markings and black outlines. Beyond the wreath is an

arcade in fairly high relief. The columns consist of gilded zones with raised patterns

alternating with plain painted strips : the latter are alternately red and blue with

black borders and a design in while as sketched [HiL On the arch is a conch or pal-

melte in gilded relief. Background between bead and arcade white with yellow cross-

hatching. Beyond the arcade a strip of yellow with while strokes and a brown border

W <tUn horamei) in all (lie Museum Guide* and Notices, but the jewellery ami llie arrangement of Hie hair

are more appropriate to a woman.

<2 > tcToile el cuir cousun in llie Guides and Notices.

ill.
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on inside. Beyond, similar strokes on alternate strips of red and blue (?), bordered

by wavy black lines. Further designs beyond , but discoloured and indistinguishable.

Elaborate necklace of j;old and gems, all in relief, the gold parts gilded and the stone

painted, for the details see the illustration. The gems are dark blue and red with

black borders and designs in white (2) <^p>. The lowest row has small hooks at

the ends for attachment, and the two pendants in the middle of it are small Gor-

goneia. Below the fourth row a strip of yellow with white strokes. Below the necklace

is a short chain with two large Gorgoneia, all gilded.

The hands and attributes are modelled in relief. The right holds a small bottle and the

left a wreath. Hands cream-coloured , with red outlines and markings but without

detad in the modelling; bottle gilded, with zones of ornamentation in relief; middle

of wreath bluish grey with black and white markings, outer part pink with red and

white markings, ends like the middle but merely painted. Numerous rings on fingers,

all gilded and decorated for the most part with small studs. Three thick cross-ribbed

bracelets on right wrist, gilded; the middle one has a Gorgoneion in front, the one

nearest hand a strip of longitudinal ribbing. Similar bracelets on left wrist and also

a fourth consisting of gilded strips with small studs alternating with black strips with

a white line across each end.

The drapery is treated decoratively, and it is difficult to follow the exact arrangement

of it. She wears a light-coloured tunic with zigzag border along lop and a broad

lilac hand, with gilded stripe in the middle, down each side; fringe of dark lines

across left wrist like the end of a sleeve. The tunic seems to he white with more or

less light-coloured markings, hut the colours are indistinct; dark cross lines on the

vertical bands. Above each arm is a gilded stripe in relief with raised cross lines

and on each side of this a yellow and white background : it looks like the edge of

a mantle wrapped round waist and back of shoulders, although the vertical hands

of the tunic are continued

is a border of this form

centre of each circle a red

below the wrists. Round the outside of the tunic

; ground yellow, outlines purple or brown, in the

stud witli gilding on the middle and white zone

roundabout, in each ellipse a white spot with a black line in the middle. This border

curves inwards below the arms and then runs straight down on each side. On the lower

part ol body is a highly ornamented covering like an apron, divided into rectangular

panels which are filled with various designs. I shall describe first the part between

the two sides of the above-mentioned border.

The panels are divided from each other horizontally by rows of studs (red with gilding

in the middle) : on each side of the studs is a pattern in purple

or brown lines on a white ground; chief varieties as sketched;

yellow background and dark outlines. These horizontal borders

are separated from each other by rectangular gems (painted) ^^^^ ^v

in a gilded setting; dark blue and red with black outlines and while designs

}%<\ fovl • The patterns in the panels are in gilded relief, the details being

rendered for the most part by raised lines and dots: dark brown outlines, sometimes
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bordered by while lines and dots. I take them in horizontal rows,

the lop :

125

beginning at

i. In the middle a sacred bull wearing disk, lying to right in a shrine with spirally

lluled columns and uraeus cornice; legs not shown, possibly mummiform; dark

bluish background with design in black and white and studs of usual kind. On leftside

a standing bull wearing disk; in front a post or altar "; above, a scarab with disk;

background red with white dots and designs; shaft of altar (?) and ground below
bull yellow with white strokes. On right side a corresponding bull; above, instead

of scarab, two uraei wilh disks; colours similar.

2. In the middle a winged and draped figure (Victory:') Hying to right with bead to

front and hands held out; below, a raised line —r— ; dots in relief round edge; all

gilded. On each of side panels a hawk wearing disk, stands in profile innards on a

calyx-like pedestal; background lilac, designs in dark and white lines, {'round

colour of pedestal yellow , sluds in field. In each of the intermediate spaces a dark

blue lozenge with white design^ in a gold selling, all in relief; small sluds round

edge of selling; dark red angular pattern round about, with while spots; lilac

background; on each side a yellow border with white spots.

3. In the middle a winged griffin with serpent-tail, sealed lo right with left foreleg

raised over wheel; in each of upper corners a small sijuare with raised ornamenta-

tion; background as on side panels of i . On each of side panels a geometric pattern,

all gilded. In the intermediate spaces a branch in gilded relief, with white twigs,

on a yellow or brown ground; along inner side a yellow stripe with white dots.

h. In the middle a bust to front, wearing chiton and himation; on each side an uncer-

tain attribute (curving stem with bud-shaped lop); small sluds round about; all

gilded. On each of side panels an ibis on pedestal; disk overhead; colours as on 2.

Intermediate spaces filled by dark blue oval gems with while designs (?\ in a gilded

setting; sluds at corners; background white with dark brown lines and dots; stripe

on outer side as on 2 and 3.

5. In the middle a crocodile with hawk's head, wings and uraeus-tail, to right; note

the projecting foreleg; disk above hawk's bead; background and colouring as on

middle panel of 3. Side panels and intermediate spaces also as on 3.

6. In the middle a winged female sphinx, to right, with tail round Hank; wears disk;

dots round edge of panel; the whole gilded. In each of side panels a sealed mummy
in profile inwards; background dark with design in black and while; pedestal below

mummy as on 2 and h. Intermediate spaces as on 2.

Below appears the lower end of tunic, ornamented with three small figures in gilded

relief; in the middle a human-beaded uraeus lo front, on each side a winged serpent

in profile inwards; usual dark lines round about. The chiton has a fringe and a

border of spiral links along the foot in dark brown lines.

( " Cf. the Catalogue of Greek Ilronzes, n° 37788, pi. VI.
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The ornamentation outside tlie vertical borders described above consists of rectangular

panels separated from each oilier by horizontal borders like those in the central

part. Down the outside is a strip of yellow with leaf-shaped strokes in while and

beyond tins ,1 broader strip ol dark bine or black with similar strokes. The patterns

in the panels are the same on both sides :

l. The central lozenge is decorated with live studs, and the pattern is in white, with

dark outlines, on a yellow ground. Opposite corners red and blue with pattern in

white and dark purple^.

i>. In the central lozenge a mummy Anubis standing inwards; disk above bead and

leaf-shaped studs round about (like a growing plant); outlines in dark brown with

while outlines beyond; background yellow with white cross-hatching; yellow border

with while dots. White floral pattern in each corner with usual outlines.

.'i. Same as 1

.

h. In central lozenge two uraei on r—) shaped pedestal; colouring, border and corners

as on q.

5. Same as i and .">.

Feet : She wears anklets and boots; for shape see illustration. The anklets are in gilded

relief and there is a stud in front of each boot. Legs flesh-coloured with dark brown

outlines shading into red. Boots more lilac, with lights and shadows in white and

dark; front part, red with border of while line and white dots. Background grey;

ships of white between dark lines down middle and each side and also along foot.

Beyond, on each side a broad band of yellow with wavy spray pattern in dark lines;

on the inner side a strip of while between dark lines; on the outside continuation of

the yellow and blue stripes with while strokes.

Preservation : Only the front part of wrappings preserved; head much injured; broken

and discoloured in places, but the surface as a whole is fairly bright and the details

distinct.

Bini.. : Maspeuo, Guide, i 883 , n" 56i4, p. ^77; Notice, i8y2 -1897, n° 397; Guide, 190a,

"° 397, p. 271; Guide, 1903 (Bug1

, ed.), p. 357: Gayet, Musee cnple do Boulaq {Mission arch.

francaise, t. Ill), p. 2'1-aG, pi. R.

33281. Mummy of a young woman with painted cloth covering. — Length

1 m. 58 cent., breadth in. h'd cent., depth of head o m. 27 cent.

—

Saqqarah (pi. XIA'II).

Same type as n" 3328o. Flat on top; square-cut round head; curve round shoulders;

feet project upwards. At intervals round the edges (shoulders, waist, ankles, end

of feet) the painted cloth is stitched into the wrappings below with a stout siring;

the loose ends of the strings are sealed with lead, those on opposite sides of waist

and feet are tied together, and probably the others were also. A loose sheet of cloth

is stitched mi to top of head, perhaps to draw over the front. The front is painted

and modelled in exactly the same way as on 11° 33s8o. The gold leaf is applied
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over a red or pink ground, and llie gilded pails are as a rule surrounded l>y dark

brown lines. Same technique as mi n° .'!3->Ko with regard to the modelling of the

hands and the arcade.

Prim oval face with long neck. The hair, which is painted in black on a brown ground,

seems to be coiled round crown of head and encircled there by a grey band; there

is a curly fringe round forehead; the ears are exposed. The colour of the llesh is

very fair; brown outlines; white on pupils and nose to represent high lights: the

whole appearance, however, is Hal. The eyes are elaborately painted; whites grey and

white with touches of red in the corners; central part black, yellowish brown and

black; dark lines round about, and separate strokes to represent lashes; brown

shading below and light lilac above; red line round top of eyeball; eyebrows

rendered by horizontal strokes of black anil greenish grey. Long four-head earring

of same type as on n" 33

2

80, all gilded; the head below the crescent is ribbed

spirally. Below on each side of neck a gilded stud, the one on right side with

dot-rosette pattern, the other without the dots round the edge; also three plain

studs above top of head. Wreath in relief round top of head; in the middle a blue

and white stone (not real) in a gold setting with small studs round about; on

each side of this an uraeus-head. Arcade round head as on n° 33a8o; designs and

colouring similar, but coarser work. On each side of arcade a whitish border with

dark line along the middle and groups of transverse lines at intervals : similar border

round the ornament in middle of wreath. Beyond, alternate strips of red and blue

with white strokes; wavy black line along each edge. Floral pattern beyond but very

indistinct. Background ahout head yellow, covered for most part with white cross-

hatchings.

Necklace of gold and gems; in relief, gildedand painted. Fordclails see pi. XLVII. The

lowest row has a hook at each end and is surrounded by a yellow border with while

strokes and dark outlines. Designs in while on the larger stones (?) <£o> Q . Below

the lowest row hang two Gorgoneia in gilded relief.

Hands as on n" 3328o. The right holds a narrow bottle, gilded and ribbed spirally.

The left holds a wreath, pink with red and white markings; band across middle,

blue with black edges and white markings; similar colours at lower end. Two

gilded bracelets on right arm with designs in relief; the outer one has a pink stud

in front. Three similar bracelets on left arm; the outer one has a red stud in front;

the middle one is composed of dark blue strips with white lines across the ends

and short gilded strips with small studs. Rings on left hand of same type as on

n" 33a8o.

The tunic is pink with red lines to represent the folds and white markings; while

border across top with pattern of spiral links in dark lines. Down each side runs

a black band with gilded edges in relief; on the inner side of the gilded stripe a

narrow white line, on the outer side a yellow border with white strokes and dark

outlines; across top of each band a strip of while cross-hatching between white

lines; at lower end of tunic patterns in white lines as sketched H 6 on each side of
r NO
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ihe gilded edge. Dark lines round wrists, representing the fringed ends of sleeves (?).

Broad In-own border across foot of tunic with a pattern in while lines (see illustra-

tion). The mantle, which is of the same colour as the chiton, is arranged as on

n° 33a8o. Along the top of it is a broad yellow hand, down the middle of which

runs a row of oblong studs, gilded and surrounded by black lines; between the studs

are rudely drawn ellipses in black lines, Idled in with while and with a black line down
the middle; border on each side same as those round the arcade; blue fringe with

while markings along the top. Below on each side is a slanting black stripe like those

on Ihe lunic with a notch at the end; hand of white cross-batching as across shoulder.

Same border round shoulders and down each side of bodv as on n" 33q8o : it does

not extend, however, to foot of tunic. The lower part of body has an ornamental

covering like n° 33a8o. The part between the vertical borders is divided into

rectangular panels. These, with the exception of the top row, are separated from

each other, both horizontally and vertically, by lines of small studs with larger ones

at Ihe points of intersection, roughly gilded in the usual way with strips of gold leaf.

On each side of the studs is a strip of white on a yellow background with patterns,

. . ,
as sketched, in black lines, carelessly executed. The

i 'X'
f

A
t^-"""

figures in the panels are in gilded relief, the modelling

f § E ~vw*.iiiHi'v^w-
being chiefly done by means of raised lines and dots;

f A I 2>?<3L/ilW5Ac£ dark lines round about, and in some cases further

outlines in white as on n" 33a8o. Along the top is

a continuation of the vertical border, and in the middle of this is a black strip with

blue pattern edged with white. The panels are as follows , taken in horizontal rows :

1. In Ihe middle a naked figure to front, with left leg drawn in, right band raised

and left against waist (Ilarpokratcs?); background bluish, pattern in field in black

and while, slud m one corner. On each side an uraeus erect in a red panel with while

lines and dots. At each end a human bust in profile outwards. Yellow stripes with

while strokes between the various panels.

2. In the middle a rectangular plaque with studs and lines in relief, all gilded; round

about, a dark yellow border with white cross-hatching. In each of side panels a

hawk standing in profile inwards; dark purple background with white and black

lines, slud in field.

3. In Ihe middle a naked, winged Putto (lying lo right with head lo front, left hand

againsl waisl and indistinct object in right; below, a yellow pedestal with while spots;

red background with while lines and dots. On each side a rectangular plaque with

sluils and lines in relief, all gilded; border as on middle panel of a.

h. Middle same as •?.. In each of side panels a mummy standing in profile inwards;

background blue with pattern in black and while lines.

5. In the middle a bull standing lo right with head lo front; red background with

while lines and dots; I wo studs in field, one ornamented with dot -rosette. On each

side a rectangular plaque with pattern in relief, all gilded; border as on middle
panel ol 2.
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6. Middle same as 2 and It. On each side a crown of cow's horns (or l\vo uraei?) with

two disks between; yellow pedestal with while dols; dark purple background with

black and white markings.

7. In the middle two uraei confronting each other; small yellow pedestals with while

dots; red background with white lines and dots. On each side a rectangular plaque
with studs and lines in relief; border as on middle panel of 2.

On both sides, beyond the vertical border, is a zigzag hand of yellow with while strokes,

forming a series of triangles on each side of it. The triangles in the outer row are

alternately pink and brown, those in the inner row are blue (or blue and some other

colour that has faded); outlines black; indistinct foliage patterns in black and while

(red and white in the pink triangles); gilded stud in the centre of each. Beyond on

each side a yellow stripe with while strokes and beyond Lhat a blue stripe with white

strokes.

The legs are coloured like the face. Anklets as on 11" 33 2 8o, with red shading round
about. Lower part of boots brown, with black outlines, Iwo white stars on front of

each, white line and white dots round about and yellow circle at the outer end; upper
part yellow with while markings; white fringe with black markings along lop; gilded

slud at tip of each. Blue or slate-coloured background; on each side and down the

middle a white line between two black.

Preservation : Comparatively sound and well -preserved; surface worn and faded here

and there but on the whole still bright and distinct; only five of the lead sealings

preserved.

Bibl. : Maspero, Guide, i883, n" 5Ci3; Notice, 1892-1897, n" 397; Guide, 1902, 11" 397, p. 271;
Guide, ujo3 (Imijj. ed.), p. 357; Gayet, Musce coplc de Buulaq (Mission arch, francahe, t. Ill),

p. 2/1-2G, pi. A.

33282. Painted covering of cloth from the mummy of a woman. — Length

3 m. o5 cent., breadth in. <S/i cent. (pi. XLVIII).

Consists of a single sheet of rather coarse cloth w Inch has been glued over the front of

the wrappings. It may perhaps have been covered with a wash of stucco before being

painted, but Ihe surface is worn and indistinct.

The deceased is represented lying with hands against front of body : the right, which

is higher up, holds a cylindrical vase, and there is a garland in the left. The face

is framed by a (hick arch of wavy hair parted in the middle and coming down below

the ears. Hands and face are painted a light reddish llesh colour; hair and eyes

black; oullines in deep reddish brown. She wears two necklaces, the upper one a

series of disks or rings with a circular pendant, the lower one an indistinct chain

with a long pendant in the middle; twisted bracelet on each wrist; two rings on first

linger of left hand and one on small finger. All the jewellery is outlined in black; slight

traces of light blue on upper necklace, otherwise no signs of colour. Cup outlined in

black; traces also of blue? Wreath drawn in black and brown; remains of light blue.

The main part of her dress consists of a tunic with broad reddish brown stripe down
Culnl. du Musee, 11° 33 101. > r-
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each side; white dots between two white lines across top of each stripe. A scarf is

wound horizontally round her bosom and a fringed end hangs down on her left

side : outlines in reddish brown and two hands of same colour across the end. Tunic

and scarf seem lo have been light- coloured, perhaps while, but the surface is worn

and discoloured. Black spot on tunic on each side of neck, perhaps a fastening.

Down each side of body is a broad brown stripe with white edges and a while spray

pattern down the middle. These stripes curve inwards at the waist, and the space

between them from waist lo feet is Idled with various designs. Across the top a yellow

band with black outlines, below which a festooned wreath (light red, black, trace of

blue?). Below, a yellow band with design in black lines, n" 1, /^4%&\ Below,

a bird of Egyptian type with wings outspread and legs apart; outlines and inner

markings in black, body yellow with cross-hatchings, inner part of wings light

red, middle part green (?), outer pail blue. Below, a band with pattern in yellow

and black, n" >. /jj^fcy Below is a boat, black and perhaps yellow, with

bent-in ends ending in calyxes; a mummy lies on the boat and Anubis stands over

it to left on the far side; mummy outlined in black, wig green, body light red with

black markings; Anubis black, inner markings left in ground colour. Below, a

band like n° 1. Below, a bird probably like the one above but much broken; below,

another band like n° i. Below are two female figures, one at each end, standing in

profile inwards with hands raised and palms turned in; slight remains of some

object between them; the figure on the right has black outlines, black hair and blue

drapery, flesh perhaps yellow; the other figure is half destroyed and discoloured.

Below, a yellow band with black outlines and black spray pattern, and below this a

festooned wreath, light red, black and green (?). All the above ornamentation is

painted on a light-coloured ground, perhaps white originally. Above the ankles is a

black are with white spots, marking the lower end of drapery. The feet are coloured

like the rest of flesh and outlined in black; plain sandals with black markings.

The ornamentation outside of the body i> enclosed within a rectangular frame consi-

sting of a band of yellow on which is a black branch pattern with while spots : this,

however, is not continued across the lower end. There is also a horizontal hand of the

same pattern on each side of neck, dividing the orna-

mentation into two parts, upper and lower. The back-

ground round the head is bluish grey. Beyond on each

side a vertical strip of light red with two black lines

on each side and a pattern in black down the middle :

I lie pattern on the left side consists of dots and on the right side

of spirals or tendrils. Beyond at each end a dark indistinct ligure,

black and brown , on a grey background ; human ligure or mummy (?)

;

the face is left in the grey ground. Black line across lower end.

I town each side of body is a vertical row of rectangular panels , alternately

red, yellow and dark blue, with representations of animal-headed mummies standing in

profile inwards (see sketch). The figures on most of the yellow panels arc ape-headed
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and on most of the red panels serpent-headed; the order, however, is irregular at

liie lop of Ihe right hand row; those on the blue panels are not recognizable. The

outlines and inner markings are in black, and there are also traces of while on several

ol them. Black lines, edged with white, round each panel and two black lines between

each pair. Beyond is another vertical row of rectangular panels, alternately red

and dark blue, with a yellow space between each pair. The patterns are in white,

perhaps with a spot of different colour in the centre (?); those on the blue panels

are as sketched [
J;

(hose on the red are less clear, but may he restored somewhat

like tl IIS © I. While lines round the panels and the intermediate spaces.

Preservation : Much lorn and discoloured; marks of glue, especially round the edges.

It is at present mounted on while cloth with a wooden frame.

Bibl. : Notice, 1892-1897, 11" hoi.

33283. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o m. A 2 c, breadth o m. 200 in.

— Fag-el-Gamus, Fayouni, from Grenfell and Hunt.

Thin, vertically grained panel in extremely bad condition, much of the colouring and

detail being unrecognizable.

Head of a young man to front, showing more of right side of face; a litlle like n" 33a58.

He has a short beard and moustache and wears a gilded wreath in his hair like

n° 332 20,. The background was originally white and was afterwards gilded when

the portrait had been fixed in its place among the bandages (cf. n" 33a 17). Pain-

ted, as usual, with wax -colours.

Preservation : Broken and eaten away all round; the part preserved is lull of holes;

surface badly damaged and discoloured; back coated with cloth and pitch.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree (hi Musee, 11" 35A<)<).

33284. Mummy portrait. — Wood. — Height o in. 38 c, breadth in. 20 c.

— Fag-el -Gainns, from Grenfell and Hunt.

Thin, vertically {[rained panel.

Head of a bearded man, to front, showing rather more of the right side. There is a

stripe of white with lilac border of this form
,(

\f</(^X across front of neck, appa-

rently top of chiton. He has thick wavy hair, coming down rather low on forehead,

and a beard of similar appearance. Forehead wrinkled, vertical lines above nose and

strongly marked line below inner corner of eye; thick, slightly arched eyebrows; the

nose is hooked and the lips curve downwards in the middle; rather Jewish features.

Fair, ruddy complexion, dark hair, brown eyes. Background white.

Ordinary wax -colours. Marks of hard point, especially on forehead. Fairly strong

light on nose, forehead and cheek, shading on left side of nose : the deeper shading

011 face is yellowish brown. Hair rendered by curving black strokes on a brown

ground; brown strokes round outside.
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PnESEnvATiON : In very had condition; broken all round and most of left side of facebroken

off; impression of cloth on surface; hack coaled with cloth and pitch; very fragile.

Bibl. : Journal d'entree du Muscc, n* 3.
r)5oo.

33285. Head from a mummy -mask like n° 33208. — Wood and plaster. —
Height o m. ^>3 cent.

The core of the head consists of several pieces of wood pegged together with wooden

pins, and the modelling is done entirely in plaster which is very thick in some parts.

The hust was probably made of hoards with a coating of plaster. Some fragments of

drapery from the hack of the neck have a surface of cloth, stuccoed and painted,

over the plaster.

The head is that of a young man and is modelled in the same late, wooden style as

n° 332o8. He wears a wreath with a medallion in the middle. A mantle has

been draped round the hack of his neck. He is beardless and has short black hair

(modelled); eyes not inlaid hut modelled and painted; short nose; long upper lip

without any division in the middle.

Flesh while or yellowish while; colouring of lips, nostrils, eyebrows and rim of eyelids

put on over a yellow ground; good deal of yellow also on ears and round forehead

below hair. Lips and nostrils red, hair black, eyes black and while. Eyebrows cross-

hatched and eyelashes rendered by separate strokes. Wreath yellow. Mantle behind

head reddish brown, covered with yellow dots and circles.

PnESEnvATiON : In very bad condition; left side of head broken off; one large fragment

from left side is preserved, and also several small pieces of the drapery; surface

worn and dirty.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.

N°" 33101-33103. To the bibliography add Wvtzingeii, Holzsarcophage am der Zeit Alexanders

des Grossen, p. 32, nM 8 and passim; also Vassalli, Rappresentazione di Sirene sopra

tin sarcofago egiziano.

N" 3311/i. Bibl. : Watzinger, Holzsarcophage, p. 33, fig. 58.

N" 3312 I
, p. 8, I. la. The corner planks arc connected by two horizontal boards, the middle

pari being made in one piece with ihe lower board.

Bibl. : Watzingeh, Holzsarcophage, p. 27, n"' 3 and passim.

N° 33123. Uinr,. : Watzinger, Hoksarcopliage
, p. 33, n '

9 and passim.

N° 3313/4. BlBL. : For Journal d'entree da Musie, if 33 1/1/4, read n" 28/1/1/1.

N° 331 CD. Bibl. : For Journal d'enlr&e du Musk, n° 3o5/io , read n° 3o5A8.
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